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Summary
Harmonic maps from a surface M  into a Riemannian symmetric space G /K  correspond 
to certain holomorphic maps, the extended solutions, into the based loop group Q,G. 
Two separate classes of harmonic maps have been distinguished according to the nature 
of the corresponding extended solutions: harmonic maps of finite type and harmonic 
maps of finite uniton number.
In Chapter 3 we shall generalize Ohnita and Udagawa’s results [33] concerning 
homogeneous projections preserving finite type property. The starting point of our 
study in Chapter 4 is a question: do flag transforms preserve finite type property? We 
shall see that this can be solved affirmatively only in some special cases but not in 
general; we apply these results to prove a theorem which illustrates that the class of 
finite type harmonic maps is essentially disjoint from that of maps with finite uniton 
number and to settle negatively a natural conjecture concerning harmonic tori in the 
quaternionic projective space. In Chapter 5 we shall make use of the Grassmannian 
theoretic point of view introduced by Segal [38] in order to study harmonic maps from 
a two-sphere into Sp(n). By using this methodology, we shall be able to deduce i) an 
“uniton factorization” of such maps and ii) an alternative characterization of harmonic 
two-spheres in HPn. Such a characterization can be seen as a natural generalization of 
Aithal’s characterization of harmonic two-spheres in H P2 [1] which may be related to 
the approach of Bahy-El-Dien and Wood in [2]. Finally, in Chapter 6 we show that each 
single Bianchi-Backlund transform of a surface with constant Gauss curvature can be 
given by an appropriate dressing action and we relate Darboux and Bianchi-Backlund 
transformations for surfaces of constant mean curvature.
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A map (f> : M  —► N  of Riemannian manifolds is harmonic if it extremises the energy 
functional:
J  |d<£|2dvol
on every compact subdomain of M. The harmonic maps in this Thesis go from a 
Riemann surface to compact Lie groups or symmetric spaces; they are, therefore, two- 
dimensional analogues of geodesics. Several integrable classes of surface are character­
ized by harmonicity of a suitable Gauss map. For example, a surface /  : M —> R3 has 
constant mean curvature if and only if its Gauss map M  —> S 2 is harmonic. Again, 
such a surface has constant Gauss curvature if and only if its Gauss map is harmonic 
with respect to the metric on M  provided by the second fundamental form of / .
At the heart of the modern theory of harmonic maps from a Riemann surface to 
a Riemannian symmetric space is the observation that, in this setting, the harmonic 
map equations have a zero-curvature representation and so correspond to loops of flat 
connections. This fact was first exploited in the literature by Uhlenbeck in her study 
[44] of harmonic maps of R2 into a compact Lie group G. Uhlenbeck discovered that 
harmonic maps correspond to certain holomorphic maps, the extended solutions, into 
the based loop group flG. An extended solution reveals intimate properties of the 
corresponding harmonic maps:
The simplest situation occurs when the Fourier series associated to an extended 
solution has finitely many terms; the corresponding harmonic maps are said to have 
finite uniton number. All the harmonic maps in C which extend to the sphere S2 =  
C U  oo are of this kind. Again, harmonic maps obtained via twistor construction 
have finite uniton number. The twistor theoretic construction of harmonic maps from 
holomorphic data accounts for all isotropic harmonic maps from a Riemann surface
1
into a sphere or a complex projective space. In particular, all harmonic 2-spheres in Sn 
or CP” arise in this way [14, 15, 21]. A general treatment of twistor spaces and twistor 
projections is given by Burstall and Rawnsley in [12]. From the point of view of loop 
groups, the harmonic maps produced via the twistor construction are characterized 
by the property that the corresponding extended solutions are fixed (pointwise) by a 
certain action of S 1 on Q,G (cf. [10]).
Harmonic maps of finite type correspond to extended solutions which can be ob­
tained by integrating a pair of commuting Hamiltonian vector fields on certain finite­
dimensional subspaces of loop algebras. It was shown in [9] that any non-conformal 
harmonic map of a two-torus into a rank one symmetric spaces G /K  is of finite type.
We shall now outline the contents of each chapter of this thesis as well the main 
results we have obtained:
C hapter 2 is preparatory in nature: following [11] and [23], we give the precise 
loop theoretic formulation of harmonic maps into symmetric spaces and we introduce 
the notion of primitive maps. A map into a /c-symmetric space, k > 2, is primitive if it 
satisfies a first order equation of Cauchy-Riemann type which arises from the geometry 
of the /c-symmetric space. Primitive maps enjoy a number of interesting properties: 
they are harmonic maps and their harmonicity is preserved under homogeneous pro­
jections. In general, we shall say that a map (j> into G /K  is a primitive harmonic map 
if G /K  is /c-symmetric, with k > 2 , and <f) is primitive or if G /K  is symmetric and <p is 
harmonic.
The notion of primitive harmonic map of finite type is introduced via extended 
solutions and via extended framings. We shall prove that these two constructions are 
equivalent.
C hapter 3. As we have mentioned above, in [9] the authors proved that any 
non-conformal harmonic map of a 2-torus into a rank one symmetric space G /K  is of 
finite type. Burstall [7] generalized the notion of harmonic map of finite type to the 
case where the target manifold is a naturally reductive homogeneous space admitting a 
/c-symmetric structure and proved that any weakly-conformal non-isotropic harmonic 
map 0 of a 2-torus into S n or CP” can be lifted to a primitive map of finite type into 
a certain /c-symmetric space. After that, Ohnita and Udagawa [33] showed that, given 
a primitive harmonic map -0 of finite type of C into a generalized flag manifold G /H  
with its canonical /c-symmetric structure, (j> = p o rp : C —> G /K  is also a primitive 
harmonic map of finite type for some choices of K  D  H, where p : G /H  —*• G /K  is
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the natural homogeneous projection over the j-symmetric space G /K . The condition 
on the closed subgroup K  of G is satisfied in the complex projective space case. What 
underlies many of their algebraic computations is the existence of an isomorphism
ATg -> Ag
for any automorphism r  of order k in g that we can construct explicitly in several cases. 
Thus, clarifying this matter we shall be able to arrive at the following conclusions:
• The condition on the closed subgroup K  admits a nice geometrical formulation. 
In fact, Gc acts transitively on any generalized flag manifold G /H  with parabolic 
subgroups as stabilizers. Each parabolic subgroup of CP is the stabilizer of some 
flag
Vi C  V2 C  . . .  C  Vr = V
for some representation V  of Gc . Hence, associated to the generalized flag mani­
fold G /H  with its canonical ^-symmetric structure there is a parabolic subgroup 
P. If we take another parabolic subgroup Q such that P  C  Q, we have a new 
generalized flag manifold G /K  with its canonical j-symmetric structure, such 
that K  D  H. When Gc is simple, the conditions on the choice of K  referred to 
above amount to the demand that P  C  Q.
• Sn and the corresponding ^-symmetric spaces used to build its primitive lifts 
are not generalized flag manifolds. However, both symmetric structures arise in 
a natural way from some parabolic subgroups P  C  Q\ a general setting which 
includes this case is available and one can prove in a direct way that any harmonic 
2-torus into Sn which is covered by a primitive map of finite type is also of finite 
type.
• The canonical twistor fibrations of height k =  2 preserve the finite type property. 
Canonical twistor fibrations were described in detail by Burstall and Rawnsley 
in [12].
Chapter 4. In [44], Uhlenbeck introduced an operation, called adding a uniton or 
flag transform in [12], of obtaining new harmonic maps from a given one. The starting 
point of our study in this chapter is a question: do flag transforms preserve finite type 
property? We shall see that this can be solved affirmatively only in some special cases 
but not in general. After this we shall apply our results to prove a theorem which
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illustrates that the class of finite type harmonic maps is essentially disjoint from that 
of maps with finite uniton number.
Talcing account the results of Chapter 3, one can conclude that any harmonic map of 
a 2-tor us into a sphere or a complex projective space is of finite type or of finite uniton 
number. Thus one can ask if this remains true for any other rank one symmetric space. 
We shall be able to settle negatively this conjecture in the quaternionic projective space 
case.
C hapter 5. Except in the original cases G /K  =  Sn or CPn, the twistor construc­
tion does not produce all harmonic maps S 2 —> G /K . The search for a more general 
construction led to several special techniques (see the survey [19]), by means of which all 
harmonic maps S2 —> G^(Cn) could in principle at least, be constructed from “holomor­
phic data”. The turning point in the theory of harmonic maps was the reformulation 
of the harmonic map equations in terms of extended solutions. In this new setting, the 
harmonic condition is immediately translated to holomorphic one. In [44], Uhlenbeck 
also showed that any harmonic map 0 : S2 —* Gk{Cn) or U(n) can be obtained from 
a constant map by applying a finite number of flag transformations. Otherwise said, 
an extended solution corresponding to some harmonic map 0 : S2 —> Gfc(Cn) or U(n) 
admits a factorization into linear factors. These factors are in some sense holomorphic 
with respect to perturbations of the standard complex structure, where the pertur­
bation depends on the previous factors. This construction of harmonic maps out of 
holomorphic data was made more explicit by J.C. Wood [46, 47] in the G/c(Cn) and 
U(n) cases, and by A. Bahy-El-Dien and J.C. Wood [2, 3] in the G2(Rn) and ELPn 
cases.
Another approach to Uhlenbeck’s work was introduced by Segal [38], using the 
Grassmannian model of the loop group f2U(n). In this setting, Segal gave an alter­
native proof of Uhlenbeck’s factorization theorem and deduced in a beautiful way the 
classification theorem for harmonic maps S2 —> CP n due to J. Eells and J.C. Wood 
[21]-
In this chapter, we shall make use of the Grassmannian theoretic point of view 
introduced by Segal [38] in order to study harmonic maps from a two-sphere into Sp(ra). 
By using this methodology, we shall be able to deduce i) an “uniton factorization” of 
such maps and ii) an alternative characterization of harmonic two-spheres in HPn. Such 
a characterization can be seen as a natural generalization of Aithal’s characterization of 
harmonic two-spheres in ELP2 [1] which may be related to the approach of Bahy-El-Dien 
and Wood in [2].
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C hapter 6 . The Bianchi-Backlund transforms, which were introduced by Bianchi 
[4] for surfaces of positive constant Gauss curvature (CGC), are an extension of the 
Backlund transforms (see [20], §120) for surfaces of negative Gauss curvature. In con­
trast to the negative case, a Bianchi-Backlund transform of a real surface is in general 
complex. In order to obtain a new real surface with positive Gauss curvature, one has 
to apply two successive Bianchi-Backlund transforms, where the second transform has 
to be matched to the first in a particular way.
On the other hand, there is a very general mechanism for constructing a group 
action on a space of solutions. Here is the basic idea: let Q be a group with subgroups 
Q\,Qi such that Q\§2 = Q and Q\ fl Q2 =  {1}. Then Q2 =  Q/Q\ so that we get a 
dressing action of Q\ on Q2 . More generally, when G1Q2 is only open in Q, one gets a 
local action. The case of importance to us is when the Qi axe groups of holomorphic 
maps from subsets of the Riemann sphere P1 to a complex Lie group Gc distinguished 
by the location of their singularities.
In [31], A. Mahler showed in a constructive way that the classical Bianchi-Backlund 
procedure for obtaining a new real surface /  out of an old one /  amounts to dressing the 
extended framing associated to the Gauss map of / ,  which is an harmonic map, by a 
certain dressing matrix. Her methodology can be briefly described as follows: starting 
with /  and its transform / ,  it is possible to construct the corresponding extended 
framings; these extended framings are related by a certain transition matrix and one 
can obtain a explicit relationship between the dressing matrices and the transition 
matrices.
In this chapter we shall give an alternative approach to Mahler’s work. Following the 
philosophy developed by Terng and Uhlenbeck [42], we start with certain basic elements 
of Qi, the simple factors, for which the dressing action can be computed explicitly. We 
show that each single Bianchi-Backlund transform corresponds to the dressing action 
of a certain simple factor. A nice geometrical parameterization of these simple factors 
is available and we shall see how to relate it with the classical parameterization of 
Bianchi-Backlund transforms. As a consequence we prove in an easier way the result 
announced by Mahler.
The classical Bianchi-Backlund transforms can not be applied directly to surfaces 
of constant mean curvature (CMC). However, it is a well known fact due to Bonnet 
[6] that, given a CGC surface, two of its parallel surfaces will be CMC surfaces and 
conversely, any CMC surface will have a parallel CGC surface. Then, we can define 
Bianchi-Backlund transformations for such surfaces by considering first their parallel 
CGC surface, applying Bianchi-Backlund transformations and then considering the 
parallel CMC surfaces to the transformed CGC surfaces.
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Every CMC surface is isothermic, that is, it admits local conformal curvature line 
coordinates. Darboux [17] discovered a transformation of isothermic surfaces: the 
surface and its Darboux transform are characterized by the conditions that they have 
the same conformal structures and curvature lines and are the enveloping surfaces of a 
2-sphere congruence. In [27], Hertrich-Jeromin and Pedit gave an alternative approach 
to the Darboux transforms: all Darboux transforms of a given isothermic surface are 
described by a Ricatti type equation. For suitable initial conditions, this equation will 
produce Darboux transforms of constant mean curvature out of an old constant mean 
curvature surface. We conclude this chapter by relating Darboux and Bianchi-Backlund 
transformations for CMC surfaces.
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Chapter 2
Harmonic maps, loop groups and 
integrable systems
2.1 Harmonic maps
A map (j> : (M , g) —> (N , h) of Riemannian manifolds is harmonic if it extremises the 
energy functional:
J  \dfa2dvolM
on every compact subdomain of M. The associated Euler-Lagrange equation is
T<f, = trace5Vd0 =  0, (2.1)
where V is the connection on T*M  <g> (j>~lT N  induced by the Levi-Civita connections 
on M  and N . The quantity € C°°{(f)~lTN ) is called the tension field.
Good introductions to the general theory of harmonic maps can be found in the 
lecture notes of Eells and Lemaire [19] and the book of Urakawa [45].
Examples. 1. Harmonic maps S 1 —> N  are the closed geodesics, parameterized by 
arclength.
2. Holomorphic and anti-holomorphic maps between Kahler manifolds are harmonic.
3. A map </> =  (<f>i , . . . , 0 n) : M  —> R" is a harmonic map if and only if each 
component fa is a harmonic function in the usual sense, that is, fa satisfies the 
Laplace’s equation
A fa =  0 .
In the case the domain is two dimensional, there are some special features to the 
theory. For example, the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.1) is conformally invariant for the
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domain metric and has a particularly simple form. Indeed, if M  is a Riemann surface 
and z is a local complex coordinate on M, then <f>: M  —> N  is harmonic (with respect 
to any Hermitian metric on M) if and only if
=  0 (2.2)
where V N is the Levi-Civita connection on TN . Equation (2.2) can be interpreted as 
saying that is holomorphic with respect to the Kozsul-Malgrange holomorphic
structure on 0_1Tc iV —> M:
Theorem  1. [30] Let E —* M  be a complex vector bundle over a Riemann surface 
M  with connection V. Then there is a unique holomorphic structure on E  compatible 
with V, that is, a local section a of E  is holomorphic if and only if V^<r =  0 for all 
(1 , 0)-vectors Z.
We now describe the class of target manifolds with which we shall be concerned:
2.2 Reductive Homogeneous spaces
2.2.1 T he M aurer-Cartan form
Let AT be a manifold on which a Lie group G acts transitively. Pick a base point 
xq G N  with stabilizer subgroup K  so that N  is diffeomorphic to G /K . Suppose that 
N  = G /K  is a reductive homogeneous space, which means that the Lie algebra q of G 
admits an Ad^-invariant splitting
q — t © m ,




has the Lie algebra Ad^ fc as kernel and so restricts to an isomorphism Adflm —> TXN. 
The inverse map (3X : TXN  —> Adgm defines a g-valued 1-form (3 on. N  which, following 
[12], we call the Maurer-Cartan form of N. If N  is actually the group manifold G, 
acting on itself by right translations, then f3 is just the (left) Maurer-Cartan form of 
G.
N otation. If I C  0C is an Ad^-invariant subspace, let [I] denote the subbundle of the 
trivial bundle qc =  N  x qc defined by [fjg.IO =  Adffl.
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2.2.2 Sym m etric and ^-symmetric spaces
Let be a Lie algebra, r  : g —* g an automorphism of order k > 2 with fixed set I and
2n iu> =  e~%~ the primitive k-th root of unity. We have an eigenspace decomposition
fc—l
0c = E f l<
t= 0
where gi is the u/-eigenspace of r. We extend this notation by defining Qi+kn = fli, for 
any n G Z. Observe that flo = £c , 17 =  fl-i and
Cl Q i + j  ,
for all i , j  G Z. Setting
mC =  2 Z  0j
j€ Z fc \{0}
and m = mc fl q, we see that [t, m] C  m, and so
q = I © m (2.3)
is a reductive decomposition of g. Moreover, when k = 2, mc =  fli, so that [m,m] C  t 
and, in this case, (2.3) is a symmetric decomposition of q.
Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra q and suppose that r  exponentiates to give 
an order k > 2 automorphism, also denoted by t ,  of G. Further, let (Gt )q C  K  C  Gt , 
where (Gt )q is the identity component of
GT =  {g G G : r(g) =  g} ,
so that K  has Lie algebra I. Then the reductive homogeneous manifold N  = G /K  is 
called a k-symmetric space.
In all our applications, we shall be concerned with the case where G is compact 
and semisimple. In this situation, the Killing form Bg of g is negative definite and so 
—Bg provides a G-invariant metric on any reductive homogeneous space N  = G /K . 
Of course, the 2-symmetric spaces equipped with this G-invariant metric are just the 
familiar Riemannian symmetric spaces of compact type.
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2.3 The Maurer-Cartan equations
Let 0 be the (left) Maurer-Cartan form of G. A simple calculation shows that 0 satisfies 
the Maurer-Cartan equation
d e+ h 0 A 0 ]  =  0. (2.4)
Now let 0 : M  —► G be a map of a manifold M  and set a  =  (j>*9. Then 0 pulls back
(2.4) to give
da +  ^[q A  q] =  0, (2.5)z
so that a also satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equation. In fact, a partial converse of this 
is true:
Theorem 2. [40] Let a be a g-valued 1-form on a simply-connected manifold M. Then 
a = <j>*6 for some map 0 : M  —► G if and only if a  satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equations
(2.5). In this case, 0 is unique up to left translation by a constant element of G.
Remarks. 1. If we interpret d -1- a  as a connection in the (trivial) principal bundle
M  x G, then the Maurer-Cartan equation (2.5) says that the curvature of this 
connection is zero (i.e. d +  a is flat).
2. In the case G is a matrix group, we have 0*0 =  0_1d0.
2.4 Harmonic maps into reductive homogeneous spaces
Henceforth, we shall always take G to be a compact, connected and semisimple matrix 
Lie group, and the metrics on homogeneous G-spaces are induced from the Killing inner 
product on fl.
Let N  = G /K  be a reductive homogeneous space with base point xQ = eK, M  a 
Riemann surface and <f> : M  —> N  a smooth map. To simplify the exposition, we fix 
M  = C. From [36] we know that 0 is harmonic if and only if the pull-back of the 
Maurer-Cartan form is co-closed:
d*(j>*/3 = 0 (2.6)
Now we take a lift 0  : C —► G with 0 =  tt o  0 , where 7r : G —> G /K  is the coset 
projection. Such (global) lifts always exist since we are working with a contractible 
domain. We call 0  a framing of 0. Set
a =  0 _1d0 .
1 0
Corresponding to the reductive decomposition =  I © m is a decomposition of a,
a = at + am]
we also have a type decomposition am = a'm + a'^ where a'm is an mc-valued (1, 0)-form 
and a" its complex conjugate. One may easily verify that
(f) (3 = Ad0 a m.
So we can express the harmonic map equation in terms of a (which satisfies the Maurer- 
Cartan equation). In fact, (2 .6) is equivalent to
da'm +  [at A a 'J  =  da" +  [at A a" ] =  0 (2.7)
da* +  at] +  [a'm A a"] =  0 (2.8)
whenever
K A o O »  =  0 (2.9)
(cf. [11]). Equation (2.9) certainly holds when N  is a Riemannian symmetric space. 
Now, set
a \ =  A a'm +  + A ^a" (2-10)
for all A 6  S 1; comparing coefficients of A we conclude that (2.7) and (2.8) hold for a 
precisely when
dax +  ^[qaA ax] =  0 (2 .11)
for all A € -S'1. Otherwise said, assuming (2.9), the smooth map (j> is harmonic if and 
only if d + ax is a loop of flat connections.
Conversely, given a loop ax of valued 1-forms on C of the form (2.10) satisfying 
the Maurer-Cartan equation (2.11) for all A £ S 1 and [c/m A a"]m = 0, we can apply 
Theorem 2 in order to find, for each A G S1, a map V>a : C —> G such that
1 1dlpx =  CKA •
Then we obtain a loop of harmonic maps associated to ax by setting <f>x =  tt o  ipx : C —» 
N.
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2.5 Primitive harmonic maps
Let N  =  G /K  be a fc-symmetric space with automorphism r  and associated eigenspace 
decomposition
fc-i
0c =  ^ 0i-
i= 0
As we have seen before, we get a reductive decomposition g = t  © m by setting m = 
mc fl g, where
*nC =  5 3  0‘ -
iezfc\{o}
Let (j) : €  —► N  be a smooth map and take a lift if) : €  —► G with <f> = ir o ip, where 
7T : G —> G /K  is the coset projection. Corresponding to the reductive decomposition 
is a decomposition of a =
a = at +  am.
Let a m = a'm +  cx!^  be the type decomposition of a'm into (1,0)-form and (0, l)-form of 
C.
Definition 1. cf>: C —> N  is primitive if a'm is gi-valued.
Remairks. 1. If k > 3 then any primitive map 0 : C —► N  is harmonic with respect 
to all invariant metrics on N  for which [fli] is isotropic (cf. [5]). In particular, a 
primitive map $ : C —> N  is harmonic with respect to the metric on N  induced 
by the Killing form of g. Of course, when k = 2 all maps are primitive.
2. Following [11], we shall talk of primitive harmonic maps whenever we want to 
avoid treating the case of fc-symmetric spaces with k = 2 separately, conscious of 
the fact that the term “primitive” (resp.“harmonic”) is redundant when k = 2 
(resp. k > 2).
Our principal interest in primitive maps derives from the fact that they are well- 
behaved with respect to homogeneous projections:
Theorem  3. [7] Let K  C  H  be closed subgroups of G with G /K  ^-symmetric and H  
r-stable. As usual equip the reductive homogeneous spaces with the metric induced by 
the Killing inner product on g. Let p : G /K  —► G /H  be the homogeneous projection. 
If (p : C —* G /K  is a primitive map, then (j> = p o (p :C —>G/H is harmonic.
Suppose now that (f>: C —> N  is a primitive harmonic map and consider the loop of 
1-forms
ax = Aa'm + a e +  A_1a" . (2.12)
1 2
Since a'm is gi-valued, we may view as a Agr-valued 1-form, where
Aflr = {€ '■ S 1 —* Q (smooth) : t ( £ ( A ) )  = f(o'A) for any A G S1} . (2-13)
Moreover, in this case vanishes, and so the discussion in section 2.4 applies
so that d + ct\ is a loop of flat connections.
Conversely, suppose that a \  is a loop of g-valued 1-forms of the form (2.12), such 
that
d<*A + -{a \ Ac*a] =  0
for all A G 5 1, and a'm is gi-valued. By Theorem 2, for each A G S 1 there is a map 
• C —* G such that
V y W a =  <*A
and then (j>\ = tt oipx will be a S1-family of primitive harmonic maps. Moreover, 
is unique up to left translation by a constant. We may choose these constants so that 
ip\(z0) depends smoothly on A for some (and hence every) zQ G C. Let AGT be the 
infinite-dimensional Lie group corresponding to the loop Lie algebra (2.13):
AGt =  {7  : S 1 —► G (smooth) : 7 (u;A) =  r (7 (A)) for all A G 5 1} .
Then we can define a smooth map \I> : C —► AGT, by setting ^ ( 2 )(A) =  i>\(z). 4' is 
called an extended framing.
Notation. Whenever F  is a map with values in AG, we shall write F\ = ev\ o F, 
where ev* : AGT —► G is given by evaluating the loop at A G S 1.
To summarize: any primitive harmonic map on C gives rise to an extended framing 
such that (f> = /K 0 ^ 1 . Conversely, given an extended framing on C, we get a loop 
of primitive harmonic maps by setting (f>\ = tt o iff x-
2.6 Extended framings of finite type
Let g be a compact semisimple Lie algebra, r  : g —> g an automorphism of order k with
2 t t  ifixed set t, u  = e ~  the primitive k-th root of the unity, and
fc—1
»=0
the corresponding eigenspace decomposition. Let t be a maximal torus of 5. Then lc is 
a Cartan subalgebra of £c . Fix a positive root system A+. For each i G g ,  adX is skew
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with respect to the Killing inner product on q and so has purely imaginary eigenvalues. 
Thus any root a associated to tc belongs to and so ta =  E- a , where la is the
corresponding root space. Set
»= E *“■
a € A +
the nilpotent subalgebra given by the positive root spaces. Hence
*- E r “-
a € A +
where the complex conjugation is taken with respect to the real form g, and we have
ec =  tc ® n © n .  (2.14)
Fixing b — y /^ l t  © h, which is a solvable subalgebra of tc ,
tc =  t © b (2.15)
is an Iwasawa decomposition of tc . For more details on the structure of semisimple Lie 
groups and Lie algebras see [26].
Define the loop algebra
Afi r =  : *S'1 —► 0C (smooth) : r(£( A)) =  £(wA) for any AGS'1}.
A 0r =  {£ € A $  : £ : 5 1 —► g} is just the real form of Ag^. A loop £ G AgJ: has a
Fourier decomposition
«w = E&v
j €  Z
with each £.,• G gc satisfying r(£j) = u>J£j. Then AgT =  {£ G Afl  ^ : £j =  £-j}.
Let d = 1 mod k. Define the finite dimensional subspace Ad,T of Agr by
Ad,r = {£ =  5 Z G A0r : £j = 0 for \j\ > d}.
jez
For any map £ : €  —► A<f)T, £<*-i is fcc-valued. Corresponding to decomposition (2.14) 
of tc , write 77 G lc as
V = W  +  Vn +  m
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and corresponding to decomposition (2.15) of £c , write 77 € tc as
l  = iIt + ilb-
lt is then easy to check that
(fd-idz)e =  r (Zd-i)dz +  r{£d-i)dz
where r  : £c —► tc is given by r(rj) =  r)n + ^ c .
Consider now vector fields X \ ,X 2 on Ad,T ( d = l  mod/c) defined by
i( X 1 - i X 2)« ) = K,A?<i + r & _ 1)]
where the bracket is to be interpreted point-wise. It is shown in [11] that the X{ are 
complete commuting vector fields on Ad,T so that, fixing an initial condition £0 € Ad,T, 
we may integrate the corresponding flows to obtain a map £ : C —> Ad)T. Thus £ is the 
unique solution of
d£ = K, (A u  + r(U -i))dz  +  (A_1?_<J +  ? (S ^))dJ] (2.16)
with £(0) =  £0, where z is the complex co-ordinate on C. For a such £,
=  (A£d +  r(£d_i))dz + (A-1£_rf +  r(£d_i))d^
is a Arfl-valued 1-form on C, since the A-coefficient £j is gi-valued, and a \  is of the 
form (2 .12).
Theorem  4. [11] d + a \  is a loop of flat connections.
Thus, we can integrate to get an extended framing ^  : C —> KGT (where G is a 
connected, compact and semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra fl), unique up to left 
translation by a constant loop, with =  a \. We call the extended framings so
obtained extended framings of finite type. A map £ : C —> Ad,T which satisfies equation 
(2.16) is called a polynomial Killing field.
2.7 Extended framings and a Symes formula
In [41], Symes introduced a scheme for integrating non-trivial commuting Hamiltonian 
flows on Lie algebras. The basic setting for the scheme is this: one has a Lie algebra q 
which admits a direct sum decomposition into subalgebras: q = t  © b. Suppose there
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is a corresponding Lie group decomposition G =  K  x B. Then the Hamiltonian flow 
through an initial condition £0 £ t is given by Ad*.-i£0, where k is the projection onto 
K  via G = K  x B  of a suitable geodesic in G. The method of Symes also works in 
certain infinite-dimensional loop algebra settings:
Let G be a compact semisimple Lie group and r  an automorphism of order k whose 
fixed set is K. Let K c = K B  be the Iwasawa decomposition of K c corresponding to 
the Iwasawa decomposition (2.15) of tc . Consider the following infinite-dimensional 
Lie groups :
A Gy =  {7  : S 1 —» Gc (smooth) : 7 (0; A) = r(  7 (A)) for all A G S1}
AGT = {7  G AGf : 7  : 5 1 -  G}
A+Gy =  {7  G A Gy : 7  extends holomorphically to D, 7(0) G B}
where D = {A G C : |A| < 1}.
Examples of extended framings can be found by recourse to the following method: 
First, we have an Iwasawa decomposition for twisted loop groups:
Theorem 5. [18] Multiplication AGT x A+Gy —► AG^ is a diffeomorphism onto.
Next, let A^g*: C  Afl  ^ consist of those elements 77 G Ag^ of the form
v =  ]C  xjr}j '
j > - i
Fix T)0 G A^^g^. Using Theorem 5, we find maps \I> : C —> AGT and : C —> A+G^ 
such that
exp(zTjo) =  '&'&+ . (2-17)
Finally we have:
Theorem 6 . [11] ’F is an extended framing.
Extended framings of finite type all arise in this way (up to left multiplication by 
a constant loop):
Theorem 7. [11] An extended framing \F : €  —> AGr (with \F(0) = e) is of finite type 
if and only if, for some d = 1 mod k, there exists £0 G Ad,T such that
exp(;zAd-1£0) =  W +
for some smooth map \F+ : C —> A+Gy.
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2.8 Extended solutions
So far, we have been describing a rather general theory of primitive harmonic maps 
and we have distinguished among these a special class of maps which are obtained by 
solving a pair of commuting ordinary equations. Next we shall describe briefly the 
similar theory developed in [9] and its extension to the fc-symmetric case in [7]. In 
these papers the main objects of study are maps into a Lie group rather than into 
an arbitrary fc-symmetric space. Maps into fc-symmetric spaces are then viewed as 
particular maps into G via a Cartan embedding. The same point of view is adopted 
by Uhlenbeck in her fundamental paper [44]. We will show in section 2.8.5 how these 
theories are related. In particular, we prove that extended framings of finite type and 
extended solutions of finite type produce the same class of primitive harmonic maps
2.8.1 Harm onic maps into Lie groups
Let 0 :  C —> G be a map into a compact matrix Lie group. Equip G with a bi-invariant 
metric. We may view G as the homogeneous space G/{e] so that 0 is its own framing. 
Hence, 0 is harmonic if and only if a  =  0- 1d0 is co-closed.
Let a = a' + a" be the type decomposition of a: thus a ' is a gc-valued (1,0)-form 
and a" = ex'. Combining (2.6) with the Maurer-Cartan equation for a, one concludes 
with Uhlenbeck [44] that 0 : C —> G is harmonic if and only if the loop of 1-forms given
by - l
Ax = l ^ a ' + ]— ^ - a "  (2.18)
satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equation for each A G 5 1. Observe that A\ =  0 and so the 
loop A \  may be viewed as a 1-form with values in the based loop algebra fig given by
fig =  {£ : S 1 —► g (smooth) : £(1) =  0}. (2-19)
Conversely, suppose that A \  is a loop of g-valued 1-forms of the form (2.18) such 
that
dAx +  ^[A\ A A\] =  0 
for all A G S'1. By Theorem 2, for each A G 5 1 there is a map 0a : C —> G such that
0^Jd0A =  A \
and then 0_i : C —► G will be a harmonic map. Moreover, 0a is unique up to left 
translation by a constant. We may choose these constants so that 0i =  e and 
depends smoothly on A for every z G C . Let fIG be the infinite-dimensional Lie group
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corresponding to the loop Lie algebra (2.19):
QG =  {7  : S 1 —> G (smooth) : 7 (1) =  e} .
Then we can define a smooth map $  : C —> QG, by setting $ (2) (A) = <f>\ (z). $  is
called an extended solution.
To summarize: any harmonic map <j) : C —> G gives rise to an extended solution 
$ : C —> QG such that 0 =  3>_i. Conversely, given an extended solution $  on C, we 
get a harmonic map by setting <p =  $_ i : C —> G.
2.8.2 E xtended solutions of finite type
Any loop £ £ fig has a unique representation
j^o
with each £j £ gc and £_j =  £j. Fix d £ N and set
fi<i =  {£ G fig : £j =  0 for \j\ > d} .
Flat fig-valued 1-forms of the form (2.18) on C can be obtained by integrating com­
muting flows on fid'
Introduce vector fields X \ ,X 2 on fij by
i ( X , - t X - a) (0  =  K ,2 i (A - l )£ l].
X \, X 2 are shown to be a commuting pair of complete vector fields (cf. [9]). Thus, if 
we fix an initial condition £0 £ fid, we may simultaneously integrate the Xi to get a 
unique map £ : C —> Qd satisfying
| [  =  K,2«(A-1)&] (2.20)
and £(0) =  £0. Define an fig-valued 1-form by
A \ = 2i(X -  l)£<*dz -  2i(A-1  -  l)£_ddz.
Theorem  8 . [9] d +  A \ is a loop of flat connections.
Thus, we can integrate to get an extended solution 3> : C —> QG (where G is
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a compact matrix Lie group with Lie algebra g), unique up to left translation by a 
constant loop, with =  A\.  We call the extended solutions so obtained extended
solutions of finite type and the corresponding harmonic maps <j) =  \P_i : C —> G are 
harmonic maps of finite type. Again, we call a map £ : C —* Cld a polynomial Killing 
field if £ satisfies equation (2 .20).
When is a harmonic map <j) : C —♦ G of finite type? Comparing coefficients in the 
differential equation for the polynomial Killing field associated to such a map gives:
d£<* =  [£d, 2z(£i_<fdz -  £d-idz)]
which takes values in [£d,0C]. Otherwise said, d£<* takes values in the tangent space at 
£d to the AdGc-orbit through £<*. We therefore deduce from the uniqueness of solutions 
to ODE:
Lemma 1. £<*: C —> flc (and hence a'(J^)) takes values in a single AdGc-orbit in fjc .
A  partial converse of this result holds for doubly periodic harmonic maps (otherwise 
said, lifts to the universal cover of a harmonic 2-torus):
Theorem 9. [11] A doubly periodic harmonic map 0 : C —» G is of finite type if 
takes values in a single semisimple AdGc-orbit in gc .
This condition can be further simplified:
Theorem 10. [7] A doubly periodic harmonic map <j> : C —► G is of finite type if
a /((5z) =  *s semisimple on a dense subset of C.
2.8.3 E xtended solutions and a Sym es formula
Consider the following infinite-dimensional Lie groups:
AGc = {7 : 5 1 —» (smooth)}
SIG = {7 € AGc : 7 : S 1 G and 7 (1) =  e)
A+ ( f  =  {7 G AGC : 7 extends holomorphically to D}
where D =  {A G C : |A| < 1}.
Examples of extended solutions can be found by recourse to the following method: 
First we have an Iwasawa decomposition:
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Theorem  11. [35] Multiplication QG x A+GC —> AGC is a diffeomorphism onto.
Next, fix rjo G  Ajjc such that Arj0 G  A+qc (i.e. Xr)0 extends holomorphically to 
D). Using Theorem 11, we find maps $  : C —► QG and $+ : C —► A+GC such that 
exp(zr)0) = Then we have:
Theorem  12. [11] $  is an extended solution.
Again, extended solutions of finite type all arise via a Symes formula (up to left 
multiplication by a constant loop):
Theorem  13. [11] An extended solution $  : C —> (with $(0) =  e) is of finite type
if and only if, for some d = 1 mod k, there exists £0 G  fid such that
exp(zA'i-1£c,) =  $$+
for some smooth map $+ : C —* A+G*'.
2.8.4 M aps into ^-sym m etric spaces and Cartan em beddings
Let G be a connected, compact and semisimple matrix Lie group. Let G /K  be a k- 
symmetric space with base point xQ =  eK, automorphism r  and Maurer-Cartan form 
(3. As usual co =  e^r. Define a map i : G /K  —* G by
i(9 • x0) = r(g)g~1.
Lemma 2. [7] Let 9 be the (left) Maurer-Cartan form of G. Then, for x G G/K,
t* 9x — Tx(3x fix 1
where rg.Xo =  Ad5 o r  o Adff- i .
We call l the Cartan embedding of G /K  into G.
Rem arks. 1. 1 is in general only a finite-to-one immersion. It is an embedding
precisely when K  = GT.
2. When k = 2, the Cartan embedding 1 , is well-known to be totally geodesic, so 
that if (p : C —► G /K  is harmonic then l o <p : C —► G is also.
Let <p : C —> G /K  be a. primitive harmonic map into a fc-symmetric space. Set 
S =  p*(3. The equations (2.7) for a framing of ip can be written in terms of 5 as
d5' -  [S' A 5"] = d5" -  [S' A 5"] =  0. (2.21)
2 0
Then a short calculation shows that
A x = (A -  1)5' +  (A-1  -  1)5" (2 .22)
is a loop of flat 1-forms. To recover (j> = toip from A\,  observe that Lemma 2 gives
(f>*0 = ( u -  1)8' +  (u r1 -  1)8", (2.23)
whence 0 - 1d0  =  A^.
We have seen how to produce extended solutions from commuting flows on fId- This 
procedure give rise to primitive harmonic maps if we choose the right initial condition:
Theorem  14. [7] Let d G N satisfy d =  1 mod A:. Let £ : C —> Qd be a solution of 
(2.20) with £(0) =  £0 € Qd fl Agr . Let $  : C —> QG be the unique extended solution 
such that
$^'1d$A =  2i(A — l)£ddz — 2i(A-1  — l)£_dd2 . 
and $(0) =  e. Then, =  i o ip for some primitive harmonic map <p : C —> G/K.
Such primitive harmonic maps axe called primitive harmonic maps of finite type.
2.8.5 E xtended solutions o f finite typ e vs. extended framings o f finite
type
Theorem 15. Extended framings of finite type and extended solutions of finite type 
produce the same class of primitive harmonic maps.
To see this, start with a primitive harmonic map of finite type ip : C —> G/K. 
Without lost of generality, suppose that 0(0) — oo p(0) = e. The finite type condition 
means that, for some d — 1 mod k, there is £0 G Qd n Ajjt  such that
F{z) =  exp(2^Ad- 1£0) =  $$+  ,
with $+ : €  —► A+G^, and $  : C —» QG an extended solution associated to 0 (0 =  
$a;). On the other hand, we may see F  as a map C —> A Gy and use the Iwasawa 
decomposition of Theorem 5 to write
F  =
with ^  : C —> AGT and \I/+ : C —> A+G^r. By Theorem 7 the map \I> is an extended
2 1
framing of finite type; it happens that ^  is an extended framing associated to p, that 
is, (fi = 7T O (cf. [11]).
Conversely, suppose that p  : C —> G /K  arise from an extended framing of finite 
type : C —> AGT: p  = tt o ^ \ .  Once again, we can suppose without lost of generality 
that \&(0) =  e.
Lemma 3. J-1 is an extended solution associated to <j) = to  p.
Proof, the map $, which has values in the based loop group ClG, satisfies:
$ ^ d $ A = (2-24)
=  (A — l)Ad^r1a^n + (A x —l)A d^1o:^;
V I M v  I . . .  ✓
Aa
moreover, A \  is of the form (2.18) and Theorem 2 ensures that d +  A \  is a loop of flat 
connections; whence $  is an extended solution.
Finally note that
=  T ( ^ i ) ^ ] " 1 =  6 0 7 T 0 ^ i  =  t o p .
Whence 4? is an extended solution associated to (f) = t o p.
□
Lemma 4. Let £ : C —► AdyT be the polynomial Killing field associated to with 
d=  1 mod k. Define
v = h {xk+ x~k ~ 2)Ad^ : c  Qd+k ■
7j is a polynomial Killing field associated to $  =
$Ald^A =  2*(A -  l)rjd+kdz -  2i(A-1  -  l)r)-.d- kdz.
Proof. Consider the Fourier decomposition of £:
d
« w =  E  b xj ■
j ——d
The map £ : <C —> AdyT satisfies




A =  (A£d + r(fd_i))d;z + (A ^ _ d +  r(^_ i))d 2 .
= ^ (A + A -  2)Ad», [f, -  ^ ‘d t j
= [q,Ad#1(* J 1d * A- * r ld*i)]
=  [v,Ax],




j = —d —k
Then
A d ^ a ^  =  A d t f ^  =  2i r )d + k
and
A d ^ a"  =  Ad^jO^ =  —2ir}-.d-k  •
Whence 7 7 : C —> Ctd+k satisfies equation (2.20), that is, 77 is a polynomial Killing field. 
Finally, from (2.24) we conclude that 77 is a polynomial Killing field associated to $. □
Since
n(0) =  i(A *  + A-* -  2)4(0) € nd+h n a St ,
these two lemmas show us that $  and 77 satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 14; whence 
(p :C —> G /K  is a. primitive harmonic map of finite type.
2.8.6 Harm onic maps o f finite uniton number
Recall [14], [21] that a harmonic map <j> of a Riemann surface M  into a sphere or complex 
projective space has a sequence of globally defined differentials rf on M  measuring the 
lack of orthogonality of iterated derivatives of the map. These differentials have the 
following properties:
1. 771 is a holomorphic differential which vanishes if and only if (f> is (weakly) con- 
formal.
2 . If 771, . . . , rf~l all vanish, then rf is a holomorphic differential.
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If all the differentials rf vanish, the map <f> is called isotropic. In this case, the harmonic 
map is covered by a horizontal holomorphic map into an auxiliary complex manifold 
Z, a twistor space, and the methods of Algebraic Geometry can be applied in the 
study of isotropic harmonic maps. Since the Riemann sphere admits no non-vanishing 
holomorphic differentials, any harmonic map of the sphere into Sn or CPn is isotropic. 
These results are surveyed in [19].
A general pure Lie-theoretic treatment of twistor construction of harmonic maps 
into symmetric spaces is developed in [12]. From the point of view of loop groups, a 
harmonic map of a simply-connected Riemann surface into a symmetric space G /K  
obtained via twistor construction admits an extended solution with values in the con- 
jugacy class of some homomorphism 7  : S'1 —► G whenever G is a compact connected 
matrix Lie group (see [10]). An element of such class certainly is a (Laurent) polyno­
mial in A. In general, if a harmonic map (f> : M  —* G admits an extended solution $  
with values in the subspace of (Laurent) polynomial loops in QG of some fixed degree 
we say that (f) has finite uniton number. In particular, isotropic harmonic maps of a 
simply-connected Riemann surface into Sn or CP” have finite uniton number. Any 
extended solution on a compact Riemann surface M  can be normalized to take values 
in such a space of polynomial loops:
Theorem  16. [38] [44] Let G be a compact connected matrix Lie group, M  a compact 
Riemann surface and $  : M  —► QG an extended solution. Then there exist some 7  € QG 
and some k > 0 such that 7 $ has values in the subspace of (Lament) polynomial loops 




As a consequence any harmonic map S 2 —> G has finite uniton number.
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Chapter 3
Twistor fibrations vs. finite type
In [33], Ohnita and Udagawa showed that, given a primitive harmonic map ip of finite 
type of C into a generalized flag manifold G/H  with its canonical fc-symmetric struc­
ture, <p = p o ip : C —> G /K  is also a primitive harmonic map of finite type for some 
choices of K  D  H, where p : G /H  —► G /K  is the natural homogeneous projection over 
the j-symmetric space G/K.  In this chapter we generalize this result of Ohnita and 
Udagawa (see Theorems 18, 19 and 20) and at same time we show that the condition 
on the closed subgroup K  admits a nice geometrical formulation.
3.1 Parabolic subalgebras
Let gc be a complex semisimple Lie algebra with Killing form denoted by B. Given a 
subspace V  c  gc , we shall denote by V 1- the polar of V  with respect to B.
Definition 2. [12]
a) A subalgebra b of gc is a Borel subalgebra if it is a maximal solvable subalgebra 
of gc .
b) A subalgebra p  of gc is a parabolic subalgebra if it contains a Borel subalgebra.
Remark. If b C  g is a solvable Lie algebra, then there exists a basis e\ , . . . ,  en of g in 
terms of which all the endomorphisms adx, X  G g, axe expressed by upper triangular 
matrices (cf.[26]). Hence we see that the polar of a parabolic subalgebra is a nilpotent 
subalgebra p 1  C p .
A useful criterion for detecting parabolic subalgebras is given by Lemma (4.2) in 
Grothendieck’s paper [22]:
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Proposition 1. Let n c  QC be a nilpotent subalgebra such that n^  is also a subalgebra. 
Then n1- is a parabolic subalgebra with nilradical n, i.e. n is the maximal nilpotent 
ideal of n-1-.
Thus parabolic subalgebras are subalgebras whose polar is a nilpotent subalgebra. 
Suppose that p C  QC  is a parabolic subalgebra. Then p -1- is a nilpotent subalgebra
of p . p  makes q c  into a filtered algebra: set p (° )  =  p , p^1) =  p-1 , p ( t+ 1 ) =  [ p ^ , p ^ ]  for
i > 1, and pW = p(~l+1)'L for i < 0. The nilpotency of p^ 1) assures us of the existence 
of k such that p(fc) ^  {0} and p(fc+1) =  {0}. Then
qc  =  p(“fc) 2  . . .  2  p(fc) 2  p(fc+1) = {0} 
and, for all i we have pW-*- =  p(-t+1). Call k the height of p.
Lemma 5. [p ^ ,p ^ ] C p(*+J) for all i , j .
Proof. First note that
=  Bip1 , [p,p]) =  0 , 
so that [p(0\ p ^ ]  C p ^ .  Thus by Jacobi identity we have
[p(°),p(*)] C p(i) for i > 0,
whence [p ^ p ^ * 1] C pW_L for i > 0. Thus
[p(°),p^)] c  p ^  for all j  .
Similarly (by definition)
[p ^ \p ^ ] c  p(J+1) for j  > 0 .
Whence
BQpW ptO-^pO-1)) =  B(pU>J-| pC0 ) =  0
i.e. [p(1),p(- J’+1)] C p<--»+2). Thus
[p(X) > p(J)] C p^+1  ^ for all j  ,
and the Jacobi identity gives
[pWjpfr')] c  p(t+J) for all i > 0 , j .
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Finally, for i < 0, observe that
B([p(i),p°»],p(_w+1)) =  B(pWp<-i+1)) =  0 
by the above since j  > 0 or — i — j  +  1 > 0. Whence
c  p(t+J') for all i , j .
□
Let us now consider the additional structure given by a compact real form g of gc . 
Rem ark. Every semisimple complex Lie algebra has a real form which is compact [26]. 
We denote by £ i—► £ the complex conjugation on gc with respect to the real form
0 -
A parabolic subalgebra p C  gc together with a compact real form g give rise to a 
grading of gc : set q =  p (which is also a parabolic subalgebra of height k) and
fl^ p W n q f-O . (3.1)
Note that the above lemma gives
[fli.flil Cfli+j.
On the other hand, since g is compact, (X ,Y )g =  —B (X ,Y )  is a Hermitian inner 
product on gc . Given a subspace V  C  flc , we shall denote by the orthogonal 
complement of V  with respect to (., .)0. We may therefore Gram-Schmidt orthogonalise 
the flag:
gc = p(-fc) 2  . . .  2  2  p(A:+1) =  {0 }
and write:
Bc = £ (p(‘) n p«+1)i’).
i=—k
However, _____
q(-*) =  p("0 =  p (-0  =  p^+i)1  =  p(*+i)10
whence




0C = £ * -
i = —k
Thus we have given to gc the structure of a graded algebra. Since gc is semisimple 
(and so every derivation is an inner derivation), we conclude that there is a unique 
£ G gc with ad£ =  i \ /—1 on g* for all i G {—k , ...,&}. We call £ the canonical element 
of p (associated to the compact real form g).
Rem ark. This construction of the canonical element £, due to F.Burstall 1, does not 
involve any choice of a root system (in contrast with that presented in [12]), and so 
has the advantage of demonstrating that the canonical element depends only on the 
parabolic algebra and the choice of a compact real form of gc .
Rem ark. ad£ has values in g when restricted to g. But g, being semisimple, has trivial 
center 3(g) =  {0}, whence £ £ g. At same time, £ centralizes [j =  pflpflg. So£ belongs 
to the centre of fj in g, 3(f)) C  g.
Lemma 6 . pW =  J2 j = i  8j  and ^  Q j  for a11 i  e  {-fc>
Proof. First note that, for all i £ {—fc,. . . ,  k},
o i  =  ^ 2  to (3-2)
since the g* are eigenspaces for ad£ which is skew for B.
Next, we have
k
g* © • . . © 9k =  X )(Py) n q(-i)) c  P(i)
j = i
for all i £ {—k , . . . ,  &}. Thus
g i-i ©  • .  • ©  9k  C  p (1 _ f)  
and taking perpendicular complements gives
P(i) C  (gi_i © . . .  © Qk)1  =  Q i @ . . . ® Q k  C  pW .
Thus





q(i) =  £ « >
j=-k
□
Rem ark. From this lemma it is easy to conclude that 0 i generates p1  and, indeed, 
for r > 1 ,
fir =  [ f llj  [• • • > [ f l i> f l i]  • • •]]
with fli appearing r times.
We will use later the following two lemmas:
Lemma 7. If gc is simple and p is a parabolic subalgebra with height k, then the 
centre of p-1- is just p(fc).
Proof. The inclusion p(fc) c  3(pJ") results directly from definitions. Now, since the 
action of fj on 3(p'L) is irreducible (cf. [12], Proposition 4.3), we must have p(fc) = 
3(PX)- □
Lemma 8 . Let p C  p C  0C be two parabolic subalgebras with heights k and k,
respectively. Fix a compact real form 0 . Then with obvious notations we have:
Qj C go © 01 © • • • © 9 j  (3.3)
for all j  > 0 .
Suppose now that 0C is simple. Then
9 k - j  Cflfc® 0jt_! © ... ® Q-k_ j  (3.4)
for all j  > 0 .
Proof. Since p C p, we have p ^  C p and p0’+1)J" c  p(J+1)'L for all j  > 0; whence
qj = p0 ) n po+i)-1- c p n  p(j+1)± .
On the other hand, using lemma 6 and equation (3.2) we see that
p n p(J+1)'L =  0o © 0i 0  . . .  © Qj  ;
whence (3.3) holds.
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We shall use induction to prove (3.4). The condition p C  p implies that 3 ( p _L) C  
3(jrL); whence lemma 7 gives Qk C  Q^ . Suppose now that (3.4) holds for some j  > 0. If 
X  £ Qk-j-1  then [x>fli] is a non-zero (otherwise, we would have x  £ 3 ( p J") = Qk, since 
01 generates p-1- )  subspace of
Qk-j C Q^  © Qjc_i © . . .  © Qk_j >
which means that
since by (3.3) fli C 0o © fli; thus (3.3) holds for j  +  1 and by induction we conclude 
that it holds for every j  > 0 .
□
Parabolic algebras and root systems
The relationship between parabolic subalgebras and root systems is given in the fol­
lowing theorem:
Theorem  17. [28] Let a be a Cartan subalgebra for q c  and A+ a positive root system 
with simple roots a i , . . . , a j .  For each root a  denote by Qa the corresponding root 
space. Then:
a)
b =  a © 2^
qGA+
is a Borel subalgebra and any other Borel subalgebra is conjugate to b;
b) each subset I  of {1 , . . . ,  /} defines a “height” function n / on A by
n/(Q) =  '52ni
i£l
for a  =  fiiOci and then
q/ =  a© 2  0“
n j ( a ) >  0
is a parabolic subalgebra. Moreover, every parabolic subalgebra is conjugate to 
a q/ for a unique subset I of { 1 ,..., I}.
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Lemma 9. Let p =  qj be a parabolic algebra. Then
P(i) =  £  8“ (3.5)
n /(a )> »
for all i and the height k of p is given by k =  maxaG^ + {nj (a)}. 
Proof. Observe that
since
P L =  £  0“ (3-6)
n j ( a ) > l
8a ± =  £  s'3. (3.7)
(3e A ,/3^-a
Then it is clear that
p(i)c  £  fla
n / ( a ) > i
for all i > 0. Conversely, if a  is a root such that n j(a) =  r > i > 0, we may write 
a =  +  ...  +  on, with each partial sum a root and precisely r  of the ij in I  whence
0a = [0aiM -..,[0 ai*.0a“ ]...]]. (3.8)
It follows from (3.6) and (3.8) that
p(i) 3  £  0“
n / ( a ) > t
for all i > 0. Hence (3.5) holds for all i > 0. If i < 0 then
p « = p ( i - 0 -L =  ( £  g»)J.
n / ( a ) > l —i
since 1 — i > 0; using (3.7) we can finally conclude that in fact equation (3.5) holds for 
all i. □
Let 5 be the compact real form of gc and p a parabolic subalgebra. If t C 0 is 
a maximal torus then tc is a Cartan subalgebra of flc . Any root a  associated to tc 
belongs to and so jp  =  0- a . Fix a positive root system A+ and suppose that
p =  q/ for some suitable choice of I. Since gr = p(r) flp^- r \  it follows readily from 
equation (3.5) that
0 r =  £  0 “ - (3.9)
n / ( a ) = r
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3.2 Canonical (A; + l)-symmetric structures on generalized 
flag manifolds
Definition 3. Let Gc be a connected semisimple complex Lie group with complex Lie 
algebra gc . A parabolic subgroup of Gc is a complex Lie subgroup which is the nor- 
maliser of a parabolic subalgebra of gc . A generalized flag manifold is a homogeneous 
space of the form Gc /P  with P  a parabolic subgroup.
The following facts are well-known (cf. [48]):
a) all parabolic subgroups are connected and a subgroup is parabolic if and only if 
its algebra is.
b) if G is a compact real form of C?c , then G acts transitively on Gc /P  so that 
a generalized flag manifold is diffeomorphic to the real coset space G/G  f l  P. 
Further, G f l  P  is connected and the centraliser of a torus, while, conversely, if 
H  is the centraliser of a torus in G, then H = G f l  P  for at least one parabolic 
subgroup P  of Gc .
So let F = Gc /P  = G /H  be a generalized flag manifold, p the Lie algebra of P, 
k the height of p, £ the canonical element of p associated to the compact real form g 
(the Lie algebra of G), and g* the i \ /—1-eigenspace of ad£. Then the Lie algebra of 
H = G f l  P  is given by t) = p f l  p f l  g. Consider the (inner) (k +  l)-automorphism 
t  : QC —* QC defined by
T = A d ex p ( F r r ) -
Denote by oj the primitive (k +  l)-th root of the unity. The u/-eigenspace of r  is given 
by
Q* = 0i© 0i-(fc+i),
in particular g>° = f)c . Since adf has values in g when restricted to g, r  restricts to 
an automorphism of g, which we shall also denote by r. Hence we have in G/H  a 
canonical (k +  l)-symmetric structure.
3.3 Twistor fibrations giving primitive harmonic maps of 
finite type
The following Lemma provides the key that we will use to prove the main results of 
this section:
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Lemma 10. Let fl be a Lie algebra, r  : fl —> fl an automorphism of order k and 
(7 : (S1 —► Autfl a group homomorphism such that a(cj) = r , where w is the primitive 
k-th root of the unity. Then, the map Tr : Afl —> AflT given by
Tr(7 )(A) =  <7(Ab(A*)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Given 7  G Afl,
r ( 7 )(u;A) =  cr(a;A)7 (a;fcAfc)
=  <j ( u ) < r ( X ) y ( X h ) 
=  T ( u ( X ) j ( X k ) )  =  r(r(7)(A )).
Hence T(7 ) G AflT. To see that T is an isomorphism note that <t(A- e)7 (Ae) does not 
depend on the choice for the k-th. root of A if 7  G AflT. Hence we can define a map 
T" 1 : Aflr -> Afl by
r r 1(7)W  =  ^(A"^)7(Ai), 
for which Tt  o T” 1 =  T" 1 oTr =  Id. □
3.3.1 Tw istor fibrations over ^-sym m etric spaces I
Let flc be a complex semisimple Lie algebra and let p C p C flc be two parabolic 
subalgebras of flC with heights (k — 1) and (k — 1), respectively. Let G /H  and G/H  
be the corresponding generalized flag manifolds with canonical k- and fc-symmetric 
structures denoted by r  and f. Then H  C H  and k < k. u> denotes the primitive k-th 
root of the unity and u  the primitive k-th root of the unity. Associated to r  and f  we 
have two decompositions of gc into eigenspaces:
k - 1 k - 1
flc =  £ f l < , a nd flc =  ^ f l i ,
i= 0  i= 0
respectively.
Note that, in this case, the Lie subalgebra t) contains a maximal torus of fl, since H  
is the centralizer of a torus of G; this means that f) and fj admit Iwasawa decompositions 
which axe induced from an Iwasawa decomposition of fl.
Theorem  18. Suppose c  p^-1). Then if if) : C —* G /H  is a primitive map of
finite type, so is po^  : C —> G/H, where p: G /H  -+ G /H  is the canonical homogeneous 
projection.
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Proof. Fix a maximal torus t of q which is contained in f) C fj. Denote by A the roots 
in 0C associated to the Cartan subalgebra tc and define the following subset S  C A of 
roots:
a  e S  if and only if Qa C p-1-.
S is non-empty and satisfies:
(i) S n - S  = 0
(ii) S  is closed (if a, (3 € S  and a  +  (3 G A, then a  +  /? € S).
In fact, since p1  =  ^ > 0  01 > 0“ =  0-a  and 07 = 0 -»> we have (i); on the other hand, 
since p-1- is a subalgebra and [0a ,0^] C Qa+^, we have (ii).
Any subset of A satisfying (i) and (ii) can be extended to a positive root system 
[28], Let A+ be such extension of S  and n be the subalgebra generated by all the 
positive root spaces.
According to our choices, we observe that:
01n jj°n n  =  {o} (3.10)
and
01 n §2 =  0 1 n 03 =  . . .  =  0 1 n g(k~V = {0}. (3.11)
In fact, since
_ Tr(fc-l) ^  _  -01-fc = pv ' c  P =  Ql_-k ,
we have Q\-k^Qj_k — {0} for a llj > 1. In particular, 0 i_fcD0o =  {0}- But 0 1n 0°fln =
0 i_fc fl go, hence (3.10) holds. On the other hand, Lemma 8 also says that 0 i fl0j =  {0}
for all j  > 1. So
01 n g J =  (si n Qj )  e  (0i_fc n  i ^ )  =  {0}
for all j  > 1. Hence (3.11) also holds.
Starting with the canonical elements £ and £ of p and p, respectively, we can define
two loops of automorphisms cr, <j : 5 1 —► Aut 0 by
cr(A =  eld) =  Adexp(0£), cr(A =  eld) =  Adexp(0£).
Note that o(u) =  r  and cr(u>) = f. We have also
<r(A)0j =  Adexp(0£)0j =  Aj Qj ,
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and in the same way
a(X )qj = Adexp(0|)flj =  .
Using Lemma 10 we find an isomorphism T : ATfl —> Affl defined by
T(r})(X) = .
We shall also denote by T : ATG —> k fG  the corresponding isomorphism between loop£
Lie groups. Set u(X) = cr(A)cr(A- E).
We have:
i/(A) =  <
AJ *£ on fl* H fl-7 , for i , j  ^  0 
A”*i on fl* fl fl° n n , for i ^  0 
A^ - *^  on fli Dfl° fl n, for z ^  0
Id on fl° fl fl°
Let now \I> : C —> ATG be an extended framing of xjj with associated Killing field 
77: C ► Arf|T>
d
V= ^ Xj ’ 
j = —d
where d =  1 mod k, for the fixed Cartan subalgebra tc and positive root system A+. 
For 1 < i < k — lw e  have
k—1
(^A)77»A*fc = A + (77*)fi(infl[0nn + ^(^O ^n^nn- 
j=i
And this means, for 1 < i < k — 1 and n G N, that
=
k- 1
“ (Vi+nk)fpr\gj "b ^  " (Vi+nk) g'ntf* On “I" ^  + _ (Vi+nk) tfng0rin • (3-12)
J=1
At same time
t ' W r j n k ^  =VnkXn'k (3.13)
also holds.
From (3.10),(3.11),(3.12), and (3.13) we conclude now that the top terms of 77(A) =  
r(?7)(A) axe




WkN =  {.Vd—1 “I" (77d)g1ng0nn "I" ^  l)fc)flinfl°nlt} j
i= l
where N  g N  is defined by d =  1 +  IVTi. So fj G  A jf , with d =  |( d  — 1) 4-1.
Now, defining 'F =  T(^) we have:
=  i / ( A ) ( ^ - 1 ( A * ) ^ , ( A * ) )
= ^(A)(A^d 4-r(r7d_i))
== A(77d)glf)gl +  (j7d)g1ng°nn "I" r (jjd— l)
= A ijfj+ fK ^j).
Then we conclude that p o ^  is also of finite type. □
Rem ark. Let G /H  be a generalized flag manifold with the canonical fc-symmetric 
structure r  and p the corresponding parabolic subalgebra. Pick a Cartan subalgebra 
and a positive root system A+ so that p =  qj for some subset I. Let n be the subalgebra 
generated by the positive root spaces.
a) In [33] (Theorem 2.1) Ohnita and Udagawa prove that if K  is a closed subgroup 
of G satisfying
i) H  C K  and G /K  is a compact Hermitian symmetric space
ii) the canonical decomposition g =  t © m is r-stable
iii) g1 fl n C mc
then the homogeneous projection p : G /H  —> G /K  transforms primitive maps of finite 
type in harmonic maps of finite type. Now, compact Hermitian symmetric spaces are 
the only spaces which are simultaneously generalized flag manifolds and symmetric 
spaces (cf. [12]). So G /K  is a generalized flag manifold. Since H  C K, one can assume 
that G /K  is associated to some parabolic subalgebra q such that p C q. Finally, the 
condition g1 fin  c  mc says that p(fc_1) c  q ^ .
b) In [33] (Theorem 3.5) Ohnita and Udagawa prove that if i f  is a closed subgroup 
of G satisfying
i) H  C K  and G /K  is a generalized flag manifold with the canonical j-symmetric 
structure t '  for some 2 < j  <  k
ii) the canonical decomposition g =  t © m is r-stable
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iii) the eigenspace decomposition of 0 C with respect to r ',
r —1
0€ = E s J
j=0
with fl° =  tc , satisfies fl1 fl n C 0 1 and fl q3 =  0 for j  =  1 ,. . . ,  r  — 2 and 
s =  j  +  l , . . . , r -  1
then the homogeneous projection p : G/H  —> G /K  transforms primitive maps of finite 
type in primitive maps of finite type. Once again, these conditions imply that G/K is 
associated to some parabolic subalgebra q such that p C q and p(fc_1) c  q(r_1). Con­
versely, when G /K  is a generalized flag manifold with parabolic subalgebra q satisfying 
p C q and p(fc_1) c  q^ r-1\  then K  satisfies Ohnita and Udagawa’s conditions if 0 is 
simple, or more generally, if 3(p_L) =  p(fc_1) (see proof of Lemma 8).
Hence, Theorem 18 gives a slight generalization of Ohnita and Udagawa’s results. 
Moreover, our conditions on the closed subgroup K  are more geometrical and insightful.
Exam ple 1. Fix in Cn the usual Hermitian inner product. Let I  = {i\ < . . . <  ir = 
n} C {1,... ,n} be a multi-index. A flag of index I  is a filtration of Cn by subspaces 
Vi
V i C . . . C V r = Cn 
with dim Vj =  i j . Then we find that
p =  {TG 5l(n,C): TVj C Vj Vj}
is a parabolic subalgebra of sl(n, C) =  suc (n) for which
p<j> =  { T e  s t (n ,C ) : TVj  C Vj-, Vj]
where we set Vj = {0} for j  < 0. p has height r  — 1. We may define mutually orthogonal 
subspaces E \ , . . . ,  Er by
Ei = V , n ^ 1 .
Then
p n su(n) = {T e  su(n) : TEj C Ej Vj} =  s(u(«i) x ...  x u(n -  ir_ i) ) .
The corresponding generalized flag manifold is therefore
Fj =  SU(n)/S(U(*i) x . . .  x U(n -  iP_ i) ) .
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Consider a new flag of index J  = {j\ < . . .  < j a =  n} C  {1 ,..., n],
W1 c W 2 C . . . c W a = Cn ,
with s < r.  Suppose that for each j  € { 1 , . . . ,s} there is some i > j ,  with i G {1 ,..., r}, 
such that
Fj and by Theorem 18 we conclude that a primitive map of finite type into Fj gives 
rise by projection to a primitive map of finite type into Fj.
Rem ark. F. Burstall proves in [7] that any weakly-conformal non-isotropic harmonic 
map from the 2-torus to CPn_1 =  SU(n)/S(U(l) x U ( n - l ) )  is covered by a primitive 
map of finite type into a certain generalized flag manifold Fi, with I  = {i\ < ...  < 
in — n} such that i\ =  1. On the other hand, in [9] the authors proved that any non- 
conformal harmonic map of a 2-torus into a rank one symmetric space G /K  is of finite 
type. Combining these results with Theorem 18 we conclude that any non-istropic 
harmonic map from the 2-torus to CP71-1 is of finite type.
3.3.2 Tw istor fibrations over fc-symmetric spaces II
Let p C p C flc be two parabolic subalgebras of flC with heights k > 2 and k > 2, 
respectively. Fix a compact real form fl. Let £ and £ be the canonical elements of p 
and p, respectively. We can construct two automorphisms of flc
of order k and k, respectively. Associated to r  and f  we have two decompositions of
Wj = Vi.
Then we find a new parabolic subalgebra of sl(n, C)
p = { T e  sl(n, C) : TWj C Wj Vj}
with height s — 1, for which p C p. The corresponding generalized flag manifold is now




j = i  mod k j —i mod k
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Suppose that gc is simple. Then Q-k C g_j. and Qk C g  ^ by Lemma 8 ; on the other 
hand,
go =  p n p c p n p  =  g0 .
Hence
0° =  0-fc © 00 © Qk C g_fc © 0o © 0fc =  0° •
Since g° and g° are closed under conjugation, there are subgroups K  and K  of G, with 
Lie algebras I and I, such that K  C  K , l c = q °  and lc =  g°. In fact, we are providing 
to G /K  and G /K  structures of k- and ^-symmetric spaces. With these definitions, we 
have:
Theorem 19. Suppose that gc is a simple Lie algebra. Then if : C —> G /K  is a, 
primitive map of finite type, so is p o ip : C —> G /K,  where p : G /K  —> G /K  is the 
canonical homogeneous projection.
Remark. Observe that G /K  and G /K  need no longer to be generalized flag manifolds. 
Hence Theorem 18 and Theorem 19 hold for different types of homogeneous projection.
Proof. Fix a maximal torus t of g which is contained in t C £. Denote by A the set of 
roots in gc associated to the Cartan subalgebra tc and define the subset 5  C A by:
a e S  if and only if ga C p1  fl go or ga C p1  fl g_£.
S  is non-empty and satisfies:
(i) S C \- S  = 0
(ii) 5  is closed.
So S  can be extended to a positive root system A+. Let n be the subalgebra generated 
by all the positive root spaces.
According to our choices, note that:
fl1 n g ° n n  =  {0} (3.14)
and
8 1 n  02 =  0 1 n  g3 = . . .  =  0 1 n  §<*-*> =  {0}. (3.15)
In fact, 0 1 n  0° n  n =  (gi-*, n go) © (fli n  gj). But Bi C go © gi by Lemma 8 , so 
01 H g  ^ =  {0}; moreover, from Lemma 8 we also see that Q\-k C gx_^ © g^, whence 
01-fcfigo =  {0}, and (3.14) holds. On the other hand, again from Lemma 8 we conclude
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that
o =  (fli n §j) © (fli-fc n
= (fli © fli-fc) n f e  © g 5_-k ) =  a1 n  g j
for all j  > 1, that is, (3.15) also holds.
Define two loops of automorphisms cr, a : S1 —> Aut fl by
<r(A =  etd) =  Adexp(0£), <r(A = e%9) =  Adexp(0£),
Note that a(u) =  r  and a(u;) =  f. We also have
cr(A)flj =  Adexp(0£)0j =  *JBj ,
and in the same way
^(AJflj =  Adexp(0£)jjj =  AJ'gj .
Using Lemma 10 we find an isomorphism T : ATg —► Affl defined by
r(»,)(A) =  £r(AMA-b»,(A*).
Set i/(A) =  cr(A)cr(A- ^).
We have:
i /(A ) =  <
AJ~lx on for i , j  ^  0
A“*£ on fl* fl §° fl n , for i ^  0
A^ ~*£ on fl* fl fl° fl n , for i ^  0
Id on fl° fl fl°
So, exactly in the same way as in the proof of the previous theorem, we conclude that 
p o ip is also of finite type. □
Example 2. Let V = R2n+1, (, ) the usual product in V  and (, )c its complex bilinear 
extension.
Fix r € N with r < n +  1 and let Fr(S2n) be the bundle of isotropic flags over S2n 
with fiber
Fx(S2n) = {w\ C . . .  C wr C (TxS2n)c : each Wj is an isotropic j-plane}.
Here, isotropy is with respect to the complexified metric on (TS2n)c . It is easy to see
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that G =  S0(2rc +  1) acts transitively on Fr(S2n) with stabilizers conjugate to
r  tim es
SO(2) x ...  x SO(2) xSO(2n -  2r).
Fix a base point (m,wi C .. .  C wr) G F r(S2n) with stabihzer H  and let £q = 
spanK{m}. Orthogonalise to obtain isotropic lines £ \,.. .  ,£r and a real subspace £r+\ 
in (TmS2n)c so that
r
^ c =  4 ® ^ ( 4 ® £ ) ® 4 +1
i = l
is an orthogonal decomposition.
Take k = 2r + 2. Let oj be the usual k-th. root of unity and define Q  G 0(2n +1) by 
Q  = ui on £ j .  Let r  be the order k automorphism of SO(2n +  1) given by conjugation 
by Q .  The identity component of the fixed set of r  is precisely the stabilizer H ,  so that 
Fr(S2n) is a fc-symmetric space. The associate reductive decomposition q =  f) © m is 
given by
r
bc = X ) ( ?‘ A^ ) ® A2^ + i
»=1
mC=  5 Z (4 A ^ ) e  ^ 2  (ti  a  £j) © J 2
0< t < j < r + l  0 < i ^ j < r + l  0 < i < j < r + l
Moreover, the u^-eigenspace of r  is
r —j + l
0J = ^ A ^ ' ®  J 2  (4 A*i+i) ©  J 2  (4 A<,)®  (5 A5 )
t = l  i + s = j , i < s  ( i + s ) = j  m od k , l < i < s
for j  G {1,... ,r}, and
flr+1 = § h t T+l®  (4A <.)©  5 Z ( 4 a £ ) .
t + s = r + l ,x < s  ( t + s ) = r + l , t < s
For j  G {r + 2 ,. . . ,  2r +  1} we have:
Let W  be a maximal isotropic subspace of £r+ \. So £r+i =  W  © W.
Define Q s  G 0 (2 n + 1) by Q s  = —1 on £ j ,  for every £ j  G { 1 ,..., r + 1}, and Q s  = 1
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on i§. Let f  be the order 2 automorphism of SO(2n +  1) given by conjugation by Qs- 
The identity component of the fixed set of f  is precisely the stabilizer K  of m. So that
£ 2n is a symmetric space. The associated reductive decomposition g =  t  © q is given 
by lc = A2V  and qc =  £q A V, where V  =  © »^) © Vi-i-
We now describe the structure of so(2n +  1 , C).
Fix a hermitian basis for Vc
VO j V\ , . . . , Vj-, %V+1 , . . . , Vn, Vn+l > • • • > V2n
such that, vl = Uj+n for each i € {1 , . . . ,  n}, £i =  spancluj} for each i € {0 , . . . ,  r}, 
and W  is generated by {vr+\ T h e  subalgebra tc generated by the vectors 
Hi = vlAvi, with 1 < i < n is a Cartan subalgebra of so(2n +  1, C).
In the dual space (tc )* consider the dual basis {Li}: Li(Hj) = 6{j. The subset of 
roots
A+ = {Li +  Lj}i<j U {Lj Li}i<j U {Li}i<j<n 
forms a positive set of roots.
1. Associated to Li +  Lj we have the root space (vi A vj), i < j.
2. Associated to Lj — Li we have the root space {vi A Vj), i < j.
3. Associated to we have the root space {vi A vq) , 1 < i < n.
Define: ao = L\ and =  Li+\ — Li for i € {1 ,..., n — 1}. So ao ,. . . ,  a n_i is the
set of simple roots associated with A+.
Define the subset I  C  { 0 ,..., n — 1} by: 
i G I  if gai C  mc .
Note that:
i) Lj = ao + a\ + .. .  + a j- i  if 1 < j  < n. So n/(Lj) =  j  for 1 < j  < r, and
n/(Lj) =  r  +  1 for j  > r ;
ii) Li+j Li — ai~\~.. ,~\~ai .^j—j. So Tij{Li^.j Li) =  j  for i~\~j ^  Tij{Li^.j Lj) =
r +  1 — i for * +  j  > r  +  1,* < r  + 1, and nj(Lj+j — Lj) =  0 for i > r +  1;
iii) n/(Lj +  Lj) =  nj(Lj) +  n j{L j) .
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Clearly, maxQeA+{n/(a)} =  k. Consider then the height k parabolic subalgebra
p =  tc © y  «“ •
n / ( a ) >  0
Let £ be the canonical element of p and Qj the y/ — lj-eigenspace of ad£. Then:
r
0 0  =  W a T F ® £ ( 5 a « )
1= 1
r - j
Qj = $  A lj  © ^ ( 5  A £ i + j )  ©  i r - j + 1  A W e  ^ 2  ( U ^ Z s )
i = l  i + s = j , i < a
0r+l =  Y  ( 4 A<.)
t + 0= r + l , l i <0
Qr+j — ^   ^ (Z{ A © £j—i A
t ,0 ^ r+ l ,i+ 0 = r+ 2 ,t< 3
02r+2  =  W  A  W  .
So is now easy to see that
t  =  Adexp(^T^).k
Define the new subset J  C  {0,,. . ,  n — 1} by: 
i e J  if gai C  qc .
Note that:
i) nj(Lj) = 1;
ii) n j(L i+j -  Li) = 0 ;
iii) nj(Li +  Lj) = nj(Li) +  nj(Lj) = 2.
So maxaGA+{nj(a)} =  2. Consider then the height 2 parabolic subalgebra
p = t c © y  o“ .
nj(oi)>0
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Clearly p C p. Let £ be the canonical element of p and Qj the \ /—lj-eigenspace of ad£. 
Then:
r
00 =  f i A y ® X i ( 5 A H 0 ® F A  W
1 < i ^ j < r  i = l
r
0 i = E ( ^  a  *,•)©(<? a  wo
j=l
0 2 =  J 2  (,eiAej)®(WAW).
l<i<j<r
Is now easy to see that
f  =  A d e x p ( ^ )  .
Thus F r(S2n) and S2n satisfy the conditions of Theorem 19.
Rem ark. F. Burstall proves in [7] that any non-isotropic harmonic map from the 2- 
torus to Sn can be lifted to a primitive map of finite type into a certain generalized 
flag manifold of the form F r(Sn). On the other hand, in [9] the authors proved that 
any non-conformal harmonic map of a 2-torus into a rank one symmetric space G /K  
is of finite type. Combining these results with Theorem 19, we conclude that any 
non-isotropic harmonic map of 2-torus into a sphere Sn is of finite type (when n is 
odd we can view Sn as an equator of 5n+1). In [33], Ohnita and Udagawa prove this 
same result by constructing an embedding of $o(n +  1) into su(n 4- 1) such that, for 
each j ,  the -subspace for the fc-symmetric structure of Fr(Sn) is mapped into the 
-subspace for the canonical fc-symmetric structure on the generalized flag manifold 
over CP n. In this way the statement for the sphere case is presented as a corollary to 
the corresponding statement for the complex projective space. Our treatment of the 
sphere case is more direct and arises in a general setting.
3.3.3 C anonical tw istor fibrations
Let qc be a complex semisimple Lie algebra and p C fjc a parabolic subalgebra with 
height k > 2. Let F = G /H  be the corresponding generalized flag manifold with 
canonical fc-symmetric structure denoted by r:
r  =  Ade x p ( ^ . ) ,
where £ is the canonical element of p.  The cjl-eigenspace associated to t , w  denoting 
the primitive (k +  l)-th root of the unity, is given by fll =  ® Qi-k-i- At same time,
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we can define an inner involution on gc by
7£ = Ad exp(7r£), 
which induces a symmetric decomposition gc = tc © mc , where
*C =  ^ 2  Qi, and mc = ^  Bi •
t even t odd
Taking K  = (G)qf , we get a symmetric space N(F) = G /K  with H  C K. Let 
p : F  —* N(F) be the homogeneous projection. Following [12] we call this map the 
canonical twistor fibration associated to F.
With these definitions we have:
Theorem  20. For k =  2, if i/> : €  —* F  is a primitive map of finite type, so is 
p c 0 :C - > iV ( F ) .
Rem ark. In this case, F  is a generalized flag manifold but in general N(F) is not a 
generalized flag manifold (compare with Theorem 18).
Proof. Fix a maximal torus t in tj C I. Denote by A the set of roots in qc associated 
to the Cartan subalgebra tc and define the subset S  C A by:
a  e S  if and only if Qa C jr1.
This set certainly satisfies:
(i) S n - S  =  0
(ii) S  is closed.
So S  can be extended to a positive root system A+. Let n be the subalgebra generated 
by all the positive root spaces.
The canonical element £ of p gives rise to a loop of automorphisms cr : 5 1 —» Aut g 
defined by
a (A = eld) = Adexp(0£).
Note that cr(u) = r  and cr(el7r) =  T£. We also have
<r(\)Qj = Ad exp(0£)gj = Xj gj .
Using Lemma 10 we find an isomorphism T : Arg —> Ar?fl defined by
r ( 77)(A) =  cr(A)cr(A- 3)77(A3) =  cr(A3)t/(A3) .
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Set u(X) =  cr(A3) independently of the choices made.
We have:
A*5 on fl1 fin
u(X) =  < AT2 on g* D n
k Id on
Let now ^  : C —> ATG be an extended framing of with associated Killing field 
T) : C ► AdtTi
d
* 1 =  V j X  ,
j = - d
where d = 1 mod 3, for the fixed Cartan subalgebra tc and positive root system A+. 
For i G {1,2} we have:
v(\)r}i\T =  (r)i)nXl +  fai)nAl_1.
And this means, for i G {1,2} and n G N, that
v ( X ) v i+n3A(i+n3)l  =  (%+„3)5Ai+2" +  ta + n a ) ^ - 1^ " .
At same time




From (3.16) and (3.17) we conclude now that the top terms of 7 7(A) =  r(?7 )(A) are
A1+2% +2JV =  A1+2^(77d)n
and
A2Nfj2N = \ 2N{r)d-l +  fa d ) n  +  f a d - 2 ) n }  >
where N  G N is defined by d =  1 4- 3N. So fj G A jt  ^, with d =  1 +  2N. 
Now, defining — T(^) we have:
=  ^ (a ) (^ - 1(a I )^ (a * ))
=  i/(A)(A3% +  r(ij(i_i))
=  A (%)* +  (%)„ +  r(% -l)
=  A^- +  f(^-_1).
Then we conclude that p o is also of finite type. □
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Exam ple 3. 1 . F  =  S0(2n + 1)/U(n) is a generalized flag manifold of height 2 and
N(F) =  S2n.
2. F = SU(n +  l)/S(U(r) x U(l) x U(n — r  — 1)) is a generalized flag manifold of 
height 2 and N(F) = CPn.
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Chapter 4
Flag transforms vs. finite type
Flag transforms give a procedure for obtaining new harmonic maps from an old one. 
The starting point of our study in this chapter is a question: do flag transforms preserve 
the finite type property? We shall see that this is solved affirmatively only in some 
special cases but not in general. After this we shall apply our results to prove a theorem 
which illustrates that the class of finite type harmonic maps is essentially disjoint from 
that of maps with finite uniton number and to settle negatively a natural conjecture 
concerning harmonic 2-tori in quaternionic projective space.
N otation, d =  ^  and B =
4.1 Flag transforms
The following theorem, due to Uhlenbeck, gives us a general procedure for generating 
new extended solution from a given solution:
Theorem  21. [44] Let $  : C —► fiU(n) be an extended solution, <£ =  $_i : C —> U(n) 
the corresponding harmonic map, and a a subbundle of <Cn = C x <Cn with Hermitian 
projection ir : Cn —► a  satisfying the uniton conditions
f TrAsTr-1 =  0 •
I  TT^~{B'K -f- A^7r) =  0
where Ag =  ^(jrlB(j). Then $  : C —> HU(n) given by
= $ a(tt +
is an extended solution.
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This operation of obtaining new harmonic maps from a given one is called adding 
a uniton in [44] or flag transform in [12].
Let Gk(Cn) be the complex Grassmannian of fc-planes in Cn. The unitary group 
U(n) acts transitively on Gk(Cn) with stabilizers conjugate to U(fc) x JJ(n — fc). Fix 
a complex fc-plane VQ £ Gk(Cn) with stabilizer K  and let 7rc : Cn —> Cn be the 
Hermitian projection onto VQ. Let r  be the involution of U(n) given by conjugation by 
Qo =  TTo — 7ro±- The identity component of the fixed set of r  is K  so that Gk{Cn) is a 
symmetric space. The associated symmetric decomposition u(n) =  I © m is given by
fc =  Horn(14, V„) ® Hom(V/, V0^ ) , 
mc =  Hom(l4, V /)  © HomfV/, V„).
Consider on m the AdK-invariant inner product given by
(f,*7) =  “ tr £77.
Then
m+ =  Hom(V0 ,Vr0J-)
is an AdK-invariant maximally isotropic subspace of mc and Gjt(Cn) inherits an invari-
ant almost Hermitian structure, which means that G\t(Cn) is a Hermitian symmetric 
space. Since it is invariant, such structure is parallel for the Levi-Civita connection 
and so is integrable and Kahler.
Let T  —► Gfc(Cn) denote the tautological subbundle of Gjt(Cn) x Cn whose fibre at 
V £ Gk(Cn) is V  itself. Then [m+] =  Hom(T,T-*-) and, as is well known, the Maurer- 
Cartan form of G\t(Cn) restricted to the bundle of (l,0)-vectors is the isomorphism 
0 (1 ,0 ) . T ^°)G k(Cn) -> H orn(T ,^) given by
(3{Z)cr =  ttt ± (Z  • a)
for a a local section of T  and Z £ T^l,0^Gk(Cn). Here ttt ± denotes Hermitian projection 
onto T■L.
The corresponding Cartan embedding tk : Gjt(Cn) —> U(n) is given by tkiY) = 
Qoi^v — ^ V 1)» where iry ' Cn —> Cn denotes the Hermitian projection onto the fc-plane 
V.
The following theorem describe how to add a uniton to a harmonic map into a
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Grassmannian:
Theorem 22. [44] Suppose ip : (C —► G^(Cn) is a harmonic map and $  an extended 
solution associated to <p = o ip. Let a be a subbundle of Cn =  C x Cn with Hermitian 
projection ir : Cn —> a satisfying the uniton conditions
TrAzTr1 = 0
< 7T-L(^ 7T + Azir) = 0 (4.2)
k 7r] =  0
where Az = \(p~ld(p. Then <1: C —> f)U(n) given by
$A =  ^ a(tt +
is an extended solution for a harmonic map into a Grassmannian: $_i =  lj, o ip.
4.2 Harmonic maps into Grassmannians and subbundles
As in [2], [3] and [13] we shall frequently identify a smooth map ip : C —► Gk{Cn) with 
the smooth complex subbundle of the trivial bundle Cn =  C x C" given by setting 
the fibre at x  equal to ip(x) for all x G C. Conversely any rank k subbundle of Cn 
induces a map C —> Gfc(Cn)
Observe that ip is holomorphic (resp. antiholomorphic) subbundle of Cn if and only 
if ip : C —> Gk(Cn) is a holomorphic (resp. antiholomorphic) map.
Definition 4. A rank k subbundle ip of Cn is said to be harmonic if ip : C —► Gk(Cn) 
is harmonic.
We denote the Hermitian projection onto a vector subbundle ip_ by and, for a pair 
of orthogonal subbundles ip and </>, define vector bundle morphisms, A '^  : ip —> (p
called the d- and ^-second fundamental forms of in ip_ © <£ by
= *4>(0v), A%{v) = *<t>(dv),
for v a smooth section of ip, v € C°°(ip). Note that A '^  is minus the adjoint of A '^  
(cf.[13]). Of particular importance are the second fundamental forms of in Cn:
a' — a' A" — A"v* rptj)1- ’ V’ rpip-L
which, via the Maurer-Cartan isomorphism of T^1,0^Gfc(Cn) and Hom(T, T^), represent 
the (1,0) components of the partial derivatives dip and dip, respectively. Hence a
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smooth map ip : C —> Gk(Cn) is holomorphic (resp. antiholomorphic) if and only if 
A'^ = 0 (resp. A'^ = 0). Moreover:
Lemma 11. If ip : C —► Gf~(Cn) is a smooth map and </>:€—► U(n) is the corresponding 
map to the group, (p = l^o ip = Q0(ir^ — ny,"L)> then
= + (4.3)
Proof. Let (3 be the Maurer-Cartan form of Gk{Cn). From (2.23) we see that
0 * /? (— ) =  - - c p ~ 1 —  
v PKd z } 2 dz
and recall that the conjugation in gl(n, C) =  u(n)c with respect to the real form u(n) 
is given by £ i-> —£*. Hence
( & ) + V’*/3(0,1) (& ) =  (& )+
— Aj, +  = A^ +  Af^ ± ,
and we are done. □
In order to construct in this setting new harmonic maps from old, we need the 
following:
Proposition 2. [13] Let E, F  be holomorphic bundles over a Riemann surface and 
A : E  —* F  a holomorphic bundle morphism. Then there are unique holomorphic 
subbundles KerA and ImA of E  and F , respectively, that coincide with KerA and ImA 
almost everywhere.
We give each subbundle of Cn the connection induced from that of Cn and corre­
sponding Koszul-Malgrange holomorphic structure. Note that ip C (p is holomorphic 
in (p if and only if A'^0^  = 0 or, equivalently, if and only if A(^@^ = 0. Recall from 
[13] that ip \ C —* Gk{Cn) is harmonic if and only if A'^ is holomorphic; this holds if and 
only if A'Pjj is anti-holomorphic. In this case, applying Proposition 2 we can define the 
d- and 0-Gauss bundles of ip (or ip) by G ^\ip) =  ImA^ and G^~l\ip) =  ImA^, respec­
tively. This bundles also represent harmonic maps (cf.[13]). Iterating this construction 
we set G^°\ip) = ip, and for i — 1 ,2 ,...,
G^(iP) = G '^ - V t y ) ) ,  G ^ \ ip )  = Gn(G -^ -l\ ip ) ) .
G^\ip) is called the ith-Gauss bundle of ip. The harmonic map ip is said to be d- 
irreducible (resp. 3-irreducible) if rank ip =  rank (ip) (resp. rank-0 =  rankG^-1)^ ) )
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and d-reducible (resp. d-reducible) otherwise. Following [2] and [3], by the d-return map 
of ip of order r , with r > 1 , we mean the map
cr(V0 =  *^ G(r)(V’),V' ° ° • "  ° Aq{i) ^  ° ‘
If dr(ip) is non-zero for some r, the least such r  is called the isotropy order of ip and
for this value of r, dr(ip) is called the first d-retum map of ip. If dr(ip) is zero for all
r, we say that ip is (strongly) isotropic. Since dr(ip) is holomorphic, we can also define 
the image of the first d-retum map Imdr(ip).
In this setting flag transforms are described in the following way (cf. [46]): let ip : 
C —► Gk(Cn) be a harmonic map, a and subbundles of ip_ and ip1 respectively which 
satisfy the d-replacement conditions:
I a  is a holomorphic subbundle of ip_ft is a holomorphic subbundle of ip1- (4.4)
A'^gf) C (3 and A^x (f3) C a
Then the subbundle 7  =  a © j3 satisfies the uniton conditions (4.2). Moreover, all the 
subbundles satisfying (4.2) arise in this way. The harmonic map ip obtained by flag 
trasform from the pair (ip, 7 ) is given by ip — {ip © a) © (3. We recall now some well 
known examples (cf.[46]):
Exam ples. 1. The d-Gauss bundle G^){ip) of a harmonic map ip is obtained by 
flag transform from the pair {ip,*y_ = ip_® G(l\ip)).
2. Suppose that a  is a holomorphic subbundle of KerA^. Then with /? =  0 the 
replacement conditions (4.4) are satisfied.
R em ark. All the constructions in this section admit a corresponding global construc­
tion with respect to an arbitrary Riemann surface M. In fact, we can get a global 
section of the bundle T(x 0^ M<8)ipf <g><£ over M  by setting A !^  = dz(S>A'^. Clearly 
A '^  is holomorphic if and only if A ^  is.
4.3 Flag transforms preserving finite type
Let ip : C —> Gk(Cn) be a harmonic map of finite type. Then we have an extended 





0< \ i \< d
for some d =  1 mod 2, such that:
dr} =  ^ a ]
=  2i(l -  A_1)r/_d 
7/ ( 0 )  =  7/0 
4>_i =ikOip = (f)
Moreover, by Lemma 4 we can suppose that for such 77,
{7/* is a section of ip*[t]c if i is even rji is a section of i/>*[m]c if i is odd.
In fact, we can take
r) =  i ( A fc +  A-fc- 2)Ad*1{,
where ^  is an extended framing associated to ip, ip =  \£i • ip(0), and £ : C —► Ad,T is a 
polynomial Killing field; since £ =  £3 &Al is twisted, we have & G £c if i is even and 
£i G mc if z is odd.
Comparing coefficients in the differential equation for 7 / we see that rj-d and rjd 
satisfy the differential equations:
drj-d = -2z[77_d+ i, rj-d], dr)d =  2i[rjd- i , rjd]. (4.6)
Lemma 12. The second fundamental forms A^ and A1^ associated to a harmonic map 
ip : C —> Gk(Cn) of finite type have no singular points.
Proof. In fact, suppose ip : C —> G^(Cn) is a harmonic map of finite type. Since 7/d is 
a section of ip*[m]c and as a map into the Lie algebra jjl(n,C) has values in a single 
AdGL(n,C)-°rbit (cf. Theorem 9), by equation (4.3) we have A'^ =  2iTr^T]d^ and the 
equality
ImA^ = ImA^ (4.7)
holds everywhere. □
Now, let a  be a subbundle of Cn with Hermitian projection 7r satisfying uniton
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conditions (4.2):
ttAz'tt1' =  0 
ir1  (d ir  + Azir) =  0 
k 0
where
AE = =  2ir)-d . (4.8)
By Theorem 22 4>a =  4>a(7t +  A-1^-1-) defines an extended solution associated to some 
harmonic map -0 into a Grassmannian G^(Cn). Is -0 of finite type? We shall show 
that for some special subbundles a  this question can be solved affirmatively. Start by 
considering fj = A d ^+ ^ j,^ . This map certainly satisfies
H  ld $ \] , (4.9)
and using the uniton conditions we obtain
=  Ad(7r+A7r±)(2 i ( l - A - 1)7?_<i) +  (7r +  A7r-L)a(7r +  A-17r-L)
=  (1 -  A-1 ){2z(7r77_d7r +  ir±r)_d'X'L +  XirLr)_dF) +  (tt +  Xir^dir}
=  (1 — A-1) { 2 i( ir r j - d F  + i r ^ r j - d ^ " 1 ) + Trdir}
= (1 -  X~1){2i(rj-d ~ ir^-rj-dn) +  ndir}
— (1 — A- 1){—2irj-d +  (ndir -f ir^dir)}
= 2i(l -  A-1) ^ -  £07t). (4.10)
We shall now analyse the top terms of
t) = Ad(7r+A7rx)T/ =  Xi(ir +  Xir^rjiiir + A-1?!"1) .
0 < |n |< d
Considering the uniton conditions we see that fj-d-i — irrj-d^1' — 0} whence fj has 
values in and
fj-d =  ir±7j-d^± + 7rr}-d+in1' +  nrj-dir 
= rj—d -  ir^-rj-d^ +  irri-d+in1'
= ri-d -  ^irLdir +  irrj-d+i^1'
= rj—d -  ^Bir +  i^rdir +  irri-d+iir± • (4.11)
Moreover, since [<i>, ir\ = 0, the new harmonic map into the group 0 =  ij. o ip also
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commutes with 7r, [<f>, 7r] =  0, and from this one can easily see that fj satisfies the right 
initial condition:
77(0) Gfldfl Au(n)T.
Comparing (4.11) with (4.9) and (4.10) we conclude that $  is an extended solution of 
finite type if
— ^ ■Trdir =  Trrj-d+iTT^  . (4.12)z
Lemma 13. Equation (4.12) holds for a =  KerA'^.
Proof. Since A'^ is minus the adjoint of A'^± and iJj is of finite type, we have
^  © a = ImA^± 
everywhere. On the other hand, equations (4.3) and (4.8) give
= -2i7rv,77_d7rv,x .
Take a smooth section v of '0_L. Then rj-dV € C°°^l) © a). Considering equation (4.6) 
together with conditions (4.5) we obtain:
(Trd7r)(r}-dv) = -Trd(r)-dv) = —Tr(dr)-d)v 
=  2in[Tj_d+ i , V - d } v
= 2iTrr)-d+i,n-dV -  2iTrr}-d,n-d+iv 




2 (7r^7r)7rV’©c« =  d+l'K‘tl>Qa • (4*13)
(irdTT)(v) = -irA'^±{v) =  0; 
and since rj-d+i £ we also have -Krj-d+i'x^ =  0- Thus
% —
- - ( T l - a T T ) ^  =  7T T ] - d + l ^ - L  • (4.14)
From equations (4.13) and (4.14) we conclude that (4.12) holds for a = KerA(,,. □
Corollary 1. If ^  : C —► Gk(Cn) is of finite type, then G(T\ $ )  is of finite type for 
every integer r.
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Proof. If ip is of finite type so it is ip1-. Note that KerA'^, = ip1 Q G^~^(ip) and 
G^~l\ip) is obtained by flag transform from the pair (ib1 . KerA^,, ). Applying Lemma 
(13) we conclude that G^~^(ip) is of finite type. Iterating this argument and reversing 
orientation we have the result. □
We shall now give another example that will be useful for us: suppose we have an 
5- and ^-irreducible harmonic map ip : C —► (^(C 6) of isotropy order r  =  2 such that 
the first 5-return map d2(ip) is nilpotent and rankImc^iiP) =  1. Moreover, suppose 
that rank (V>) = 1. Then, associated to ip we have the following diagram:
a
(3±y
where a  is the image of the first 5-return map of ip, (3 = ip © a, a+ =  Im(A^ | a), 
0T =  ImA'G(1)(^), /?+ =  G^(ip) Q a + and (3~ = G ^X ip ) Q a~.
Rem ark. Here we are using diagrams as in [2], [13] and [46]; namely, if ip1,. ,.ips is 
a collection of muttually orthogonal subbundles, then each second fundamental form 
A'^ ^  will be represented by an arrow from ij? to iJA; with no arrow shown when ^  
is known to vanish.
Lemma 14. If ip — a ©/? is harmonic of finite type, then <p =  ©/? is also harmonic
of finite type.
Proof. By Corollary 1 G^~l\ip) is of finite type. Let £ be a Killing field associated to 
<p =  and 7r the Hermitian projection onto 7  =  a~ © a. Note that 7  satisfies
the 5-replacement conditions with respect to <p, hence © a  is harmonic.
Since <p is of finite type, we have
a =  I m , a = ImA ,^ o
everywhere. Equations (4.3) and (4.8) give 2 = A'{p + A'^L.
Take a smooth section v of ip1 . Then £ d V  G C°°(g~) and G C°°(ct). Consid-
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ering equation (4.6) together with conditions (4.5) we obtain:
(7r-L07r)(6fu) =  +  ir^-^ddv
=  2i7T1 [ £ d - l , £ d \ v  + n-t-Zddv
= 2mL$,d-\£,dV ~  2i?^ td td - iv  + ^ ZdPv 
=0  =0
=  2*7T-Lf d_ i(£ du)
and
{'ir±dTr)(£d€dv) =  tt -l 0 (&&v)
= ^ { d & td V  +  fl’-L&(0 &)t/ +  nHdtddv
=0
= 2i'KL[id-\^d\^dV +  Ziir^ZdiZd-uZiAv




--TT^dw = TT^d-l^ , 
and conjugating this equation we get
-^TTdTT1 = TT^ d-lTT1 ,
which means that (4.12) holds for the pair (y?,7 ). So we conclude that 0“ is of finite 
type. The Lemma follows from the fact that 0 is just the first Gauss bundle of 0“ . □
However, flag transforms do not always preserve finite type: let 0 : C —> Gk(Cn) be 
a (non-constant) harmonic map of finite type and a : C —► Gs(Cn) a (non-constant) 
holomorphic map. Then 0  =  0 © a : C —> Gk+a(Cn) is a harmonic map which 
is obtained by flag transform from the pair (0, a). If A'a has singular points (points 
where the rank of ImA^ drops), the same happens to A'^ =  A '^A '^ . Then we conclude 
from Lemma 12 that in this case 0  can not be of finite type. We shall see below that 
the second fundamental form A'a of a non-constant doubly periodic holomorphic map 
a : C —> C P1 must have singular points.
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4.4 Finite uniton number vs. finite type
The notions of harmonic maps of finite type and finite uniton number are fundamentally
a surface M  to a complex projective space. Recall the well known characterization of 
harmonic maps M  —> CP" of finite uniton number:
Theorem  23. [21] [38] [44] Let 0 : M  —> CP" be a harmonic map. Then 0 is of finite 
uniton number if and only if 0  =  G ^ ( f)  for some holomorphic (whence harmonic) 
map /  : M  —> CP" and some integer i.
Otherwise said, a harmonic map 0 : M  —► CP" of finite uniton number is holomor­
phic, anti-holomorphic or is covered by a horizontal holomorphic map
with r > 1 .
The situation for harmonic maps of finite type is completely different:
Theorem  24. Let 0 : C —► CP" be a doubly periodic harmonic and T  the correspond­
ing torus. If 0 is simultaneously of finite type and of finite uniton number then 0 is 
constant.
Proof. Start to suppose that 0 : T —> CP" is holomorphic and of finite type. Then, 
the corresponding sequence of Gauss bundles must be finite:
distinct. To illustrate this we start by considering the example of harmonic maps from
0 :  C -► SU(n +  l)/S(U(r) x U(l) x U ( n - r -  1)),
0 - 1  =  0 ,  0  =  0 0 ,  0 1 ,  • • • , 0 r ,  0 r + l  =  0
(denoting 0i =  G ^ (f) ) .  By Corollary 1 each 0* is also of finite type. Hence, since the 
canonical line bundle over T  is trivial, each induces a vector bundle isomorphism 
0i —► 0i+1. Then
ci(0 o) =  Cl (0 i ) =  . . .  =  ci(0 r) , (4.15)
where ci (£) is the first Chern number of the line bundle £ over the corresponding torus 
T. By [49] we know that
ci(4>i) = J j . I^ .J2 -  Kfc|2)dz A  d z . (4.16)
It follows now from (4.15) and (4.16) that
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since (po is holomorphic (whence |A^_J =  0) and (pr is anti-holomorphic (whence 
Mir l = 0). so
0 = ci(<h) = - ' • j f  \A!^\2i z h i z  (4.17)
and we conclude that A'^q =  0 , i.e. <p =  (po is constant.
Back to the general case, suppose that <p : T  —► CPn is simultaneously of finite 
type and of finite uniton number (not necessarily holomorphic). Being of finite uniton 
number, by Theorem 23 there exists some holomorphic map g : T  —> CP71 such that 
if) = G ^\g )  for some j  > 0 ; this map g is simultaneously of finite type (because it is 
the (—i)t,l-Gauss bundle of <j>) and of finite uniton number (because it is holomorphic), 
hence g must be constant; so (p = g and we are done. □
Rem ark. Let <p :T  —> C P1 be holomorphic. Suppose A^. = dz <g> A'^ induces a vector 
bundle isomorphism <p —> <p^ . Then, c\{(p) =  ci(<^ rL). At same time, by [13] (lemma 
5.1) ci(0) =  thus ci(<f>) = 0. Applying (4.17) we see that in this case 0 must
be constant, which is a contradiction. So, for any holomorphic map <f> :T  —* C P1, A^ 
must have singular points.
Rem ark. Let (f) : T  —> CPn_1 be a (non-constant) harmonic map of finite type and 
a : T  —> C P1 a (non-constant) holomorphic map. Then the harmonic map = (f> © a : 
T  —> G2(Cn) can not be of finite type neither of finite uniton number (if ip was of finite 
uniton number, <p would be simultaneously of finite uniton number and finite type, 
whence <p would be constant).
Given a fc-symmetric space F  and a map ip : M  —> F, following [12] we say that ip 
is super-horizontal if dip(TMc ) C  [fli] © [fl-i]. We shall now give a generalization of 
Theorem 24:
Theorem  25. Let <p : C —> Gjt(Cn) be a doubly periodic harmonic map and T  the 
corresponding torus. Suppose that <p has finite uniton number. Moreover, suppose 
that (p is covered by a super-horizontal holomorphic map ip : M  —* Fj, where F/ is the 
generalized flag manifold defined by
ip : C — SU(n +  l)/S(U(ti) x ...  x U(n -  ir_ i ) ) .
If (p is of finite type, then <p is constant.
Proof. Since (p is covered by a super-horizontal holomorphic map ip : C —> Fi, <p is of 
the form 3
<P = ^ 2 ai®  a i“ 1 ’
i= l
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with <*o £  <*i £  • • • £  <*n C Cn holomorphic subbundles, since 0  is holomorphic, and 
Im A'a. C Oi+i, since 0  is super-horizontal (cf.[12]). This means that the corresponding 
Gauss sequence must be finite:
0 0_7-, . . . ,  0 , . . . ,  0/_i, <pi 0, (4.18)
where fc =  G^\fc). By Corollary 1 each fc is of finite type. Moreover, each fc certainly 
is covered by some super-horizontal holomorphic map fc : C —> Fj.. If all the bundles 
<f)-r+1, . . . ,  0 , . . . ,  fc -i have the same dimension, then
C l(0_ r+ l)  =  . . . =  Cl(0) =  . . . C l(0 i_ i) ,
where c\(fc) = c i(/\k fc). In this case, since formula (4.16) also holds for each ci(0i), 
the same argument we have used to prove Theorem 24 can be applied here to conclude 
that 0  must be constant.
Suppose now that the sequence (4.18) degenerates, in the sense that
0 < dim fc < dim 0
for some i. In this case, fc can not be constant; hence the Gauss sequence associated 
to fc degenerates. Iterating this procedure, we will end up with a contradiction. Then 
we conclude that 0  must be constant.
□
4.5 Harmonic tori in HP n
It was shown in [9] that any non-conformal harmonic map of a 2-torus into a rank 
one symmetric space is of finite type. After that, Burstall [7] proved that any weakly 
conformal non-isotropic harmonic map of a 2-torus into a sphere or a complex pro­
jective space can be lifted to a primitive map of finite type into a certain k-symmetric 
space. Combining these results with Theorems 18 and 19 we conclude that any har­
monic map of 2-torus into a sphere or a complex projective space is of finite type or 
of finite uniton number. Thus a natural question arise: does this remain true for any 
other rank one symmetric space? Unfortunately, as we shall show now, the answer is 
no in quaternionic projective space case.
Let H denote the division ring of quaternions. Let j  be a unit quaternion with 
j 2 = —1. We have an identification of C2 with HI given by making (a, b) 6  C2 correspond
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to a + bj G H; we then have a corresponding identification of C2n with Hn. Let 
J  : C2n —► C2n be the conjugate linear map given by left multiplication by j:
J ( 2l ,  %2i • • • 5 Z2n—lj Z2n) — ( %2i j • • • > ^2n> ^2n—l) j
then J 2 =  —Id. We shall regard the quaternionic projective space HP”-1  as the totally 
geodesic submanifold of C?2(C2n) given by
HP”" 1 = { V e  G2(C2n) : V  =  JV}.
Note that the operator J  satisfies
in particular v is perpendicular to Jv  for all v G C2n.
Consider the smooth doubly periodic map /  : C —> CP3 (with periods u>i =  J , 
u>2 =  ) defined by
(Jv, Jiu) =  (w, v) for all v,w  € C2n,
/(*,*) =  [(e2i(z+^ , ie - 2i^ , e 2^ ) , e 2(z- ^ ) ] .
Let A be the lattice generated by u>i,u>2. Then /  descends to the torus T  = C/A and 
by simple analysis of the derivatives of /  we can conclude that /  is full harmonic with 
isotropy order r =  3 (hence /  is a harmonic map of finite type); moreover, f \  = J f  
and, consequently, f 2 =  J / 3, where /» denotes the ith-Gauss bundle of f .  Associated 
to /  we have the following diagram:
e^ 2 i ( z + z ) ^ e - 2 i ( z + z )^  e 2 (z - z )^  g2( z - z ) ^ (4.19)
provides a global non-vanishing holomorphic section of /  such that
(dv, Jv) =  1.
Now we want to construct from /  a harmonic map <j> : T  —► HP2 which is not of 
finite type neither of finite uniton number. For that we start to state the following two 
lemmas:
Lemma 15. There is a pair (9, 1?) of non-constant meromorphic functions on T  =  C/A
satisfying O' = 1?2.
Proof. Consider the p-function associated to the lattice A: 
p(z) =  z -2+  £
wGA—{0 }
which satisfies the differential equation
(p')2 =  4p3 -  -  03, (4.20)
where
<72 =  60 ^ 2  <jJ~ 4 93 =  140 a;-6 .
uj€A u)€A
By taking the derivative of (4.20) we deduce that
.11 _  n.2 9 2 .p — op ^ i
whence
p'" = 12 p 'p .
But <73 =  0 for any square lattice (cf.[32]); then, from (4.20), (4.21) 
that
{P,V"), = {P")2 + P"'P'
a2
= 84p4 -  18p2p2 + ^  ;
and for A € C:
(Ap' + p'p")' = V ' + (p'p")'
= 84 p4 +  (6A -  1852) p2 +  4  -  A ^  . (4.23)s ....... ^  ...m. ✓ 4 2
£ '   -c
A = b2 — 4ac is a polynomial of degree 2 in A, which admits some root Ao G C. Then 
we conclude from (4.23) that
(Aop* +  p'p")1 =  (Ap2 +  -®)2
for some A, B  G C, with A  ^  0; which means that 0 =  Aop' +  p'p" and $ =  Ap2 +  B  
are non-constant meromorphic functions on T  satisfying O' =  $2. □
(4.21)
(4.22)
and (4.22) it follows
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Lemma 16. There is a holomorphic line subbundle 7  of /©  C2 such that (du, Ju) = 0 
for every smooth section u of 7 , that is, =  0 .
Proof. Let (B,d) be a pair of non-constant meromorphic functions on T  satisfying 
$' = 'd2 and ei, Je\ an orthonormal basis of C2. Set si =  do, with v given by (4.19) 
S2 = Be 1 +  Je 1 and s =  si + S2- Then we have:
(ds, Js) = (dsi +  ds2 , Jsi +  Js 2 )
= (dsi,Jsi) + (ds2,J s 2)
=  $ 2 (dv, Jv) —O' (ei, e\)
= 1  = 1
=  1?2 -  B'
=  0 .
Then, the line subbundle 7  of /  © C2 generated by s satisfies 7rj7i4  ^=  0. □
Let S be the holomorphic line subbundle of C2 generated by $2 =  0e\ + Je\. Hence 6 
is harmonic with Gauss bundles = JS, G^2\5 )  = 0. Setting ^  =  f® S  C C4©C2
we obtain an harmonic map which is not of finite type neither of finite uniton number 
with Gauss bundles = G ^ ( f )  © G^(S). In particular,
J GW(it>) = J f ® J 6  = Ji/>
\  GW(tJ>) = J / 3 andG(3)(^) =  / 3.
The line bundle 7  is clearly holomorphic in ij>. Let a  be the orthogonal complement of 
7  in ip: ip = 7  © a. Then we can construct the following diagram:
h
Ja7
Prom this diagram we see that (j) =  a©  Ja  : T  —> H P2 is a harmonic map obtained by 
flag transform from the pair (ip, 7  © Ja). So, from Lemma 14 we conclude that <p can 
not be of finite type neither of finite uniton number.
4.6 Farther work
1. The result we have obtained in section 4.4 suggests the following question: are 
there non-constant harmonic maps into U(n) which are simultaneously of finite
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uniton number and of finite type?
2. The example we have found in section 4.5 shows that the theory of harmonic 
2-tori in HP” is far more complicated then that of harmonic 2-tori in CP” or Sn. 
Here we shall recall some results due to Udagawa: In [43], the author showed that 
any harmonic map from the 2-torus into HP” of odd isotropy order is covered by 
a primitive map of finite type into some ^-symmetric space. The same happens 
with the harmonic maps of even isotropy order and non-singular first return map. 
Thus, considering the results of Chapter 4, a considerable class of harmonic maps 
of finite type from the 2-torus into HP” have already been detected. Moreover, 
for n =  2,3, Udagawa showed that any harmonic map <j>: T2 —> HP” is of finite 
uniton number, finite type or is obtained out of some harmonic map of finite type 
into a Grassmannian after adding a finite number of unitons. Thus we can ask if 
a similar characterization is also possible for n > 3.
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Chapter 5
Harmonic two-spheres in Sp(n)
In this chapter, we shall make use of the Grassmannian theoretic point of view intro­
duced by Segal [38] in order to study harmonic maps from a two-sphere into Sp(n). By 
using this methodology, we shall be able to deduce i) an “uniton factorization” of such 
maps (section 5.2.3) and ii) an alternative characterization of harmonic two-spheres in 
ELPn (section 5.4). Such a characterization can be seen as a natural generalization of 
Aithal’s characterization of harmonic two-spheres in HP2 [1] which can be related to 
the approach of Bahy-El-Dien and Wood in [2].
5.1 Grassmannian model for loop groups
Fix on Cn the standard Hermitian metric (•,•). Let be the Hilbert space L2(Sl \ Cn) 
of square-summable Cn-valued functions on the circle. If e\ , . . . ,  en denote the standard 
basis vectors for Cn, then the functions
A i—► Xlej,
with i G Z and j  =  1 , . . . ,  n, are a basis for H^ n\  In other words,
jj(n) — Span{A*ej : i € Z, j  =  1 , . . . ,  n},
where “Span{X}” means “the closed subspace generated by X ”. Those functions with 
i > 0 generate a closed subspace
=  Span{Alej : i > 0, j  = 1,. . .  ,n}
of H(n\  Let Grass(if(n)) denote the space of all vector subspaces W  c  such that:
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a) W  is closed;
b) the projection map W  —* is Fredholm, and the projection map W  —> 
is Hilbert-Schmidt;
c) the images of the projections maps W 1- —> H+ \  W  —> are contained in
C°°(51;Cn).
The meaning of “Fredholm” and “Hilbert-Schmidt” can be found in books on functional 
analysis (see, for example, [37]); we do not use these concepts explicitly, so we omit 
any further explanation of them.
Definition 5. Gr<n> =  {W  G Grass(H ^) : AW C W}
One of the basic results of Presseley and Segal [35] is:
Theorem  26. (Grassmannian model of fiU(n))
Gr(») £* AU(n)/U(n) “  AGL(n,C)/A+GL(n,C)
(and hence G r^  =  f)U(n)).
The method of proof is to show that AGL(n, C) acts on G r^  in a natural way, and 
that the subgroup AU(n) acts transitively. The formula for the action is simply
1 . W  = {1f :  f e W ) .
By considering Fourier series, it is easy to see that the isotropy subgroup at is 
A+GL(n, C) (for the action of AGL(n,C)), or U(n) (for the action of the subgroup 
AU(n)).
Rem arks. 1. Given W  € Gr^n\  it is known that dim W © AW  = n  (cf. [35]), 
where W  © AW  denotes the orthogonal complement of AW  in W.  If we choose 
an orthonormal basis for W  © AW, {w\ , . . .  ,wn}, we can put the vector-valued 
functions Wi side by side to form an (n x n)-matrix valued function 7  on 5 1, that 
is, a loop 7 € AU(n). It can be shown that 7  • = W  (cf. [35]).
2. A consequence of this theorem is that any loop 7  6  AGL(n, C) can be factorized 
uniquely
7 = 7u7+ 1
with 7U G fiU(n) and 7+ G A+GL(n, C). In fact, the product map is a diffeomor- 
phism (cf. [35]). Note that 7  •
6 6
If J  : C2n —> C2n is the anti-linear map representing left multiplication by the 
quaternion j  (j2 =  —1), then X  in U(2n) belongs to Sp(n) if, and only if, X J  = JX . 
The complexification of Sp(n) is the subgroup Sp(n,C) of all elements of GL(2n,C) 
which preserve the skew complex-bilinear form S  defined by S(£,rj) = (J£,rj). The 
Grassmannian model of flSp(rc) is given by:
Proposition 3. [35] A subspace W  G Gr^2n^  corresponds to a loop in Sp(n) if, and 
only if, it belongs to
G r^} = { W e  Gr<2n) : J W ± = A W } .
5.1.1 T he algebraic Grassm annian
Let G be a connected compact Lie subgroup of U(n). The loop group
AalgG  ^=  { 7 6  AG° : 7(A) =  £  AM*, 7_1(A) =  £  A‘B,}
i = —k i = —a
acts on
G r^  = { W e  Gr<"> : A kH ^  C W  C A jn) for some k G N }.
Not surprisingly, we have the following “algebraic” version of Theorem 26:
GriTg = AalgGl(n,C)/A+gGl(n,C) a  A ^ U ^ /U fa )  S  GalgU (n).
Birkhoff and Bruhat decompositions
Fix a maximal torus T  of G with Lie algebra t C fl. The integer lattice I  = 
(27r)-1 exp- 1(e) D t may be identified with the group of homomorphisms S1 —> T, by 
associating to £ G I  the homomorphism 7  ^ defined by 7  ^(A =  evCr*t) =  exp(tf). Let 
us choose a fundamental Weyl chamber in t. The intersection of I  with this will be 
denoted V . I ' parametrizes conjungacy classes of homomorphisms S'1 —> G. For each 
£ G I7 we write
: g e G } .
This is a complex homogeneous space. Actually, it is a flag manifold if the connected 
compact Lie group G is semisimple (cf. [10]).
Theorem  27. [35]
i) Birkhoff decomposition: QG • =  U ^ / ' -A~GC7£ • H ^ \
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ii) Bruhat decomposition: f2Galg • =  (J^eT7 ^ a i g ^ ^  ’ ■
These decompositions admit a Morse theoretic interpretation. We shall review this, 
following [34], [35]:
Consider the energy functional on paths E  : CIG —► IR defined by E(7 ) =  f sl ||V||2. 
It is well known that the critical points of this functional axe the homomorphisms 
S 1 —► G and the (connected) critical manifolds axe the conjugacy classes of such ho­
momorphisms.
The loop group QG carries a structure of Kahler manifold; take the gradient with 
respect to the Kahler metric and write:
=  {7 G fIG : 7 flows into f^}
^  =  {7 e : 7 fl°ws out of
for the stable and unstable manifold of where “flow” refers to the flow of —VE. 
Let C>j =  {A G C : 1 < |A| < 00}. This semigroup acts on flG  by
(u • 7) • = 7(uA) • H | n ).
It turns out that the flow line of —V E  staxting at a point 7  G fIG is given by the action 
of the subsemigxoup [l,oo) of on fIG. Suppose 7  • G A~Gc'y^  • H+K Then, 
as |u| —> 00 , with u G C>j, we have
(«• 7 ) • =  5 > A ) M i7«(A) • H jn) -> A o l i  ■ H ™ ,
t< 0
so we see explicitly that 7  flows into that is, 7  G 5^.
The flow fine of VE1 staxting at 7  is defined fox all time if and only if 7  G ftalg<3, 
in which case it is given by the action of the subsemigxoup (0,1] of C* =  {A G C : 0 < 
|A| < 00}. Note that the formula for the action of on QG extends to an action of 
C* on flalg^- Suppose 7  • G A^g<7 C7£ • H ^ \  Then, as |u| —► 0, with u G C*, we 
have
( u  ■ 7) • 4 n) = £ > A ) M i7|  (A) • -  Alo7« • f f |n>,
»>0
so we see explicitly that 7 flows out of that is, 7 G U^. Actually, the converse is 
also true:
6 8
Theorem  28. [34] The stable and unstable manifolds of Q$ are given by
S4 .ff(.n> = A-GC7<--ff+ )
V f l t P  = A 2gG V 4 n)-
The gradient flow of the energy functional E  induces a map Q$ given by
A%7{ • 4 ° )  =  •ut„
i>0
Suppose that Afctf jn) C  7  C  A“fctfjn). Define Pi : tf(n) -> Cn by pt( £  A4^ )  =  at and 
set Vi =  pi(F D V # jn)). Then it is easy to check that
u 4 ( V )  =  X ~ k V . k  + . . .  +  Afc_1Vfc_i +  A * f l i n ) .
Actually, : C/^  —► has the structure of a holomorphic vector bundle. The rank of 
this bundle is the Morse index of 7 .^
Remark. In Section 5.2, we shall use this Grassmannian point of view in order to 
analyze the action of the gradient flow of the Energy funcional E  : QG —► R on an 
extended solution $  : C —> QG. In fact, we shall see that if $  is of finite uniton number 
then its image must lie inside one of the Bruhat cells U ,^ except possibly for a discrete 
set of points D C  C; moreover, o $  : C \  D —► Q$ will be a new extended solution. 
More details can be found in [23].
5.1.2 A  factorization theorem  for loops in f2Sp(n)
The loop group flalgSp(n) can be identified with
n r(n) _  p .W  n Pr(2n)H,alg — 'j r H 11 alg *
Define
N
ft£lgSP(n) = {7 e ^algSp(n) : 7  =  ^ 2  AlAi}.
i = —N
From now on we write H+ = H+n\  Note that 7  G fl j^gSp(n) if and only if the 
corresponding W1 G G r^|jg satisfies
W7 C  A~n H+.
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Theorem  29. Any 7  G f^jgSp(n) has a factorization of the form
7 =  71... 7jv, 
with each 7* belonging to fi^gSp(n).
P r o o f . If 01,02 G f)aigSp(n) correspond to Wi, W2 G Gr^ ^g, then 02 =  01 (3 for some 
(3 G Q^gSp(n) if, and only if, W2 C A_1Wi. In fact, if 02 =  o i/3 and W p  G G r ^ lg 
corresponds to (3, then
W 2  =  02//+ =  Oi\(3H + =  O L \W p ; 
since W p  C A~ l H + , we have
W 2 =  o t \W p  C X ~1a 1H +  =  A_1Wi .
Conversely, if W2 C A-1Wi then 02#+ C and
a l ~ 1a 2H + C A~ l H + ,  
setting (3 =  oJ'1o2 we see that /? G n*lgSp(n) and 02 =  ol\(3.
Let 7 G f^igSp(n) and W the corresponding element in G r^ jg. Define for each 
i  G {0, . . . ,  N }  the space
W *  =  (W n A"4/ ^ )  +  \ * H + . (5.1)
We shall prove now that IV* G G r ^ lg:
i) Since AIV c  IV, we have
AW* = (AW D A~ i+1H + )  +  Ai+1H +  C (W fl A- * H + )  +  Al H +  =  W l .
ii) Clearly W* is algebraic:
A* H + C W* C A“*i?+ .
iii) Note that each W* can be regarded as an element of the Hermitian finite­
dimensional J-stable vector space
N - l
E n  = \ - n H ^ )/Xn H ^ ’) =  ^ 2  Xi£n ’
i = - N
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and we know that for a general finite-dimensional Hermitian vector space V  the fol­
lowing relations hold:
I ( A  +  B )1 =  A 1 n B 1 ( A n B ) ±  =  A ±  +  B - L (5.2)( A  +  B ) n C  =  A + ( B ( 1C )  if A c  C
where A ,  B  and C  are subspaces of V .  Using these we obtain:
(JWi)x =  {(JW  n A* JH+) +  X-iJH+}±
=  {j w  n n {A- "J/f+ }'L
=  {J W X +  y J H +x ) n {A-Vff+X}
=  {AW  +  Ai+1H+} n 
=  (XW n X~i+1H+) +  Xi+lH+ =  x w { .
So W *  6 & {& ,.
On the other hand,
w i+1 =  (W n  \ ~ i~1H+) +  \ i+1H+
=  A-1{(AW fi +  \ i+2H+}
C A-1{(W D \~'H+)  + A*.H+} =  A-1W*.
Hence W t+1 C A~lW x and the sequence
H+ =  W ° , W \ . . . , W N =  7 H+
defines a factorization of 7:
7 =  71.72 • • ■ 7N ,
with 7i G fl*lgSp(n). □
There exists a canonical refinement of such a factorization into “linear factors”: 
For any subspace V  of C2n, let tv  denote the element of flU(2n) given by Tv (A) = 
7rv + A7iy_L. We say that V  is J - i s o t r o p i c  if V  C J V 1-. The elements tv  of HU(2n) 
correspond precisely to the subspaces W  G Gr^2”) such that AH+ C W  C H+. More 
generally, if o l\ ,  ol^ G flU(2n) correspond to W \ ,  W 2  G G r^2n\  then 0$ =  o:i7v for some 
subspace V  G C 2n if and only if AWi C W 2  C W \ .
Let 7 G fl£igSp(n) and W  the corresponding element of G r ^ lg. Consider the
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canonical factorization given by Theorem 29, 7  =  7172 •• . 7n - Set F* =  7172 • • • 7i- 
Hence W* = Fi • H+, where W* is the element of Gr^1^ lg given by formula (5.1). For 
each i G {0 , . . . ,  N  — 1} we define
w i+ = XW fl A~*ii+ + A*+1fl+ e Gr(2n>
and let Ft+ be the corresponding element of f2U(2n), W l+ = Fi+H+. One can easily 
check that
Aw* C  W i+ C  W*
AW i+ C  AW i+1 C  W i+ ;  ^ '
then Fi+ =  Fiyy. and Fi+ 1 =  Fi+7^.-1  for some vector subspaces Vi, Vi of C2n. The 
sequence
H+ = W°, W 0+, W \  W 1+, . . . ,W N = 7 tf+ 
induces a factorization of 7  into “linear factors”
7 =  lVolyQ~l TViTvi” 1 • • • lVN- i lv N_ ~ l .
7 1  7 2  7 AT
These factors are not in QSp(n). However, they have some J-structure. In fact, it
turns out that the subspaces Vi, Vi axe J-isotropic:
Note that tv; • H+ =  VJ + AH+ and Jtv; • H+ = JVi +  i/+ 'L. Hence Vi is isotropic
if and only if J tv; • H+ C  (tv; • i/+ )_L. Since F{+ = F ij^ , we have
Tv; • H +  =  F ,- ‘{(AWn A-ifl'+) +  Ai+1ff+} ;
then
J'IVi ■H+ = Fi~l {{W± n \ i+1H+1 ) + \~ 'H +± } , (5.4)
and using equations (5.2) we obtain
(7 vrH + )± = F r 1{ ( A ^ n A - iH+)-LnA<+1i7+-L}
= F r 1{ (x w 1 + \ - iH+-L) n \ i+1H+-L}
= Fi- 1{(XW1 n X i+1H+±) + X-iH+±}. (5.5)
Comparing (5.4) with (5.5) we conclude that Jtv; • H+ C  (tv; • F ’+)-L, that is, Vi is
J-isotropic. Similarly, one can prove that each Vi is J-isotropic.
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5.2 Harmonic maps into Sp(n)
5.2.1 Harm onic maps into Lie groups from th e Grassm annian point 
of view
Let M  be a Riemann surface. According to Segal [38], the harmonic equations for an 
extended solution $  : M  —► QXJ(ri) associated to a harmonic map (f> : M  —> U(n) can 
be reformulated in terms of G r^  in the following way:
Let W  : M  —► Gr^n  ^ correspond to $  under the identification QUn = Gi^n\  Thus 
W (z) = $(z) • Consider the following conditions:
Wt c  \ w  (5.6)
A
W-z c W .  (5.7)
The first condition means that (z) is contained in the subspace X~1W(z) of H^n\  
for every (smooth) map s : M  —* such that s(z) G W(z). The second condition is 
interpreted in a similar way; it is equivalent to saying that W  is holomorphic.
P roposition 4. [38] $  is an extended solution if and only if W  is a solution of equations 
(5.6) and (5.7).
Definition 6 . We say that W  : M  —> G r^  is a complex extended solution if it is a 
solution of equations (5.6) and (5.7).
If M  is compact and $  : M  —> fiU(n) is an extended solution, we know, from [38] 
or [44], that there is a constant loop 7  G HU(n) such that 7 $  is polynomial (in A and 
A-1), that is, 7 $  : M  —> 17aigU(n). This is also true for any Lie subgroup G of U(n):
Proposition 5. If the Riemann surface M  is compact, and $  : M  —> QG is an extended 
solution, then there exists some 7  G QG such that 7 $  : M  —> S\lgG.
Proof. Suppose $  : M  —> QG C  fiU(n) is an extended solution and take a constant
loop 7  such that 7 $ is polynomial. Fix some point zq G M. Then, since 7 $(2:0) is
polynomial,
(7$(z0))- 17$ =  $ (z0)- 14> 
is a loop in QG and is polynomial. □
Let G be a Lie subgroup of U(n) and $  : M  —> fiaigG an extended solution. Then, 
for some positive integer k , we have
AkH {+ ] C  W{z) C  A- kH ^
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for all z G M, where W  : M  —* Q&\gG • H+ is the complex extended solution cor­
responding to <f>, which means that W  is a holomorphic map to a finite-dimensional 
complex Grassmannian manifold. Although this shows that the original Hilbert space 
i^(n) will play no essential role, we continue to use it for notational convenience; the 
reader should bear in mind that we always work in the finite-dimensional vector space
fc-i
E k = X~kH ^ )/XkH ^ ) “  Y ,  Xi<cn • (5-8)
i=—k
In particular, we can interpret W  as a holomorphic vector subbundle of the trivial 
bundle E k = M  x E k.
Since W  is holomorphic, its image must lies inside one of the complex submanifolds
Ur H+ = A+ ,0 %  • JJ<“>,
except possibly for a discrete set of points D C M. We shall now analyse the action of 
the gradient flow of the energy functional E  : QG —► R on W:
Let k be the least integer such that
AkH+ C W(z) C A~kH+
for all z G M. For each I G {—A;,. . . ,  k}, define the holomorphic vector bundle morphism 
pi :E k ^  C2n by
P i a * A * )  =  a i . ( 5 .9 )
Set
W l = p i ( W n \ lH + ) .  (5.10)
Then u ^o W  : M  \  D —* Q$ • H+ is given by
u( o W  =  A + . . .  A*-1^ * - !  +  A kH + .
Proposition 6 . W  = U{oW : M \ D  —> Q f  H+ is a complex extended solution.
Proof. Certainly, W  = o W  is holomorphic, that is, Wg C W  holds. On the other 
hand,
(Wi)z =  Pi(wz n XH+) c  P i ( \ - ' w  n V ff+) =  Pi+1 ( w  n Ai+1H+) =  w i+1,
which means that Wz C A~l W. Then W  is an extended solution. □
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Rem ark. In [10], Burstall and Guest deduce this same result by making use of a 
explicit formula for Du{ : —> T^1,0) ^ .
^ -in v a rian t extended solutions
Definition 7. [10] An 5 1 -invariant extended solution is an extended solution $  : M  —» 
fiG such that Im $ C for some £ 6 I 1.
Let $  : M  —► be an (^-invariant) extended solution . In this case, the harmonic 
map (f) — : M  G factors through
Nt = {07£(-l)3_1 : 9 e G} .
This is a symmetric space diffeomorphic to G/C(7^(—1)), where C(g) denotes the 
centralizer of g. The inclusion of in G is known to be totally geodesic, with respect 
to the natural Riemann metrics on and G constructed from a bi-invaxiant inner
product on q. Hence, 0 is a harmonic map to N$. Observe that <f> = o $, where the 
map 7r* : 0$ -► is given by g^g ~ l 97z{-l)g~l -
Suppose that the compact connected Lie group G is semisimple and has trivial 
centre. Let ot\ , . . . ,  ag be the simple roots associated to the fixed fundamental Weyl 
chamber. In this case, if f  € I '  is canonical, that is, if each simple root cti takes the 
value 0 or y/—i  on £, then 7r^  : is a canonical twistor fibration (cf. [10]).
5.2.2 Norm alized extended solutions
Let W  : M  —> G r ^  be a complex extended solution. The filtration of W  by W n \ %H+ 
W  =  W  n A ~kH+ D . . . D W  n Afc-1# +  D W  D A kH+ =  A kH+ 
induces a spfitting
W  © XW = A_fc © ... ® Ak , (5.11)
where
Ai “  ( w  n X H + y ^ x w  n a ^ + j  +  ( w n  a i+1H+)) ^  w y w ^ i  (5.12)
(each W{ is given by formula (5.10)). Off a discrete set of points D, each Ai has 
constant dimension. Fix an integer i > 0 such that Ai(z) = 0 for all z e M  \  D. Then 
Wi =  Wi-i in M  \  D. But W-i =  JW i-i1-, since W  = u ^ o W  has values in G r ^ g;
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hence we also have W_i = that is, A-i(z)  =  0 for all z € M  \  D. Set
V = Xl{W n + A1-i(W n A*"1# * ) +  AH+ , (5.13)
which is clearly a well defined holomorphic map from M  to Gr^2n^  except possibly for
a discrete set of points.
(n)Lemma 17. V  is a constant map into Grj  ^ .
Proof. Using relations (5.2) we have:
j v l = { \ - \ J W  n xi+1JH+) + n  \ l~'JH+) + x~1j h +}±
= {(A-i+1H/X n A 2H i)  + (AW1  n  Aif1 ) +  H+}L 
=  {A-i+1w,x n  A2i ? i  }x n  {AW1  n  Aif1 } 1  n  { if1 } 1  
=  {A~i+W  + A2if+} n  {AW + Aii+} n H+
= {A-i+1TV +  A2i i+} n { A W n ff+ +  Aff+}
=  \ 2H+ + X~i+1W  n  {AW fl H+ +  A/f+}
=  x2h + +  x w  n  H + +  \~ i+1w  n  \H+  
= x2h+ +  \ {( w  n \~'H+) +  x~'+1(W n Aiff+) .
Since Ai =  0 and A-i = 0, from (5.12) we have:
\ i( W n \ ~ iH+) =  \ i( \ w n \ - iH+) + \ i( W n \ - i+1H+)
\ - i+1( W n \ iH+) = A“H1(AW n A ^ +) +  A-i+1(iy n V+1lf+) .
But
A~i+1(W D Ai+1H+) C A2H+ ,
and
Xl(W  D A~i+1H+) = (AW D AH+) C A~i+2W  D AH+ = A-i+1(AW fl A ^ +) .
So
J V 1 = A 2H+ +  A<(AW n A-*H+) +  A"i+1(AW n A iH+) = X V ,
that is, V  G G r^ .
We prove now that V  is constant. Since W  is a complex extended solution, it
satisfies equations (5.6) and (5.7). From (5.7) we see immediately that
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that is, V is holomorphic. From (5.6) we have:
Fz =  \ i(wz n \ - i- 1H+) + \ 1- i{Wz n \ i~1H+) + \H +
C A^A"1^  fl A- i - 1 # + )  +  A1 -i(A-1 W  fl Xi~1H+) +  A H+
= \ i- l ( W n \ - iH+) + x - i( W n \ iH+) + \H+.
Since Ai = 0 and A-i = 0, from (5.12) we have:
\ i- 1( W n \ ~ iH+) =  \ i- 1( \ W n \ - iH+) + \ i~1( W n \ - i+1H+)
= \ i( W n \ - i~1H+) + \ i- 1( W n \ - i+1H+)
\ - i( W n \ iH+) = \ - i( \ w n \ iH+) + \~ i( W n \ i+1H+)
= \ 1- i( w n \ i~1H+) + \ - i( w n \ i+1H+).
But
\ - l(W  n \ i+1H+) C XH+
and
A *-l ( w  n A- i+1H+) = x'~l w  n H+ c  x 1~iw  nH+ = x l~ \ w  n xi~1H+) .
So
VZ C V ,
that is, V  is also anti-holomorphic, hence constant. □
Note that
A ^ V C ^ C A 1- ^ .
Thus, if W  = $  • H+ and V  = 7  • H+ (7  6  fiSp(n) a constant loop), 7 -1$  • H+ is a 
new complex extended solution, corresponding to the same original harmonic map (up 
to multiplication by a constant), such that
A*"1# *  C 7 -1$  • H+ C X1~kH+ .
Since dim W  © XW = 2n, iterating this process we conclude:
Theorem  30. Let M  be a compact Riemann surface and (j>: M  —* Sp(n) a harmonic 
map. Suppose that there is an extended solution associated to (f>. Then 0 admits a
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complex extended solution W  : M  —> Gr^ ’ such that
A nH+ C W C  A ~nH+ ,
and, in the splitting (5.11), Ai (z) ^  0 except perhaps at a finite set of points if i ^  0. 
In this case, we say that W  is a normalized complex extended solution.
Rem ark. Burstall and Guest prove in [10] the following result: Assume that G is 
semisimple, with trivial centre. Let $  : M  —► f^ lg*-* an extended solution. Then 
there exists some canonical £ E I 1, some 7  E f2algSp(n), and some discrete subset D 
of M  such that 7 $ ( M  \  D) C  U$. This reduction is analogous to our concept of “nor­
malization”, which is essentially the same “‘normalization” introduced by Uhlenbeck 
[44] and Segal [38] for the case G = U(n). We have proved Theorem 30 using the 
Grassmannian model of flSp(n), whereas the proof of Burstall and Guest uses the loop 
group £IG directly.
5.2.3 A factorization theorem  for harmonic maps into Sp(n)
In [44], Uhlenbeck proved that any harmonic map from S2 to U(n) admits an extended 
solution : S2 —♦ QaigU(n) of the form
$(A) = (7xh  +  Att£) . . .  (7r/r +  X n f r) ,
where fi : S2 —> Gr^. (Cn) for some This means that any harmonic map 0 : 
S2 —> U(n) can be constructed from a constant map by applying a finite number of 
flag transforms. This was subsequently generalized by Burstall and Rawnsley [12] to 
the case of a group G of “type i f ”, i.e., a compact simple Lie group which admits a 
Hermitian space as quotient. Segal [38] provided a new prove of Uhlenbeck’s result by 
applying the Grassmannian point of view. We shall now follow the Segal methodology 
in order to give a factorization theorem for harmonic two-spheres in G =  Sp(n).
Let M  be a Riemann surface and <f> : M  —> Sp(n) a harmonic map admitting an 
extended solution 4> : M  —► f2^ [gSp(n). Let W  : M  —> G r^  correspond to $  under the 
identification fiSp(n) =  G r^ , W  = $  • H+. By Theorem 29 we know that $  admits a 
factorization
$  =  4>i4>2 • • • $ n  >
where each is a map from M  to fi*lgSp(n) and
W* =  $ i$2  • • • ■ H+ : M  -» G r^}
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is given by
w i =  { w n \ - iH+) +  xiH+.
We write u° = H+ and, for each i E {1 ,..., N},
J  =  ImPi)i_i|KerQ.|vv © \'H+  , (5.14)
where Pij,Qi : E N —> E N, with i,l G {0 , . . . ,  N}, are the holomorphic bundle mor- 
phisms defined by
f Qi(52^aj) — Y^ jl-k^ jaj ('515')
Since W  is holomorphic, by Proposition (2) we conclude that each u l is a holomorphic 
subbundle of E_N. Moreover, note that u l coincide with W l almost everywhere. Since 
each W 1 has values in G r^  and satisfies W l C A- 1Wl+1, we conclude by continuity 
that aj1 also has values in Grj^ and cj1 C A- 1a>t+1. Hence the sequence
H+ = u>°,...,u>N = $-H +
defines a new factorization of 4>,
$  =  $ i . . .  ,
with
a;* = $ i . . .  $» ■ H+ : M  —► n llgSp(n).
Lemma 18. Each a>* is a complex extended solution.
Proof. We have already seen that u)% is holomorphic, that is, (u>l)z C a;*. On the other 
hand, off a discrete set of points D, is given by
= ( W n \ ~ iH+) + \ iH+ .
So we can use this formula to compute the derivatives of u % on M  \  D. Since W  is a 
complex extended solution, Wz C A-1  W. Hence we have:
(W %  = (Wz n \ - iH+) + \ iH+
C (A-1W 'nA -iff+) +  Aiif+
=  A_1{(W D \~ i+1H+) +  A*+1i7+} 
c  \ - 1{ { W n \~ iH+) + \ i+1H+}
= A_1W*;
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applying continuity we conclude that (a/)z C and we are done. □
Hence we have:
Proposition  7. Any extended solution $  : M  —*• fi^[gSp(n) admits a factorization 
$  =  where each is a smooth map into fl*lgSp(n) and each subproduct
$ 1<I>2 • • • ' M  —> f2^ lgSp(n) is an extended solution.
There exits a canonical refinement of such a factorization into “linear factors”:
We have already seen in section 5.1.2 that the sequence
H+ = W °(z),W 0+(z),W 1(z) ,W 1+( z ) , . . . ,W N(z) = yH+
induces a factorization of $ (2), with z G M, into “linear factors”, where
w i+ =  (XW fl A-*#+) 4 - Ai+1H+ .
For each i G {0 ,..., N  — 1}, we write
U%+ = Im Pi(i|KerQ.|w  © A1+1H+ . (5.16)
Since AW is holomorphic, each u>%+ is also holomorphic. Note that u)t+ coincides with 
W l+ almost everywhere. Define F{+ and F{ by setting cj%+ = F{+ • H+ and u x =  • H+.
Since W l+ satisfies (5.3), we conclude by continuity that
Au;* C uj%+ C u>%
Xuji+ C Au4+1 C u>i+ .
Then F{+ =  FiTv- and Fi+ 1 =  Fi+7 yr-1  for some smooth vector subbundles Vi, Vi of 
C2n, where, for any vector subbundle V  of C2n, we denote yv = irv + Xnv ±. It follows 
that the sequence
H+ = uP,uP+, , uj1+ , . . . , u>N =  7 H+ 
induces a factorization of $,
$  =  7K,7vb_1 > (5-17)
S i  — II ✓ V  - i .  . ✓  S  v  ✓
with
c/+ =  Fi+ • H+ =  $ 1 . . .  $i-i7v- • H+ •
Lemma 19. Each u>l+ is a complex extended solution.
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Proof. We have already seen that uj%+ is holomorphic, that is, {ul+)z Co;1. On the 
other hand, off a discrete set of points D, u>%+ is given by
W i+ =  (AW n A ~iH+) + A i+1H+ .
So we can use this formula to compute the derivatives of u l on M  \  D. Since W is a 
complex extended solution, Wz C A_1W. Hence we have:
( t r +)* =  (x w z n x - iH+) +  xi+1H+ 
c  ( W n \ ~ iH+) +  \ i+1H+
= A-1  {(AW n A- i - 1H+) + XH+}
C A_1{(AW D A- {H+) +  A i+1H+}
= A-1Wi+ ;
applying continuity we conclude that (cu»l+)z C A- 1u/+, and we are done. □
To summarize:
Theorem  31. Any extended solution $  : M  —» ft£[gSp(n) admits a factorization of 
the form (5.17), where Vi and V* are J-isotropic smooth vector subbundles of C2n; each 
is a smooth map into f2^gSp(n); and
Fi =  f c iS a .- .S c M -n iig S p f r )
Fi+ = $ 1 .. .  $»_i7v- : M  -+ naigU(2n)
are extended solutions.
Rem ark. In contrast with the factorization given by Burstall and Rawnsley [12], in
general our factors 7 vi(—1) and 7 - 1(—1) do not have values in an Hermitian symmetric
Sp(n)-space.
5.3 Harmonic maps into compact inner symmetric Sp(n)- 
spaces
Proposition 8 . [10] Let G be a compact (connected) Lie group. Then each connected 
component of y/e = {g € G : g2 =  e} is a compact inner symmetric space. Moreover, 
the embedding of each component of yfe in G is totally geodesic.
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Exam ples. 1. If G — U(n), then the connected components of sfe are the inner 
symmetric spaces Gr*;(Cn) for k =  0 ,1 ,... ,  n and
I'k : Gfc(Cn) -> y/e C U(n), ik(V) = 7Ty-irv  (5.18)
axe totally geodesic embeddings.
2. Similarly, if G =  Sp(ra), then the connected components of y/e are the inner 
symmetric spaces Grfc(Hn) (the Grassmannian of ./-stable vector subspaces of 
C2n =  Hn with quaternionic dimension k) for k = 0 ,1 ,.. . ,  n, with totally geodesic 
embeddings defined in same way as in (5.18).
As in Uhlenbeck [44] and Segal [38], we may characterize the corresponding special 
extended solution in terms of the involution
/ :  n c - . n o ,  / ( 7 )(a) =  7 ( - a ) 7 ( - i ) - 1.
We write
(nG ), =  {7 e n G :  J(7) =  7}
for the fixed set of I .
Proposition  9. [10] i) Let M  be a Riemann surface and $  : M  —> {QG)i an extended 
solution. Then 0 =  4>_i defines a harmonic map from M  into (a connected component 
of) yfe.
ii) Let <f> : M  —+ sfe be a harmonic map and $  : M  —* QG an extended solution 
such that 0 =  4*_i. Then there exists an extended solution : M —> (flG)j such that
0  =  $_i.
Under the identification flU(n) =  Gr^n\  I  induces an involution on Gr^n\  that we 
shall also denote by / ,  and (flU(n))/ can be identified with
GrJn) =  {W  G Gr<n> : if s(X) e  W  then s(-A) € W}.
Let M  be a Riemann surface and 0 : M  —> Grm(Cn) a harmonic map. Correspond­
ing to the harmonic map tm o 0 , there is a complex extended solution W  : M  —> G r^ . 
We write
W = Weven 0  Wodd^
where “even” and “odd” mean that I  acts as +1 and —1, respectively. If W {z)Q\W{z)  
is identified with Cn by evaluating at A =  1, then the element of order 2 in U(n)
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corresponding to W (z) is given by the decomposition:
W{z) © AW(z) = (W (z) 0  AW(z))even 0  (W(z) © AW(z))odd.




The splitting (5.11) is stable under J, and I  acts on Ai as (—1)*. We therefore have
^  dim Ai =  m .
i  odd
Let M  be a compact Riemann surface, <f> : M  —* Grm(IHIn) a harmonic map and 
suppose that admits a complex extended solution
W :5 2 ->Gr<$.
We write H+ = H+n\  Let k be the least integer such that
AkH+ C W{z) C A~kH+
for all 2 G M. Recall that all factors Ai in splitting (5.11) have constant dimension off 
a discrete set D. Fix an integer i > 0 such that Ai(z) =  0 for all z € M  \  D. Hence we 
also have A-i(z) =  0 for all z £ M  \  D. Set
V = A D  A- i - 1ii+) + A1-i(W D \ i~1H+) + A2H+ , (5.19)
(2n\
which is a well defined holomorphic map from M  to Grj ‘ except perhaps at finite set 
of points.
Lemma 20. V  is a constant element of Grjj j.
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Proof. Once again, using relations (5.2) we have:
j v - 1 = { \~ i+1( j w  n  \ i+1JH+) +  x~1+i(JW  n x1~iJH +) +  x~2jh+}-l  
= {A"i+1(AW 1 n Ai+2H±) +  A-1+<(AW’-l n A2" ^ )  + A~1H ^}±
= { x - i+2w L n x3h + } l  n {a w 1 n xh+ }l  n {a-1h +}
=  { x - i+2w  +  x3H+} n { x iw  +  XH+} n { x ~ 1H+}
=  {A-i+2w  + A3tf+ } n { A W n A -1tf+ +  Atf+}
=  x3h +  + x~i+2w  n {AW n X~1H+ +  XH+]
=  x3H+ +  xiw n x ~ 1H+ +  x - i+2w n X H +
= XV.
Hence V  € Gre,/ and
A2H+ C  V  C  A"2fl+ . (5.20)
We prove now that V  is constant, or equivalently, that V  is both holomorphic and 
anti-holomorphic. Since W  is a complex extended solution, it satisfies equations (5.6) 
and (5.7). From (5.7) we see immediately that
V g C V ,
that is, V  is holomorphic. From (5.6) results that
Vz C \ ~ lV ,  (5.21)
Define V) =pi(V  fl \ lH+). Then
v_t = P_ i (v  n x~1H+) = P- i ( w  n  x~iH+) = w _  t ,
and
V-2 =  P - 2( V  n  \ - 2H+) =  p - i - i ( w  n  X-‘- lH+) =  W—j—! ,
hence VL1/VL2 =  W -i/W -i- \  =  0. In same way, V\/Vq =  Wi/Wi-\ = 0. Then, since 
(5.20) holds, we have:
(V © ATOodd “  V- 1 /V - 2  ®Vi/V0 = 0.
V  can be decomposed into +1 and — 1-eigenspaces of I:
V = V+ © VL .
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Note that
V- © XV+ = (VQ  AV')odd = 0;
thus, using (5.21), we have
v+z c  x~lv . = v+
and
V .z = XV+Z c  XV+ = V- , 
which means that Vz C V, hence V  is also holomorphic. □
Since V  € Grj^j and (V © AV)0^  =  0, defining the constant loop 7  in (flSp(n))/ 
by V  =  7  • H+, we see that 7 (—1) =  Id. Suppose that $  is the extended solution 
associated with W. Then, since
\ k~2V  C W C X2~kV ,
we have
Ak~2H+ C 7 -1$  • H+ C A2~kH+ ,
with 7 -1$  being an extended solution associated to the same original map 0 , because 
7  is constant and 7 (—1) =  Id. Iterating this process we conclude:
Theorem  32. Let M  be a compact Riemann surface and (f> : M  —> Grm(Hn) a har­
monic map. Suppose that i m °  <i> admits a complex extended solution. Then tm o <f) 
admits a complex extended solution W  : M  —> G r^j such that
A 2m H c W c  X~2ttiH+
(in this case we say that W  is a normalized complex extended solution associated to </>).
In particular, any harmonic map from the sphere to HIP71-1 has a complex extended 
solution W  such that A2H+ C W  c  A~2H+.
5.3.1 A factorization theorem  for harm onic maps into a quaternionic 
Grassm annian
Let M  be a Riemann surface and (f> : M  —> Grm(Hn) a harmonic map admitting an 
extended solution $  : M  —> (fl£[gSp(n))j. Let W  : M  —* G r ^  correspond to $  
under the identification (flSp(n))/ =  G r^j, W  = $  • H+. Note that the associated 
holomorphic maps u l and u t+ defined by formulas (5.14) and (5.16), respectively, also
(n)have values in Grj[j j. Hence, we have the following version of Theorem 31:
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Theorem 33. Any extended solution $  : M  —► (fl£jgSp(n))j admits a factorization of 
the form (5.17), where V* and Vi are J-isotropic smooth vector subbundles of C2n; each 
is a smooth map into f2*lgSp(n); and
Fi = $ i$ 2 . . . $ i : M ^ ( f i i lgSp(n))/
F{+ = $ 1 . . .  : M  —► (DaigU(2n))j
axe extended solutions.
5.4 Harmonic spheres in the quaternionic projective space
Let A - 2 and A -\  be two subspaces of C2n such that
A —2 C  A - \  c  JA±X c  JA±2 •
Let Ti : A - 2 —> J A - \  be a complex linear map such that
Rt\ ~~ =  fl "f & G C2n 1 b — Xi(o), c l G A—2}
satisfies Rtx J- JR tx- Define
UTl = { s e  iJ(2n) : s(A) =  A-2a + Ti(a) with a € A_2} (5.22)
Ut2 = { s e  H <2n> : s(A) =  A- 1 6 +  AT2(6) with b e  A_i} (5.23)
where T2 =  J T fJ  : A - 1 —> JA_2.
Proposition 10. a) The subspace W  of if(2n) defined by
W  = U T l © JA f! ® Wra © A JA ± 2 © A2t f + .
is an element of Grj^j.
b) Conversely, any W  e  G r^j with A2H+ C  W  C  A~2H+ arises in this way.
Proof, a) Clearly W  lies on the fixed set of the involution I. In order to prove that
XW C  W, the only non-trivial detail we have to check is that AUtx C  Ut2 © AJA£2-
8 6
since Rtx -1 JR t i> f°r any sa = a +  T i ( a ) , =  b +  T\{b) £ Rtx we have
0 — (sQ, J  si) — (a +  Ti(a), Jb +  JT\{b))
=  (a,JTi(6)) +  (Ti(a),J6)
= —(a,JTiJ(Jb)) +  (Ti(a),Jb)
=TZ
= - (T 2(a),Jb) + (T1(a),Jb),
which means that ttja- 2 °T \ —T2 o n A ^  ; whence
A-1 a +  ATi(a) =  A-1 a +  A t i - j ^ P i^ ) )  4* Attj a x (Ti(a)) 
gawTi
=  A +  AT2(a) +  A^j^i (T i(a )), v  ^ —2
Sa7^ 2
and we are done.
Finally we have to prove that J W 1- =  AW. Note that
J W 1 =  {(^4_i © X2J A - 2) © J ^ }  © X2JA^:2
© {(A-1 A_2 © A JA _i) © JUt2} © A J A ij © A3t f + ;
whence JW-1- =  AW if and only if
I  XUTl =  (A- 1>1_2 © AJA_i) © JUT2 
1 AUT2 = (A_i © A2 JA_2) © JUTl.
(5.24)
We observe that these equations are equivalent, then we just have to check one of them. 
Take sa = A-1a + ATi(a) £ AUtx and Sb =  AJ6 +  A-1  JT2(b) £ JUt2. Since T$ =  JTi J, 
we have
(»«, *») =  (A_1a +  ATi(a), AJ6 +  A” 1 JT2(6))
=  (a,JT2(6)) +  (T1(o ),J6)
=  (o,JT2(6)) +  (a,T1*(J6)>
= (o,JT2( 6 ) ) - { a , j r 2(6)>=0,
which means that XUti C (A- 1A_ 2 © AJA_i) © JUt2> Since dimWrx =  dimA_ 2 and 
dimWr. =  dim.A_i, we conclude that the equality holds and so J W 1 =  XW.
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b) Suppose that W  G  Grjjj- satisfies A 2H+ CW^CA 2H+. We can write
W  = U+ ®U~ ©A2i7+, 
where U+ c  A"2C2n © C2n and U~ C A-1<C2n 0  AC2n. Define
Ai = {a G  C2n : a =  pi(s(A)) for some s(A) G W}  , 
where, as before, Pi(Y^,^aj) = ai- By definition,
W  C A-2j4_2 0  A_1A_i 0  Aq © AAi © A2H+ ;
then
A-2JA i- 0  A-1Ji4o © J A i i 0 \ J A . © A2H+ C A~ 'J W L =  W . (5.25)
One can easily check that (5.25) gives the maximal split subspace contained in W , 
hence there axe two well defined complex linear maps
T\ : A —2 —*■ J A —i 
T2 : A - 1 —> JA-2  ,
where, for a G A - 2 , T\{a) is the only vector of J A - i  such that A-2a4-7i(a) G U+ and, 
for b G A - 1 ,  72(6) is the only vector of JA - 2  such that A-16 +  XT2 (b) G U~ . Define 
ss in (5.22) and (5.23). Then
W  = UTl © J A f! @UT2 © AJA±2 ©A2H+ . 
u+ u-
Reversing straightforwardly the arguments given to prove part a) of our Proposition, 
one can easily see that
r A _2  C A - 1 C JA± !  C JA± 2  
< R t - l  -L J R t i
k t2 =  j t ; j .
□
Now we shall establish our classification of harmonic spheres in the quaternionic 
projective space:
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Theorem  34. i) Let M  be a Riemann surface and A  C  B  be two holomorphic J- 
isotropic vector subbundles of M  x C2n such that dim B  © A  =  1. Suppose also that 
Az C  B  and Bz C  J B 1 . Let R  be a holomorphic vector subbundle of A © JB  with 
dimR =  dim .4 such that:
a) ds ±  JR  for all s G C°°(R) (in particular, R _L JR)',
b) 7ta(R) =  A almost everywhere.
Then
0 =  (B © JB)  © (P © JR) (5.26)
gives a harmonic map <j>: M  —> ELPn_1.
ii) Conversely, any harmonic map <f>: S 2 —> HP”-1 arises in this way.
Proof, ii) Suppose that (f> : S2 —> H Pn_1 is harmonic and W  : S 2 —► G r^j is a 
normalized complex extended solution corresponding to <j>:
W  = UTl © JA±! © Ut2 © A © A2H+ .
Since W  is holomorphic,
A  = ImV—0 1w, B  = Imp_i|w and C  =  Im(p_2 +Po)\w ,
where pi are the holomorphic bundle morphisms defined in (5.9), are holomorphic 
subbundles of C2n which coincide with ^4_2, A - 1 and R tx © JA^i,  respectively, almost 
everywhere. Since A - 2 C  A - \  C  J A ^  C  R t x © J A ^ ,  we conclude by continuity 
that A C  B  C  JB 1- C  C. In particular, R  =  C  ©  J B 1- is a well defined (smooth) 
subbundle of C2n which coincide with R t x almost everywhere. Hence, tta{R) — A 
almost everywhere and dim P =  dim A.
Now, since Wz C  A-1W, we obtain
Az C  B  
Bz C  J B 1 .
In order to describe the derivatives of R we start to observe that
Un =  Im ( \~ 2p - 2  +  Po) © J B 1 
Ut2 =  Im (A_1p -i +  Api) © JA1 ,
are well defined (smooth) vector subbundles of P 2, which coincide with Utx and Ut2, 
respectively, off a discrete set of points. Since Utx C A~2B  © JB, B  is holomorphic,
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and Bz C J B 1 is equivalent to (JB )Z C B 1 , we have
( f in h  C A~2B  © JB  © (J B 1 © B ) .
At same time, since Wz C W,
(UTl)z C UTl © J B 1 .
Then
(Uti)z CUTi ® (JB l Q B ).
Evaluating at A =  1 one sees that
(.R)zC R< B(JB± e B ),
that is, R  is holomorphic in A © JB. Finally, since Ut, C A~2A © JB, JB  is anti- 
holomorphic and A z C B, we have
(^Ti)z C A_2B © J B .
At same time, since Wz c  X~lW,
{UTl) z C \ - lUT2® J A L .
Then
{UTl)z C A~1Ut2 © {JAL © J B l ) .
Together with equations (5.24) this gives
(UTl)z C {(A"2B © JA) 0  X~2JUt, } ffi (JA1  © J B 1) .
Evaluating at A =  1 we conclude that ds _L JR  for all s G C°°(R).
The harmonic map 0 is recovered by evaluating (W  © AW)odd at A = 1 . However, 
it is easier to compute (W  © AW)even:
( W e \ W ) even = {UTl © J A t x © A2C2n} © { M t2 © A2 JA±2]
=  {Ut\ © JA ^i  © A2 J  A —2 } © {XUt2}
=  Ut\ © {JA't.i © A —1) © JUti
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(we applied (5.24) to obtain the last equality). Then
0 =  {Rti © JRt\ © i © j4_i)}'L 
=  {A-\  ® JA- i )  © (Rt\ © JRti) >
that is,
<£ =  (B 0  JB)  © (#  © JR ) .
Since dim # =  dim .A and <f) has values in HLPn_1, we must have dim # © >1 =  1.
i) Suppose condition b) holds off some discrete set D  C M.  Denote by A - 2, A - \ 
and R the restrictions to M  \  D  of A, B  and R, respectively. Then R = # 7  ^ for some 
(smooth) bundle morphism T\ : A - 2 —> J A - \  and R  _L JR. Set
T2 = J T fJ  : A - i  -+ J A —2 .
We can define a (smooth) map W  : M \ D  —> G r^j by
W  =  UTl © J A i 1 © UT2 0 \JA±2  © A2tf+ ,
where IAtx and Ut2 are defined as in (5.22) and (5.23), respectively. One can show that 
W  is a complex extended solution associated to the harmonic map
4>: M \ D  -* H P ""1, I  = (A- i  © JA - i )  © (#Tl 0  JRTl)
by reversing straightforwardly the arguments used to prove ii). But
0 =  (#  © JB)  © (R © JR ) .
is a smooth extension of 0 to M; hence (j>: M  —> H P"-1  is harmonic. □
Rem ark. We can give a completely holomorphic description of the data in Theorem 
34, for which the only structure on C2n we have to consider is the symplectic form 
lj =  {•, J  •). For each subspace E  of C2n, we denote by E° the polar of E  with respect 
to oj. The conditions on the holomorphic subbundles A c  B  axe equivalent to say that: 
A and B  axe isotropic; dim B/A  =  1; Az C B  and Bz C B°. Now, R  can be seen 
as a holomorphic subbundle of A  © C2n/B°  satisfying tti(R) = A  almost everywhere, 
where 7Ti is the projection over A with respect to the direct sum A © C2n/B°.  This 
means that R  is the graph of some holomorphic bundle morphism T  : A —► C2n/B°
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almost everywhere. Denote by T ad : B  —> C2n/A° the adjoint map of T  with respect 
to u  and consider the linear operator d : C°°{C2n/ B °) —► C°°(C2n/A 0) defined by 
d[v\ — [dv\. This operator is well defined since Az C B  and hence C A°. Let 
R ad c B ®  C 2n/A° be the graph of —T ad. One can easily show that condition a) in 
Theorem 34 is equivalent to say that d(C°°(R)) C C°°(Rad).
R em ark. The holomorphic subbundles A  C B  define an ^-invariant complex ex­
tended solution:
W  = A"2 A 0  A~lB  © J B l  0  A JA ± © A2H+ ,
which corresponds to the harmonic map
<J> = { B e A )@  J (B Q A ) .
Aithal’s characterization of harmonic two-spheres in HP2 (cf. [1]) arises now as a 
Corollary to Theorem 34:
Corollary 2. i) Any non-isotropic irreducible harmonic map 0 : S2 —> H P2 is given 
by
0 =  ( / 2 © / 3 © P © Ji?)-L, (5.27)
where each f l is the ith-Gauss bundle of a holomorphic map /  : S2 —► C P5 which is 
full and totally J-isotropic, that is, / 5 =  J f ,  and R  is a holomorphic fine subbundle of 
/  0  / 4 0  / 5 satisfying
f ds X JR  for all s G C°°(R)
i i c (5.28)
( P  ^  /  © /  almost everywhere.
ii) Conversely, given any holomorphic map /  : S2 —> CP5 which is full and totally J- 
isotropic, and a holomorphic fine subbundle R  of / 0 / 4© / 5 satisfying conditions (5.28), 
then (f> defined by (5.27) is a non-isotropic irreducible harmonic map 0 : S2 —> HP2.
Proof, i) Let <f>: S2 —> HP2 be a non-isotropic irreducible harmonic map associated to 
the bundles A, B  and R:
4 = (B © JB)  © {R © JR)
01  =  (JB ± e B ) @ ( R ®  JR).
Since A  and B  are holomorphic, we know by [21],[38] that g =  B  © A  represents a 
harmonic map into CP5. Denote by gl the ith-Gauss bundle of g and by (j>% the ith-
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Gauss bundle of <f>. Since any non-isotropic harmonic map into H P” has isotropy order 
even (cf. [2]), we conclude that (f> has isotropy order 2. Considering the conditions that 
A , B  and R  satisfy (see Theorem 34), one can easily show that
' (JR)z c J R @ g 1 
Rz C(f>@R 
. ( J B 1 e B ) z c J g  ® (J B 1 e  B)
(5.29)
and
4>l C JR  © g1 _L
< <f>2 C JR  © g1 © g2 _L <j> (5.30)
<f>3 c  JR  © g1 0  g2 0  g3 /  $ .
Now, if dim B = 3, then J B 1- © B  = 0 and <ff C JR  for all i, which means that (f> could 
not be non-isotropic. If dim P =  1, then R = 0, =  B  © JB  and 01 =  g1, that is, 4>
can not be irreducible in this case. So we must have dim P =  2, dim A  =  1 and R  is a 
holomorphic line subbundle of A  © JB. Note also that ng(<j>) ^  0. In fact, if we had 
irg{4>) — 0 , then since <f> is ./-stable, =  A © JA  and 0 could not be irreducible since 
A is holomorphic. Hence, 7rg(<£) ^  0 , 7Tjg((f>) ^  0 and
which is impossible; then we conclude that A  is not constant, which means that f  = A
(5.31)
On the other hand, suppose A  is constant. This implies Rz C g1 . Hence
(£*■), C (JB L e  B)z ® (JR)t © Rz




M W r1)*) =  + * > (0  n £x ) .
Since 0 is irreducible and ./-stable, we must have <j> = 7r^ ((</>_L)z) and
0 ^  ( J n ^ J g J ^ ^ n g 1-))
= M g ) ,
= (0 , 0 n £ x ),
is a non-constant holomorphic map into CP5 with / 1 =  g. Considering equations (5.31) 
we conclude now that /  is a full totally ./-isotropic holomorphic map, that is, f 5 = J f .
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Moreover, since A = f ,  B  =  /  © /*, our harmonic map is given by
<£ =  (P © JB)  © (P © JR) = ( f  © f  © R  © JR )x .
ii) Conversely, suppose we have full totally ./-isotropic holomorphic map f  : S2 —+ 
C P5 and a holomorphic line bundle R  of /  © / 4 © / 5 satisfying (5.28). Set B = /©  /* 
and A = f_. Then it is cleax that A, B  and R  satisfy the conditions of Theorem 34. 
Hence (j) given by formula formula (5.26) is a harmonic map. It remains to prove that 
<j) is non-isotropic and irreducible:
Suppose TTfi((f>) = 0. Then since is J-stable, we have <£ =  /  © Jf_ and R  © 
JR  =  f 1 © / 4; in particular, R  C / 4, which contradicts the hypothesis on R. Hence, 
7Tfi(0 ) ^  0 , 7r/4 (0 ) ^  0 and we see that
' J P f f i / 2 _L0 
02 C J P © / 2 © / 3 (5.32)
I 03 C J P © / 2 © / 3 © / 4 / 0 . ,
that is, <f> is non-isotropic of isotropy order 2 . On the other hand, in this case we have 
nfi(Rz) ^  0. Then
7r<^ ((0-L)z) =  7ty( ( / 2 © / 3)z) +  tt^(Pz) +  7i>((JP)2)
=0
= M / 4) + 7T0 (?Tfl(Rz)) +7fy(?r/1 j. (Rz)) .
Since
( ^ ( / 4),7T^ (7r/ l(P z))) =  ( ^ ( J / 1) , ^ ^ / ! ^ , ) ) )
=  ir+frfi (Rz))) = 0 ,
we conclude that 0  =  7r ,^((0 'L)z), that is, <f> is irreducible. □
5.5 Further work
In [2] the authors showed that any non-isotropic harmonic map from S2 to a quater- 
nionic projective space HP"-1  can be obtained in a unique way from a certain type of 
holomorphic map /  : S2 —» CPn_1 by certain flag transforms. Moreover, by parame­
terizing the possible flag transforms by holomorphic maps they obtained a one-to-one 
correspondence between certain finite sequences of rational functions of one complex
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variable and all non-isotropic harmonic maps S 2 —► HPn_1; the map corresponding 
to a given sequence of rational functions can be found by a pure algebraic algorithm. 
Similar characterizations are available to harmonic two-spheres in G2(Kn) [3], Gjt(Cn) 
[46] and U(n) [47],
1. When n — 1 > 2 , it is not clear to the author of this thesis how the classification 
Theorem 34 is related with the work developed in [2].
2. The Grassmannian model for the orthogonal group O(n) is given by
Proposition 11. [35] A subspace W  E Grn corresponds to a loop in O(n) if and 
only if it belongs to
GrJ =  {W  E Grn : W 1 = XW} .
Therefore one can expect that similar results to the ones we have obtained in the 
H P71-1 case are available in the C?2(Mn) case. What can be said about harmonic 





Bianchi-Backlund and Darboux 
Transforms
The Bianchi-Backlund transforms, which were introduced by Bianchi [4] for surfaces of 
positive constant Gauss curvature (CGC), are an extension of the Backlund transforms 
(see [20], §120) for surfaces of negative Gauss curvature. In contrast to the negative 
case, a Bianchi-Backlund transform of a real surface is in general complex. In order to 
obtain a new real surface with positive Gauss curvature, one has to apply two successive 
Bianchi-Backlund transforms, where the second transform has to be matched to the 
first in a particular way.
In [31], A. Mahler showed in a constructive way that the classical Bianchi-Backlund 
procedure for obtaining a new real surface /  out of an old one /  amounts to dressing 
the extended framing associated to the Gauss map of / ,  which is an harmonic map, 
by a certain dressing matrix. In this chapter we shall give an alternative approach 
to Mahler’s work. Following the philosophy developed by Terng and Uhlenbeck [42], 
we start with certain basic elements of Q\, the simple factors, for which the dressing 
action can be computed explicitly. We show that each single Bianchi-Backlund trans­
form corresponds to the dressing action of a certain simple factor. A nice geometrical 
parameterization of these simple factors is available and we shall see how to relate it 
with the classical parameterization of Bianchi-Backlund transforms. As a consequence 
we prove in an easier way the result announced by Mahler.
Every CMC surface is isothermic, that is, it admits local conformal curvature line 
coordinates. Darboux [17] discovered a transformation of isothermic surfaces: the 
surface and its Darboux transform are characterized by the conditions that they have
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the same conformal structures and curvature lines and axe the enveloping surfaces of a 
2-sphere congruence. In [27], Hertrich-Jeromin and Pedit gave an alternative approach 
to the Darboux transforms: all Darboux transforms of a given isothermic surface are 
described by a Ricatti type equation. For suitable initial conditions, this equation will 
produce Darboux transforms of constant mean curvature out of an old constant mean 
curvature surface. We conclude this chapter by relating Darboux and Bianchi-Backlund 
transformations for CMC surfaces.
6.1 CMC and CGC surfaces
Let E be a Riemann surface with conformal coordinate z = x + iy and /  : E —► R3 




is called the Gauss map of / .  The first and second fundamental forms of /  are the 
quadratic forms given by 1/ =  (d /,d /)  and II/ =  — (d/, dp), respectively. If II/ is 
diagonal with respect to z we say that z is a curvature line coordinate. The operator 
S f = — d f -1o d p : TE —► TE is called the shape operator. This is a symmetric operator, 
therefore it has two eigenvalues, k\ and &2, called the principal curvatures. A point p 
on E is umbilic if the two principal curvatures at p are the same. The mean curvature 
H = ki+k2 and the Gauss curvature K  = k\k,2 can be computed from 1/ and II/ in the 
following way:
H = i t r  (II/ • IT1) , K  =  det II/(det I/ ) - 1 .
The Cayley-Hamilton formula relates all these objects:
(dtp,dp) - 2 H l l f  + K l f  = 0 (6 .2)
An immersion for which H  is constant is called a constant mean curvature (CMC) 
immersion. Assume now that /  : E —► R3 is a conformal CMC immersion. In this case, 
it is well known that the Hopf differential
Q f  =  ~ ( f z , Pz ) dz2
is holomorphic and that the umbilic points axe precisely the points of E where Qf 
vanishes; if we apply the Cayley-Hamilton formula we see that Qf = 0 where ip is
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conformal.
Immersions with K  constant axe called constant Gauss curvature (CGC) immer­
sions.
6.2 CMC and CGC surfaces vs. harmonic maps
The main goal of this section is to give a detailed review of some basic facts relating 
CMC surfaces, CGC surfaces and harmonic maps. All the following results are well 
known by several authors, but are not very easy to find in the literature (see however 
[25]).
Let E be a Riemann surface with conformal coordinate z = x + iy.
Proposition  12. A smooth map y?: S —► -S'2 is harmonic if and only if
d(cp x *d<p) = 0. (6.3)
Proof. We have:
9 9
d(y? x *dy?)(— , ^=) = -i(<p x <Pz)z ~ i(<P x ipz)z
=  - 2 i((p x tpzz) . (6.4)
On the other hand, by straightforward computation of r(p), the tension field of p, it 
is easy to check that ip is harmonic if and only if ipzz _L T^S2. Therefore, from (6.4) 
we conclude that <p is harmonic if and only if (6.3) holds. □
Hence, if ip : E —► S2 is harmonic and E is simply-connected, there exists F  : E —> 
R3 such that dF — <px *dip.
Proposition  13. a) F  is an immersion if and only if <p is an immersion; in this case,
F  is a CGC K  =  1 surface and the conformal structure on E is given by the second
fundamental form 11^.
b) F  has an umbilic point at p G E if and only if <p is conformal at p.
Proof, a) It is obvious that F  is an immersion if and only if <p is an immersion, since 
dF =  <p x *dip. In this case, we can consider <p as the Gauss map of F, lip  is clearly 
definite and
9 9
HH ^ , ^ )  =  =  -*(p X = 0 ;
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hence, the second fundamental form Up gives the conformal structure on E. 
We compute now the Gauss curvature of F :
det lip  — {Fxx, p ) (Fyy, p )
=  - { ( < P X p y ) x , p ) { ( p x p x ) y , p )  
= (<PxX(Py,<p)2 ,
and
det IF =  \Fx\2\Fy\2 - ( F x,Fy)2 = \Fx x F y\2
=  I<Px X (py \2 =  X <py ,<p)2 ;
Then FT =  detllp (detlp ) -1  =  1.
b) Finally, suppose that dFp =  adpp for some p G E and a  G R. Then, at p we 
have
(¥>*,¥>*) =  ~{Fz,Fz) =  
and from this we conclude that p is an umbilic point if and only if p  is conformal at
p. □
Conversely:
Proposition  14. Let F  : E —► R3 be a CGC K  = 1 immersion. Then the correspond­
ing Gauss map p  : E —> S 2 is harmonic with respect to the conformal structure on E 
provided by Up.
Proof. Since K  > 0, the second fundamental form lip  is definite. Take a local conformal 
coordinate system z = x +  iy with respect to Up. Since
0 =  n ^ '  =
we see that dF =  a(p  x *dp) for some (smooth) function a : E —► M.
At same time, K  = detllp (detlp ) -1  =  1. But
det lip  =  (Fxx, p) (Fyy, p)
=  ~ ( ( < P  X ( a p ) y ) x , < p ) ( ( < p  X ( a p x ) ) y , p )
=  a 2 ( p x  x  p y , p ) 2 ,
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and
det IF =  |I;,x|2 |Fy|2 - ( F . ,F y)2 =  |F .x F y |2
=  a4\<px x ipy\2 = a4(<px x ipy,ip)2;
then, we must have a2 = 1, that is, dF =  ±(p x *d</?, which means that p> x *d<p is 
closed, hence (j) is harmonic with respect to lip- □
We shall see now that any harmonic map <p : E —> S2 which is everywhere non- 
conformal, with E simply-connected, is the Gauss map of two conformal CMC immer­
sions, both having mean curvature H  =  5 .
Lemma 21. Let ip : E —> S2 be a harmonic map and F  : E —► R3 such that dF = 
(p x *d<p. Suppose that <p is everywhere non-conformal. Then, =  F  ±  <p : E —> R3 
are conformal immersions.
Proof. Suppose that is not an immersion at p € E. Let X, F  be an orthonormal 
positively oriented basis of TpE such that df p (X) = 0. Then dFP(X) = =fd(pp(X), and 
so dipp(X) =  x d(pp(Y), which means that (dipp(Z),d(pp(Z)) =  0, with Z = X  — iY\ 
but this is impossible because (p is everywhere non-conformal.
The fact that f + and f~  are conformal can be checked by a mere computation.
□
Suppose that /  : E —> R3 is conformal and : E —* S2 is the corresponding Gauss 
map. The first fundamental form of /  is given by 1/ =  eUJ(dx2 + dy2), for some smooth 
function u  : E —► R, with respect to local conformal coordinates. Then,
or
( fz-z, (p) = 2Hew . (6.5)
Moreover, we have the following:
Lemma 22. If /  : E —» R3 is conformal, then
fzz -L f z, fz •
This can be easily verified by differentiating (f z, f z) =  0. Lemma 22 together with 
equation (6.5) gives:
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Corollary 3. If /  : £  —> R3 is conformal,
h i  = (h i, V ) f  =  2He2*? = 2 x  .
Finally we have:
Proposition  15. Let (p : 2  —► S2 be a harmonic map and F  : E —> R3 such that dF  = 
ip x *dip. Suppose that <p is everywhere non-conformal . Then = F  ±  ip : £  —> M3 
are both CMC H  = \  immersions (without umbilic points). Moreover, the Gauss map 
of f~  (resp. f +) is ip (resp. — p).
Proof. We want to compute f \ |  =  f^x +  f^y. Since dF =  ip x *d(p,
F x x  —■ P  X  <Pxy “b  P x  X P y
and
F y y  ~  ~ P  x  P x y  +  P x  X P y \
then
F x z  ~~ x  ip y  =  2 F x  x  F y  =  x  P y  -j” F j  x  i* y . ( 6 .6 )
On the other hand,
P z z  =  P x x  +  P y y  — (}P  X F y ) x  ~  ( p  X  F x ) y
~~ P x  X F y  -  (p X  F x y  P y  X  F x  P  x  F x y
=  P x X F y  +  F x X P y .  ( 6 .7 )
Equations (6 .6) and (6.7) imply
± e p
1'* Ox 9y '
Then, from Corollary 3 we conclude that f + and /  are both conformal CMC immer­
sions with mean curvature H  =
By straightforward computation one can easily check that
( ^ r  X ^ , P )  = 2\Px\\Py\smOT(\Px\2 + \Py\2),  
where 0 is the angle formed by px and <py. Hence,
Moreover, since <p is normal to F , <p is also normal to the parallel surfaces / ±. Then 
we can conclude that the Gauss map of f~  (resp. /+ ), which is given by formula (6 .1), 
is <p (resp. —ip). □
Conversely:
Proposition  16. Let /  : E —► R3 be a conformal CMC H =  ^ immersion without 
umbilic points and <p: E —► S2 the corresponding Gauss map. Set F = f  + <p : E —> R3. 
Then dF  =  (p x *dy>, which means that <p is harmonic (and everywhere non-conformal).
Proof. Since /  is conformal, the Cayley-Hamilton formula (6.2) applied to /  gives
(Fz , tpz) =  (<pZi <Pz) +  (<Pz, fz) =  0 , (6.8)
hence we see that dF =  a((p x *d<p), with a  =  ±1. If a  =  —1 , then /  would be a 
H  = — ^  CMC surface (see proof of Proposition 15). Hence, a =  1 and we are done. □
When a CMC H = \  immersion has no umbilic points, it is well known that we 
can always choose a conformal coordinate z =  x +  iy with respect to which the second 
fundamental form of /  is diagonal, that is, z is a conformal curvature line coordinate 
on S. More precisely, we have
1/ =  e2uJ(dx2 4- dy2), II/ =  ew(sinhu;dx2 +  cosha>dy2) , (6.9)
where w : S —> R is a solution to the Gauss (sinh-Gordon) equation
Au; +  sinhu;coshu; =  0. (6 .10)
So, away from the points where u  vanishes, F  =  /  +  <p> is a CGC K  = 1 immersion and 
we have
Ip = cosh2 o>d:r2 +  sinh2 a>dy2, 11^ =  — sinhu;coshu;(dx2 +  dy2) . (6 .11)
6.3 Bianchi-Backlund transforms
The Bianchi-Backlund transforms, which were introduced by Bianchi [4] for positive 
CGC surfaces, are an extension of the Backlund transformation (see [20], §120) for
surfaces of negative Gauss curvature. We shall now review briefly this theory, following
[39].
Let F : C —» R3 be a CGC K  = 1 surface (possibly degenerate) and z = x +  iy 
a curvature line coordinate on C, with the fundamental forms Ip and Up given by 
(6.11), where u  is a solution to the sinh-Gordon equation (6.10). In particular, F  has 
no umbilic points and the coordinate z is conformal for the parallel CMC surface but 
not for F. Let <p be the corresponding Gauss map. Define the orthonormal frame 
(ei,e2,e3) by:
ei =  — t— Fx , e2 =  -r-r— Fy, e3 =  ex x e2 . (6 .12)cosh uj sinh u
Let F  : C —► (R3)c = C3 be a complex surface (possibly degenerate) with Gauss map
<P-
Definition 8 . [4],[39] We say that F  is a Bianchi-Backlund transformation of the CGC 
K  = 1 surface F  if it satisfies the following properties:
1. z is a curvature fine coordinate with respect to F  and F;
2. (F — F, (p) = (F — F, <p) =  0 and F — F  has constant length;
3. The normals have a constant angle with each other.
So, suppose that F  is a Bianchi-Backlund transformation of F. Let <f>: C —► C be 
the angle formed by the tangent line F — F  and e\. Then,
F = F  +  A(cos <j>e\ +  sin 0e2)
for some A G €  \  {0}. We also have
(y?, <p) = cos a (p x (p =  sin <r(cos <f>e\ + sin 0e2) , (6.13)
for some constant angle a.
Theorem  35. [4],[39] F  is a new CGC K  = 1 surface and
F  =  F +  r^ ^ ^ (cosh^ei +  isinhfle2) , (6.14)
where (3 G C \  {0} is a constant, A =  5^ 73, cot a =  —i cosh/3, and 0 : C —► C, with
0 — —i(j), is a solution of
{0X +  iu>y = sinh (3 sinh flcoshu; -1- cosh/? cosh 6 sinh u  (615)i0y + ux =  — sinh (3 cosh 6 sinh u  — cosh /3 sinh 0 cosh lo
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The first and second fundamental forms of F  are given by
Ip =  cosh2 Odx2 +  sinh2 9dy2, lip  = — sinh0 cosh6 {dx2 +  dy2) .
Hence, the classical Bianchi-Backlund transformations are determined by two com­
plex numbers: the spectral parameter /3 G C \  {0} and an initial angle 9q € C.
From the analytical point of view, the Bianchi-Backlund transformations may be 
interpreted as a procedure of obtaining new solutions of the sinh-Gordon equation from 
an old one. In fact, we have:
Theorem  36. [4],[39] If u) : R2 —> C is a solution of the sinh-Gordon equation, then 
any solution 9 of the Bianchi-Backlund PDEs (6.15) will also solve the sinh-Gordon 
equation.
We denote by Bp(F) (resp. Bp{u)) the family of Bianchi-Backlund transformations 
of F  (resp. a;) with spectral parameter /? and by Bptg0 (F) (resp. Bptg0 (u>)) the Bianchi- 
Backlund transformation of F  (resp. a;) determined by ({3, 6q).
Lem m a 23. Suppose that /?i,/?2 £ C \  {0} satisfy
sinh /3\ =  — sinh #2 cosh (3\ = — cosh fc  •
Then Bp1 {F) = Bp2 {F).
Proof. Let 9\ be a solution of (6.15) for j3\. Then 6 2  =  in +  9\ is a solution of (6.15) 
for /02- Taking account formula (6.14), we conclude that the pairs (/?i,0i) and (/%»$2) 
produce the same surface, and we are done. □
In contrast to the negative CGC case, the solution 0 of the Bianchi-Backlund PDEs 
is in general complex and so F  will be complex. To obtain a new real solution of 
sinh-Gordon equation we must perform two iterations of the Bianchi-Backlund trans­
formations.
Theorem  37. [4],[39] Let F  be a CGC K  = 1 surface with fundamental forms (6.11). 
Suppose that 6 G Bp(u) and 6* G Bp*(u). Then F* =  F  +  A(Ae\ +  Be2 +  Ce3) is also 
a CGC K  = 1 surface, where
A = _____________sinh((3 -  (3*)____________
sinh/? sinh/?* (cosh(/3 — (3*) — cosh(0 — 0*))
A = cosh /? cosh 6 * — cosh (3* cosh 0
B = i cosh (3 sinh 6 * — i cosh (3* sinh 0
C = sinh {9-0*).
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Moreover, F* G Bp* (Bp(F)).
The expression for F* above specifies a complex surface. However, Bianchi observed 
that for a special choice of parameters, the two-step procedure will yield real solutions:
Theorem  38. [4],[39] Start with the real CGC K  =  1 surface F. If the reality condition 
(3* = itt — (3 and hence 6* = —6, holds, then Bp*}e*(Bpte0(F)) is real.
Finally we recall the Bianchi-Backlund Permutativity theorem:
Theorem  39. [4],[39] Let F  be a CGC K  = 1 surface and /3,/3* G C \  {0}. Then 
Bp*{Bp{F)) = Bp(Bp*(F)).
6.4 Bobenko-Sym formula
As SO(3,R)-modules, (R3, x) =so(3,R) via
u e  R3 i-> G so(3,R), £u(v) = u x v .
The inner product on so(3,R) inherited from R3 is
($,v) =
Let ei,e2,e3 be the canonical orthonormal basis of R3 and K q  C  SO(3,R) the 
stabilizer of e\ G S 2. Consider the automorphism r  of SO(3,R) given by conjugation 
by
( 1 0  0 \
Q  =  0 - 1  0  .
Vo 0 - 1 )
Then K q is the identity component of the fixed set of r, K .  The corresponding sym­
metric decomposition so(3,C) =  Ec © mc is given by:
tc =  {x£ei : i g C ] ,  mc =  {y£C2 +  z£e3 ' y , z e C } .
Inspired by the classical theory of Bianchi-Backlund transforms, where we have to 
deal with complex surfaces, we shall now generalize the notion of extended framing:
Definition 9. A smooth map E : C —► ATSO(3, C) is called a complex extended framing 
if E  satisfies
E~ldE  =  (A" 1 A +  B)dz + (C +  XD)dz,
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where B ,C  : C —> tc and A, D:  C —► mc .
Of course, an extended framing is a complex extended framing satisfying the reality 
condition E{A) =  E(=).
Suppose now we have a complex extended framing E : C —> Ar SO(3, C). Define 
p  : C —> so(3,C) by p  = E\ • po, where po — £ei-
Proposition  17. (Bobenko-Sym formula) The smooth map
In particular, F  is a (real or complex) CGC K  =  1 immersion if p  is an immersion. 
Proof Since E  is a complex extended framing, we have
(6.16)
satisfies
dF  =  [p, *dp] .
E - l ^  = \~ lA + B  oz
where A  : C —► mc and B  : C —> fcc . Then,
z F iA F f1 .
On the other hand,
[V ,*M §;)}  =  i [ v ^ ] = i [ E m E ; \ ^ V0E ? - E lV0E ? ^ E ? ]
=  iE\ [po, [A +  B, po]] Ex 1 
= iE \A E x 1;\ E]
whence
f z = W M  * £ ) ] .
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Similarly, one can prove that
and we are done. □
6.5 Dressing action
Let Gb e a  compact semisimple Lie group and t  : G G a n  involution. Let Q denote 
the group of holomorphic maps g : dom(^) c P 1 -» G^ of open subsets of the Riemann
sphere which are twisted in the sense that rg{A) =  g(—A), for all A G dom(y). We
define the automorphism H  : Q —* Q by
%)W = s(=)
and the subgroups Qr , Q+ and Q~ by
Gr =  { g ^ G  ' K(g) = g}
Q+ =  {g € G : g is holomorphic on C*}
Q~ =  {g G G : g is holomorphic near 0 and 00}.
Rem ark. Given a complex extended framing E, since E~l&E is holomorphic in A on 
C*, we can see E  as a map into Q+.
Lem m a 24. Set Q~ = {g G G~ ' 5 (0) =  1}. Then Q+ D Q~ =  {1}.
Proof. If g G G+ H £7 , g is holomorphic on P1 and so is constant, since P1 is compact.
Moreover g(0) =  1 whence 5  =  1. □
The basis of our action is the Birkhoff-Grothendieck decomposition:
Theorem  40. [35] The multiplication map
: G+ x g~ Q, (5+, 5- )  ^  5+5-
is a diffeomorphism onto an open dense subset U of Q.
Hence, g G U if and only if 5  =  5+5-  with g+ G G+ and g- G G*- By Lemma 24
this decomposition is unique (when it exists).
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For <7_ G G , let Ug_ be the open neighborhood of 1 in Q+ defined by: g+ G Ug_ if 
and only if there are unique g+ G G+ and 0_ G Gf such that
One can prove easily the following:
Lem m a 25. a) U\ =  G+ and 1 ★ g+ = g+ for all g+ G G+\
b) for all g- G G*, g~ * 1 =  1;
c) Let <71,02 £ G*, g+ € Ugi and suppose g\ ★ g+ G Ug2 so that 02 * (01 * 0+) is
defined. Then, g+ G Ug291 and (0201) * 0+ =  02 * (01 ★0+).
Hence we conclude:
Theorem  41. 0_ * g+ defines a local action of G* on G+-
Now, let E  : C —> Q+ be a smooth map and 0_ G G~. Define the (smooth) map
The relevance of these results to our theory is contained in the following theorem: 
Theorem  42. If E  : C —► Q+ is a complex extended framing then so is 0_ ★ E. 
Proof. To see that 0_ ★ E  is a complex extended frame, write
0_0+ =  0+0 -
on C* n dom(g_). Write g~*g+  for g+. Thus g -* g + = g-g+gZ1-
(6.17)
g - * E  : C C —* C/+ by
(g -* E)(p) = g - * (E(p)).
g -E  = ab,
where a = 0 _ ★ E  and b : E  1 (Ug_) C C —* G* • Then
o-1do =  Adt (B_1dE -  6_1d6) (6.18)
so that
Ao_1da =  Adi(A£r‘d £  -  A6_1di) (6.19)
and
X-'ar'da = AdtiX-'E-'dE -  X - ^ d b ) . (6 .20)
Now, all the ingredients on the right side of (6.19) are holomorphic in A on a neighbor­
hood of 0 so that Aa-1da is also; similarly, all the ingredients on the right side of (6.20) 
are holomorphic in A on a neighborhood of 00 so that A- 1a-1da is also. Whence, a is
a complex extended framing. □
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From equation (6.18) we see that the (1,0)-part of (a 1da)m lies on an adjoint orbit 
of the (l,0)-part of (F7_1d£')tn. Then:
P roposition  18. y? =  JE7i - is conformal if and only if (p — a\ • ipo is conformal.
6.6 Simple factors
Given g_ € Q~ and g+ £ Q+, a basic problem is to compute g- ★ g+. In general, 
this is a Riemann-Hilbert problem and explicit solutions are not available. However, 
as the philosophy underlying the work of Terng and Uhlenbeck [42] suggests, there are 
certain elements of Q~ , the simple factors, for which one can explicitly perform the 
factorization g~g+ =  g+g~ by algebra alone.
Let L be an 1-dimensional isotropic subspace of (R3)c =  C3: (L, L) = 0. Suppose 
that QL 7  ^L and consider the decomposition
C3 =  L © QL © Lo,
where Lo = (L © Q L Denote by 7tl, 7Tql and tvl0 the corresponding projections. 
For each a  € C set
a  — A a  -f A
Pa,L\A) =  +  TTLo-H-------- x^QL •a  + A a — A
Thus, pa i^ : P1 \  {±a} —* SO(3,C) and pa,L(0) =  1- Moreover, p a>L is twisted. Then 
Pa,L € G+' The key to computing the dressing action of p a^  is the following Lemma 
due to F. Burstall:
Lemma 26. [8] Let L and L be two 1-dimensional isotropic subspaces of C3 such 
that QL ^  L and QL ^  L. Define the homomorphisms 7 , 7  : C* —> SO(3,C) by 
7 (A) =  Xttl +  itlo + X~1,kql and 7 (A) =  + 7r^o +  A- 17Tq£. Let E  be the germ at 0
of a map into SO(3,C). Then 7 .E7 -1  is holomorphic and invertible at 0 if and only if 
L = E~1(0)L.
Hence we have:
Proposition 19. Let E  be a germ at a  of a holomorphic map into SO(3, C) such that 
tE{A) =  E{—A). Suppose further that QE~1(a)L ^  E~l (a)L. Then: a) paiE~l{a)L e 
Q~] b) pa,i,Ep~lE- i ^ l  is holomorphic and invertible at a.
Corollary 4. Denote by <<Pq> the real orthogonal complement of <<po> in R3. Then 
g+ e UPa L if and only if g^1(a)L is not contained in «Pq >c . For g+ € UPa L we have
P«,L * 9 +  =  Pa, L 9 + P ^ {a)L • (6.21)
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Proof. The eigenspaces of Q axe <(fo> and <Pq>. Hence, since g^}(a)L is isotropic, 
Qg^1(a)L ^  g+l (a)L if and only if g^1(a)L is not contained in <Pq>c .
The first part of Proposition 19 assures us that pQ g- i G Q~. So we just need to 
prove that pa,L * 9+ given by (6.21) is an element of Q+. Clearly pa,L * 9+ is twisted, 
since it is a product of maps with this property. The holomorphicity at a follows 
directly from Proposition 19 and then we get holomorphicity at ± a  from the twisting 
condition. □
6.7 Dressing actions vs.
Bianchi-Backlund transforms
We shall show now that the dressing actions of these simple factors amount to the 
classical Bianchi-Backlund transforms.
Start with an everywhere non-conformal harmonic map p : C —» S2. Let E  : C —► 
Q+ be an extended framing associated to (p. By applying Bobenko-Sym formula to F, 
we get a map F  : C —► R3 such that dF =  [<p, *dy?], that is, a CGC K  = 1 surface 
without umbilics, with normal <p. Assume that E \ { z q )  = 1 for all A G C*.
Choose a G C \  {0, ±1}. Consider the action of a simple factor pafL on E:
E  =  Pa,L * E = pa L^Ep~lL ,
where L = E(a)~1L. Set h =  pa^i and h — Pa i- The Bobenko-Sym formula applied 
to E  gives
- i i  L A 1 = - M S * - 1 ■ ;
and so, our new (complex) CGC K  =  1 surface equals
F =  F +  iE 1h ^ ( ^ ) x= E p ,  (6.22)
up to (complex) Euclidean motions. The corresponding normal is <p = E \h f l • po. By 
Proposition 18, <p is also everywhere non-conformal, whence F  has no umbilic points.
Theorem  43. F  G Bp(F), with (3 defined by
1 _  a(a) -  o(a )" 1 ^  =  _ a (a ) 4- a(a ) - 1
sinh/? 2 a(a) — a(a)-1 ’
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where a(a) = ^±1. Moreover, any Bianchi-Backlund transformation of F  is of the form 
(6 .22) for some simple factor Pat>L.
Proof. 1) Let z =  x + iy be a conformal coordinate on €. Then =
=  since dF =  [<£>,*d</?] and dF =  [£, *d<£]. Hence, z is a curvature 
line coordinate with respect to F  and F.
2) Let us compute the length of F  — F. First note that
where A(a) =  °W $ a) ' =  Now:
( p - F . P - F )  = i t r W a ^ ^ - T r ^ f 1}2
=  {*qL =  ^ 2(“ ) .
that is, F  — F  has constant length.
Moreover, since [Q, <£>o] =  0, we have
(F — F,<p) = -^ti{iA {a)E i{'K QL-'K L) E i lEi<p0E i 1}
= - \ t a { ( v QL - H ) (Po} =  0 .
Similarly, one can prove that
( P - F , # )  = 0.
3) Recall that <po ~  (en where ei,e2,e3 is the canonical basis of R3 and ^ei(^) =  
e\ x v. Since L is isotropic and QL ^  L, L is generated by a vector v of the form 
v =  \ ei +  ^e2 +  be3, with o2 +  b2 =  — J. Hence ei =  v +  Qv.
Now:
= “ ^tr {EnpoE^Eih^ipohiEi1} =  -^ tr  {^0h^Vo^i} •
Z Z s ✓
= P
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Take X G Lp. Then
p(X)  =  y?p/t1 1<pohi(X) =  y?ph1 1(u_x X + Qu x l )
eQL
= v?p(a(o:)'i) x X + a(a)-1Qu x X)
=  a(ct)Qv x (v x X ) + a(a)-1v x (Qv x X ) 
a(a) +  a(a ) -1
2
where a(a) = If Y  G L we have
p(T) =  v?phj V phi(y) =  a(a) Vo^i VoOO
v—1, - L—1 t v \    1= a(a) Vo^i ‘(g O x T ) =  o(a)-Vo(QO x Y)
eLo
= a(a ) -1  v x (Qv x X )  + a (a ) -1  Qv x (Qv x y )
€QL
= K +  a (a )-1 Q « x (Q t)x y )  .2 v.... — y ...■— ✓
eQl
Similarly, if X G QL we have
p(Z) =  +  a(a) v  x ( v  x Z) .
2 s . ■ y. S
SL
Then,
/ AX 1 a(a) +  o(o:)-1  cos <j =  (tp,<p) = —- t r  p = -----------------
and (y>, <p) is constant.
So, we conclude that F  is a Bianchi-Backlund transformation of F. Let 6 be the 
corresponding solution to the sinh-Gordon equation. In order to find the spectral 
parameter (3 of this Bianchi-Backlund transformation, by Lemma 23 we can assume 
that
iE\ (kqi — 7ri ) E ^ 1 =  cosh 6e\ +  i sinh 0e2 , 
where (ei,e2,e3) is the frame associated to F  defined by (6.12). Then we have
1 _  a(a) — a(a ) -1
sinh /3 2
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Now, taking account (6.13), one can compute sin a:
./ „ _  , v„_i \  .a-1 (a:) — a(a)sm(T = i(<pX(p,Ei{TrQL-TrL)E1 ) = i --------- ---------.
Hence,
, ~ .a(oi) +  a(a:)-1—i cosh B =  cot or =   / ( 1 i •a(a) — a{a)~l
Evaluating F — F  at zq gives
F(zo) -  F(zo) =  iA(a){7TQL -  t t l )  .
For some fixed spectral parameter /? G C \  {0}, one can easily check that there is 
a  G \{0,±1} such that
1 fl(q) -  a fo ) -1 a(a) +  a ( a ) -1
sinh/? ”  2 ’ P ~  a(a) -  a (a )-1 ’
On the other hand, if L is generated by v = \e \ +  ae2 + 6e3, for some a, 6 G C such 
that a2 + 62 =  — | ,  a straightforward computation shows that
ttq l - 7tl =
/  0 2a 26' 
—2a 0 0
^—26 0 0
and so any non-isotropic direction in < >C is generated by a vector of the form 
We therefore deduce from the uniqueness of solutions to the Bianchi-Backlund 
PDEs that each Bianchi-Backlund transformation of F  amounts to the dressing action 
of some simple factor pa,L, up to an Euclidean motion. □
6.7.1 Bianchi-Backlund Perm utability theorem
Taking account the results we have obtained above, the Bianchi-Backlund Permutabil­
ity theorem is a direct consequence of the following theorem due to F. Burstall:
Theorem  44. [8] Let Pa^L^P^M  G QZ with a\ ±  0%, Set L[ -  pa2,L2(a i)Li and 
L2 = Pa\,L\{pi-2)Pj2' Assume that QL\ ^  LJ, i =  1,2. Then
Pai,L[PQ2,L2 Pa2,L2Pai,Li  •
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6.7.2 G etting a real solution from an old one
If we want to obtain a new real CGC K  =  1 surface from an old one, we have to perform 
two dressing actions with simple factors, as the classical theory suggests. However, note 
that we have no hope to find non-trivial elements in Q~ of the form p p ,F P a ,L -  In fact, 
suppose that p p tF P a ,L  £  $ 7  • Then
P(3,f ( ° ° )P < * ,l (  o o )  =  P/?,F(0)pa,L(0) =  1 ,
and this happens if and only if F  =  L or F  =  QL. So, some technical adjustments 
must be made here.
For each pair (a, L), we introduce the holomorphic map qa^  : P1\{±q} —> SO(3, C) 
defined by
A — a  A +  a
Q a,L  =  ~T~, 7TL +  7TL0 +  T ^ Q L  ,A + a  A — a
where, as before, a E C \  {±1} and L is an isotropic fine in (R3)c =  C3 such that 
QL 7  ^ L. Thus, patL =  Qa,L( )^Qa,L and, given an extended framing E  : C —> Q+, we 
have
Qa,L * E  = <la,LEqa *E-i(a)Lqa *E-i(a)L(0) =  tfa,L-Epa £-i(a)L ,
that is, qatL ★ E  gives rise via Bobenko-Sym formula to the same CGC K  =  1 surface 
as pa,L * E, up to an Euclidean motion. Moreover, one can easily check that
ft(Pa,L)(A) =  (p“ i(= ))*  =  i(A ). (6.23)
’ A «’
The following theorem, similar to Theorem 44, will also be useful:
Theorem  45. Let pailL1,ga2lLa € G~, with ot\ ±  a%. Set L\ =  qa2,L2{<*i)Li and 
L*2 = Pai,Li(a^)^2- Assume that QL\ ^  L'i, i  = 1,2. Then
Pai,L[qa2,L2 =  Pqa2yL'2Pa\,L\ i
with
P = qa2M ^)q~l,L^ ) ^ K >
where K c C  SO(3, C) is the subgroup fixed by the involution r.
Proof. Since a\ 7  ^± 0:2, we have that q^2L2 1S holomorphic near a\ and so we may apply 
Proposition 19 with E  =  q^2 l2 conclude that pai ^  q^l L2Pal L' 1S holomorphic and 
invertible at ± a i. Similarly, qcn2,L2Pcn Lx%tlL' 1S holomorphic and invertible at ± 0 2 *
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Now contemplate
P a i,L ,1(Qa2,L2P a i,L i^ a 2 ,L 0  =  ^Pa iyL ^a 2 ,L 2 ^ cx i,L ,j )  ^ a 2M  '
V ■ . -  y , .11 .1 ..... ✓ V V  </
holomorphic at ±<22 holomorphic at ±o:i
Thus, pai l^ 'x (Qa2,L2PalLi^a2 V ) 1S holomorphic on P1 and so constant. Evaluating at 
A =  0 gives
Pa1,L'1( f e , i2Pa1,L19^1,t -) =  P  ,
with P  =  «a2,i2(0)9~‘i ,( 0), and so j>ai,i '? a2,L2 = p<la2,L'2PnM - Finally, P  € K c  
since all the simple factors are twisted. □
Lem m a 27. If P £ K c satisfies PP  =  1, then P  =  k 1fc for some k £ K c .
Proof. The complex group C* double covers K c via
2 6 C h  p(z) =  Ad r  M e  AdSL(2,c) =  SO(3, C ) .
Note that p(z) = p(z) 1. Given P £ K c such that PP  =  1, one can find zq £ C* such 
that zo~1zo = 1 and p(zo) = P; in particular, we can fixzoG R+. This means that 
there exists uq £ C* such that zq =  uqUq. Hence
P =  p{zo) =  p{uq)p(uq) =  p(iio) 1p{u0) .
Set k =  p{uq). Then P = k l k. □
Corollary 5. Set L2 =  Li, a2 =  = ,  U2 =  pax,Lxia 2 )L2 and L\ = qa2,L2(^ i)L i . There 
exists k £ K c such that kqa2Lijpalti 1 £ Q~.
Proof. First note that
L'l = qa2,L2(a 1)^1 =  Pai,Li{ot2)L2 = L2 . (6.24)
Applying Theorem 45 together with equations (6.23) and (6.24), we get:
n ( < la 2 ,L'2P a 1,L i )  =  R ( P ~''LP a i  ,L '? a 2 ,L2 ) =  R ( P ~ 1 )<la2 tL'2P a i ,L 1 •
Now, set u =  qa2 ,L'2Pai,Li’ Then P = 'R{u)u~l =  7Z(P~1). Hence PP  =  1. This means 
that we can find k £ K c such that P  =  k k. Then
7Z(ku) = 7l(k)7l(u) = kTZ(P~l )u = kP 1u = k(k~lk)~1u = k u ,
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and we are done. □
Let E  : C —> Qr be an extended framing associated to an everywhere non-conformal 
harmonic map (p : C —► S 2. Applying the Bobenko-Sym formula to E  we get a real 
CGC K  = 1 surface F. With the notations of Corollary 5,
E  — {kQa2iLf2Pai1}Li) * E
is a new complex extended framing, which is real up to right multiplication by an 
element of K c , as we shall see explicitly in section 6.8.5. Therefore, the Bobenko-Sym 
formula applied to E  gives a new real CGC K  =  1 surface, F*. Up to an Euclidean 
motion, this surface is obtained out of F  by applying two successive Bianchi-Backlund 
transforms to F: if /3\ € C \  {0} is such that
1 _  q(ai) -  a (a i) - 1 a(ai) +  a(o'i) - 1
sinh A  2 Pl fl(ai) -  a (a i)" i ’
then, taking account Lemma 23 and Theorem 43, one can check that F * belongs to 
up to an Euclidean motion, which agrees with Theorem 38.
6.8 Bianchi-Backlund vs. Darboux transforms
We can define Bianchi-Backlund transformations for CMC surfaces by considering first 
their parallel CGC surface, applying Bianchi-Backlund transformations and then con­
sidering the parallel CMC surfaces to the transformed CGC surfaces. We conclude this 
chapter by relating Darboux and Bianchi-Backlund transformations for CMC surfaces.
Following F. Burstall [8], we shall describe isothermic surfaces and Darboux trans­
forms, which are conformally invariant objects, in terms of Clifford algebras. In general, 
the use of Clifford algebras is quite efficient in the context of conformal geometry: it 
makes the action of the Mobius group on Mn particularly easy to understand (see [8]).
6.8.1 Clifford algebras
Let C ln be the Clifford algebra associated to the Euclidean space (Rn, (•,•))• Thus C tn 
is an associative algebra with unit 1 of dimension 2n which contains Rn subject only 
to the relations
vw + wv = —2(v, w ) l .
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Let M  be a manifold and Q the exterior algebra of differential forms on M. Consider 
the space Q <8> C in of C^n-valued forms on M. Since C in is an associative algebra, 
we may extend exterior multiplication and exterior derivative to fi (8) C tn by using the 
product in Cin to multiply coefficients.
Lemma 28. [8] Let V  be a real vector space with dim V > 2 and a, (3 : V  —► Rn
a 9non-zero linear maps with a  injective. Consider a  A  (3 : V  —> C ln. Then a  A  (3 = 0
if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
1 . dim V = 2 ;
2. There is A G R+ such that (fl,/3) = A (a, a);
3. Im a = Im /3;
4. det (a:-1  o (3) < 0.
Thus a and (3 have the same image, induce conformally equivalent inner products 
on V  but opposite orientations.
6.8.2 Iso th e rm ic  surfaces
Let /  : E —► R3 be an immersion, with E a Riemann surface. Classically, a surface 
in R3 is isothermic if, away from umbilic points, it admits conformal curvature line 
coordinates. For example, CMC immersions are isothermic.
There is a second characterization of isothermic surfaces due to Christoffel [16]: an 
immersion /  : E —► R3 is isothermic if and only if, away from umbilic points, there is a 
second immersion f c : E —> R3, a dual surface of / ,  such that:
1. /  and f c have parallel tangent planes: d/(TzE) =  d /c(TxE), for all x € E.
2. /  and f c induce conformally equivalent metrics on E: (d /,d /)  =  A(d/C,d /C) for 
some A : E —> R+.
3. d/ -1  o d /c : TE —► TE is orientation-reversing: det (d/ -1  o df°) < 0 .
In view of Lemma 28, these conditions have a compact formulation: viewing d f  
and df c as C^n-valued 1-forms, they amount to
d f  A  df° = 0.
Example 4. If /  : E —* R3 is a CMC H  ^  0 immersion without umbilics, with Gauss 
map <p : E —► S2, then f c = f  + is & dual surface (non-degenerate), which also has 
constant mean curvature H.
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6.8.3 D a rb o u x  tran sfo rm s
Darboux [17] discovered a transformation of isothermic surfaces: the surface /  and 
its Darboux transform, are characterized by the conditions that they have the same 
conformal structures and curvature lines and are the enveloping surfaces of a 2-sphere 
congruence.
Hertrich-Jeromin-Pedit [27] gave an alternative approach to the Darboux trans­
forms: let /  : a —* R3 be an isothermic surface with dual f c : E —> R3. Suppose that, 
for some r E Rx, the smooth map g : S —► R3 solves
dg =  rgd fcg -  d f . (6.25)
Then /  =  /  +  g is a Darboux transform of / .  The integrability condition for (6.25) 
is easily checked to be the isothermic condition d f  A  df c =  0 so that, for any initial 
condition, we may locally solve (6.25) for g.
N otation. Fix a base point o E E and let /  : a —> R3 be an isothermic surface with 
dual f c : E —► R3. We denote by D”f  the Darboux transform /  =  /  +  £, where g solves 
(6.25) with /(0) =  v. If we do not wish to emphasize the initial condition, we shall 
simply write Vrf
In the Clifford algebra formalism, Darboux transforms are characterized by:
Theorem  46. [8] Let / ,  /  : E —> R3 be isothermic. Set g =  /  —/ .  Then /  is a Darboux
transform of /  if and only if
d f  A  g d fg '1 =  0.
Otherwise said:
Theorem  47. Let / ,  /  : E —> R3 be isothermic immersions inducing the same confor­
mal structure. Then /  is a Darboux transform of /  if and only if
V =  ~9V9~l ^
where ip and (p are the Gauss maps of /  and / ,  respectively.
Proof. Suppose that (p =  —gpg~l . Then we have:
A A ^
1. Since /  and /  are immersions, dim Imd/  =  dim Im gdfg~l .
2. By hypothesis, /  and /  induce the same conformal structures on S.
3. We have
ted/flr-1 ,^ ) =  - ( 0d /0 _1,0y?0 _1) =  0 ,
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A 1hence, Im d/  = l mgdf g~L.
4. The frames of R3 given by ( /x, f y, <p) and (fx, f y,<p) have the same orienta­
tion. This means that and (—gfxg~l , — 9$y9~l W  — — 9<P9~l ) have opposite
orientations, since the linear map Cg : R3 —» R3 defined by
CS{X) = - g X g - 1
is reflection in the plane orthogonal to g, and so det Cg =  — 1. Then we conclude that
 ^ 1 d f  and gdfg~l induce opposite orientations on E.
Taking account Lemma 28 and Theorem 46 we see now that /  is a Darboux trans- 
form of / .  Conversely, one can prove readily that (p =  —g<pg~ if /  is a Darboux 
transform of f .
□
6.8.4 D arboux transform s o f CM C surfaces
Let /  : E —> R3 be a CMC H  immersion without umbilics, with dual surface f°  : S —> 
R3 given by f c =  H f  +  (p, where <p is the Gauss map of / .  Fix o G E. For a suitable 
initial condition, the Ricatti type equation (6.25) will produce a Darboux transform 
f  = f  + g of constant mean curvature H  out of / .  This is another classical result due 
to Bianchi:
Theorem  48. [4],[8],[27] If for some r  G Rx, <7(0) =  v — /(0) satisfies
2r(S(0), v>(0 )) -  rH (s(0), fl(0)) =  1 , (6.26)
then the Darboux transform is also a CMC H  immersion.
6.8.5 Bianchi-Backlund vs. D arboux transforms
Start with an extended framing E  : C —> Gr associated to an everywhere non-conformal 
harmonic map ip : C —► 52. By applying Bobenko-Sym formula to E, we get a CGC 
K  =  1 surface F  : C —> R3 such that dF = [p, *dy?].
Fix a i G C \  {0, ±1} and let L\ be an isotropic line in (R3)c =  C3 such that 
QLi ±  L\. Set L2 =  Li, a 2 =  §=, £'2 =  Pai,Li(02)^2  and L\ = qQ2iL2(ai)Li. By 
Corollary 5 ,  we know that there exists k  G K c such that ^ ^ a2 )L/2P a 1,L 1 €  G r -  Then
E = ( k q ^ L ^ M )  * E  = kqai,L'2PauLlE p ^ X t i , (0) ’
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where L\ = E~l (ot\)L\ and L 2 =  pQl i i (<*2 )E~1(a2 )L2 , is a new complex extended 
framing. Note that E~1(a2 )L2 = E~1(ol\)L\, since E  has values in Qr. This means 
that L 2 = pai ^(<*2 )1 ,1 . Hence, by Corollary 5 we conclude that E  is real up to right 
multiplication by an element of K c ,
Set p = pai and q = qa2i 2. The Bobenko-Sym formula applied to E  gives a new 
real CGC K  = 1 surface, which is given, up to an Euclidean motion, by
F - F  = iA(a2)E ip i1{TrQL2 -  -zr^JpiEf1 +  iA(ai)Ei{TrQli -  =  X .
Moreover,
<p = E ip i 'q i1 • n0 : C -> S'2 ,
is a new everywhere non-conformal harmonic map such that dF  =  \(p, *d(p\.
Consider the CMC H = \  immersions f  = F —ip and f  = F —<p. It is an unpleasant 
but straightforward calculation to see that
v  =  - g v g - 1 , (6.27)
where
g =  /  -  /  =  X  +  (p -  Cp,
whenever a\ is real. Then, from Theorem 47 we conclude that:
Theorem  49. [27] Given a CMC surface of constant mean curvature H  = any
Bianchi-Backlund transformation /  of /  associated to a real parameter (3 is a Darboux 
transform: /  =  Vr(f)  with r = —sin^  P.
R em ark. Starting with a CMC H  = \  immersion /  : C —> R3 with conformal co­
ordinates (x,y) and fundamental forms (6.9), a Bianchi-Backlund transformation of /  
associated to a real parameter /? is given by /  =  /  +  g, with
3 =  sinh/?cosh(/? + ft) ~  sin92f v) -  sinhfl2¥»},
where 6 =  6\ +  iO2 solves the Bianchi-Backlund PDEs (6.15) with respect to (3 and 
a;, and <p is the Gauss map of / .  As Hertrich-Jeromin and Pedit have pointed out in
[27], one can deduce Theorem 49 by showing that g solves the Ricatti equation (6.25). 
However, we believe that the computations we need are easier to carry out.
R em ark. In order to prove (6.27), it is easier to make use of the identification
SO(3, C) =  AdSL(2,C)»
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since in this case the same computations can be performed with 2 x 2-matrices. The 
parameter r is then computed by making use of (6.26).
The situation can be described as follows: identify R3 with su(2) via
(x, j / , z ) g ! 3 h  [ l X  y  +  l z  j e s u ( 2 ) .  
\ —y-\-iz —ix J
The inner product on su(2) inherit from R3 is
(£,»7) =
Fix
Vo = (* _°.) e S ! csu(2)
and consider the automorphism r  of SU(2) given by conjugation by
- ( - ) •
The stabilizer of (po, K q, is precisely the identity component of the fixed set of r.
Suppose now we have a complex extended framing E  : C  —► ATSL(2,C). In this 
setting, the Bobenko-Sym formula is given by
L 1 \
and the simple factors by
Pa,L(A) =  Ad '
where q G C \ { ± 1 } ,  L e P 1 is such that QL ^  L and are the projections with
respect to the decomposition C2 =  L ® QL. Finally, the dressing action of pa>£ is given 
by
_ / la  — X la  +  A \  _ /  /a  + X fa  -  X \
p“’l * e = + + v  i r n w  •
where L  =  E~1(a)L.
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6.9 Further work
The Darboux transforms of a CMC surface with non-positive parameter r amount to 
the Bianchi-Backlund transforms with real parameter /?, and these can be obtained via 
a certain dressing action.
1. Is there any geometrical explanation for this equivalence? Is there any relation­
ship between Darboux transforms with positive real parameter r and Bianchi- 
Backlund transforms?1
2. In [8], F. Burstall shows that the Darboux transforms of isothermic surfaces 
amount to the dressing action of certain simple factors. However, the underlying 
symmetry groups seem quite different. Hence, the problem of finding a theory 
of CMC surfaces that unifies the harmonic map and isothermic surface theories, 
formulated by F. Burstall in [8], seems now even more relevant.
1 Added in proof: the matter has very recently been settled by J. Inoguchi and S. Kobayashi who 
proved that every CMC Darboux transform of a CMC surface is, in fact, a Bianchi-Backlund transform.
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